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Abstract

Telecommunication service providers have recently begun to offer ubiquitous access to packetised data. As a result, the Internet is not limited to computers that are physically connected but is also available to users that are equipped with mobile devices. This ubiquitous access fuels the growth and the usage of the Internet even further, and thus the realisation of dynamic Internet. With the realisation of the dynamic Internet, increasing support is needed for Internet protocol (IP) and transmission control protocol (TCP) over wireless/mobile networks.

Two areas of interest in this thesis are unicast and multicast routing in connectionless and connection-oriented networks. To address the problems of routing protocols in mobile computing environments, the active networks (ANs) paradigm is employed. ANs provide an alternative paradigm to solving network problems and comprise programmable network elements that allow enhancement of existing protocols and the execution of active protocols which run for the duration of the communication session.

This thesis investigates the viability and advantages of ANs when applied to routing in mobile communications. Two new AN-based protocols, for IP and asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks, that address the problems of multicast routing with mobile group members are outlined. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) mobile IP has been augmented with active programs in order to enhance its operation further. Also, a novel model for rerouting connections in ATM networks is presented.

Results of extensive simulation studies comparing performances of conventional as well as some recently proposed protocols with those of AN-based protocols are presented. The results obtained from these simulation studies show that AN-based protocols have the following benefits: (i) efficient adaptation to mobility, (ii) reduced signaling overheads, (iii) high reuse of allocated network states, (iv) extensibility, (v) network topology independence, and (vi) scalability. The aforementioned points are crucial in mobile environments where states at routers (switches) are frequently updated due to mobility. It was shown that ANs provide the most benefits to protocols that maintain states within the network, for example connection-oriented and multicast protocols. AN-based protocols enable fast and efficient update of the states maintained at the routers/switches without incurring excessive signaling overheads. Moreover, part of a connection or multicast tree can be updated iteratively with the use of ANs, resulting only in modifications to routers (switches) that are affected by host migration. A model for deploying active programs that is coupled with the the protocol operation is also demonstrated. Implementation of such a model eliminates the need for strategic positioning of active services.
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<td>FH</td>
<td>Fixed Host</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFA</td>
<td>Gateway Foreign Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSM</td>
<td>Global System for Mobile Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMHP</td>
<td>Internet Mobile Host Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>Local Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD</td>
<td>Logical Domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIJ</td>
<td>Leave Initiated Join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSR</td>
<td>Loose Source Routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Media Access Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARS</td>
<td>Multicast Address Resolution Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBONE</td>
<td>Multicast Backbone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS</td>
<td>Multicast Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>Mobile Host</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHA</td>
<td>Multicast Home Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHRP</td>
<td>Mobile Host Routing Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC</td>
<td>Mobile Switching Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>Mobile Support Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTM</td>
<td>Multipoint to Multipoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACKS</td>
<td>Negative Acknowledgments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSPF</td>
<td>Open Shortest Path Forwarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Personal Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDA</td>
<td>Personal Digital Assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIM</td>
<td>Protocol Independent Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAN</td>
<td>Packet Language for Active Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPK</td>
<td>Prior Path Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNNI</td>
<td>Private Network to Network Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Proxy Root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPF</td>
<td>Packet Processing Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTM</td>
<td>Point to Multipoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>Quality of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIP</td>
<td>Routing Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM</td>
<td>Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP</td>
<td>Rendezvous Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTT</td>
<td>Round Trip Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNMP</td>
<td>Simple Network Management Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRT</td>
<td>Source Rooted Tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Transmission Control Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCL</td>
<td>Tool Command Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>Time to live</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAP</td>
<td>Wireless Application Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UbiComp</td>
<td>Ubiquitous Computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>User Datagram Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMTS</td>
<td>Universal Mobile Telecommunication System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNI</td>
<td>User Network Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCs</td>
<td>Virtual Circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCT</td>
<td>Virtual Connection Tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCNs</td>
<td>Virtual Circuit Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>Virtual Path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAN</td>
<td>Wide Area Network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years we have seen a phenomenal growth of the Internet, especially since the advent of the World Wide Web (WWW). As mobile communication technologies mature, Internet usage is set to become more pervasive with mobile users being able to access the Internet anytime anywhere in the world. Mobile users are likely to remain connected for long periods and access services continuously. Telecommunication providers are beginning to deploy third generation mobile communication systems which aim to provide multimedia capabilities to mobile terminals. Some of the desired objectives of third generation networks include, high quality voice for indoor and pedestrian mode, enhanced packet and circuit wireless data, higher quality coverage, and support for high-speed packet data access [1]. Data services offered by telecommunication networks play a crucial role in gauging the success of providing Internet access to mobile users. To improve mobile services, a data access protocol called enhanced data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) has been proposed, providing data rates up to 384 kbits/s, starting from Year 2002, the universal mobile telecommunication systems (UMTS) will provide a significant improvement to cellular networks with features such as lower cost, higher capacity (2Mbits/s), global roaming and other advance services. As part of the enabling technologies to bring Internet content to mobile users, the wireless application protocol (WAP) has been developed by the WAP forum [2]. The WAP specifications define services and functionalities of a common application protocol stack that is designed to
handle mobile network characteristics. BlueTooth [3] technology aims to interoperate BlueTooth-enabled mobile devices. The objective of BlueTooth is the replacement of all proprietary cables. For example, a user may send messages directly through his/her mobile device without explicitly linking his/her mobile phone. Also we could imagine users forming an ad-hoc network at a conference to obtain slides and papers without the need to form a fixed infrastructure. An important issue of consideration is to make mobile devices vendor independent.

Ubiquitous connectivity as envisioned by cellular companies is considered an important component of ubiquitous computing. The vision of ubiquitous computing (Ubicomp) [4, 5] was first proposed by Mark Weiser in the early 90s, is that computer usage will one day become a necessity in our daily lifes. Ideally, these computers are integrated into the physical environment and invisible to users [5]. As mentioned above, the current trend is ubiquitous connectivity. However, as the use of mobile computers become common, they will not be limited to accessing the Internet but will perform a wide range of capabilities. Household electronic devices can report to mobile devices carried by users that are required to interact with the environment. Mobile users administer various devices locally or remotely through their mobile devices. For example, a mobile device saves useful information ranging from location of car keys to stock quotes.

The convergence of telecommunication networks and the Internet, entails increased support for packet switched networks (i.e., IP) to route packets generated by mobile users and demands smooth interoperation of Internet protocols [6]. This convergence is in accordance with the aim of integrated services where all traffic types are transmitted on the same network resulting in cost reduction and smooth implementation of new services. However, one of the fundamental problems of bringing Internet content to mobile users is that widely deployed Internet protocols assume fixed hosts, which means current protocols operating over the Internet have to be upgraded. Furthermore, these protocols must be scalable to millions of mobile subscribers and adaptive to mobile characteristics. The update and augmentation of existing protocols introduce many problems and of particular importance is routing in mobile environments, both unicast and multicast. Current protocols such as the IP and TCP were optimized for fixed
networks, and do not directly support the mobility of hosts. As a result, various
problems have emerged due to the incorporation of mobile hosts (MHs). It will be
shown in this thesis that existing protocols require modifications before they can handle
mobility.

Mobile devices must work seamlessly over current network infrastructure. The incor-
poration of mobile devices in current network infrastructures requires new hardware
and new protocols. Common entities that are involved include: base station (BS), MH
and mobile switching centre (MSC)\(^1\). BSs act as gateways or access points for MHs
such as personal digital assistants (PDAs) or notebooks equipped with wireless access
(e.g., infra-red). Each BS is equipped with a transceiver and the coverage area of a
transceiver's signal is called a cell. When a MH migrates into a cell, the MH establishes
a radio connection with the BS that is managing the cell. Once the connection has been
successfully established, the MH is free to transmit/receive data. The MH may have
access to resources such as a printer in the foreign network given the appropriate privi-
leges. When a MH visits a particular network, the MH is allocated a care-of-address
by the BS. The care-of-address is then used by the MH in its outgoing packets and to
identify the MH uniquely in the current network.

The process by which a MH crosses the cell boundary and establishes a new connection
with the BS is called a handoff. There are three kinds of handoff: hard, soft and
seamless[7]. In hard handoff, only one active data path exists when the MH switches
from one BS to another. In soft handoff, the MH is able to receive data from the new
as well as previous BS. Here, the MH has the option to choose a BS based on some
criterion like lower signal to noise ratio. Seamless handoff is quite similar to soft-handoff
where two connections are set up between the MH and the BSs. However, only one
connection is active. In other words, the MH can only receive data on only one of the
connections.

Figure 1.1 depicts how mobile devices are 'linked' to the fixed network infrastructure.
In Figure 1.1, two types of wireless accesses are depicted, wireless LAN and cellular.

\(^1\)In cellular networks
Future wireless devices are likely to be equipped with multiple wireless interfaces. This allows for vertical handoffs [8] where the mobile user may use different wireless interfaces depending on his/her location. For example, infra-red maybe used when the user is at his/her desk but when he/she exits the office, radio is used.

Mobile users are likely to expect the same QoS that is available on their desktop computer for such services as electronic mail, file transfer, real-time gaming, video conferencing and video telephony. Such applications are dependent on the underlying mechanisms: unicast and multicast routing. In mobile networks the main problem in routing is the redirection of packets. The common scheme adopted for unicast communication is to have an entity called the home agent (HA) maintain the location of MHs under its care. The HA acts on behalf of the MH when it is away, whence packets destined for the MH are tunneled to the MH. In multicast communications, the multicast tree needs to be updated to reflect the mobility of group members. In connection-oriented networks such as ATM, connection(s) need to be rerouted and QoS renegotiated. In both multicast communications and protocols in connection-oriented environments, mobility poses a severe problem compared to unicast protocols in connection-less networks. This is due to the states maintained within the router switches. These states need to be updated wherever a MH migrates. There may be a number of states involved, thus the
update mechanism deployed may result in scalability problems. For example, as the number of multicast group members grow, the number of routers/switches maintaining states pertaining to the session increases as well\(^2\). Hence, the states maintained at the routers/switches need to be updated during each migration.

### 1.1 Active Networks

In ANs, routers/switches are programmable. The positive aspect of programmability is that the network can be viewed as a computational engine so that the network can be programmed to adapt to changes. Apart from the basic functionalities of routing packets, ANs also provide a computation space in which programs are executed. A new breed of protocols can be developed to take advantage of the computation space offered at routers/switches. The programs executing at the routers/switches are either permanently installed or they exist for the duration of the session. AN-based protocols aim to widen the solution space by allowing network-based control of protocol functions. It is envisaged that the above approach leads to simple and efficient solutions to network problems because the active routers/switches are better positioned to act dynamically. In other words, by viewing the nodes in the network as a collective computational engine, the benefits and problems that can be solved by deploying fully AN-based protocols over these active nodes can be investigated. This shift in paradigm cuts through the limitations of deploying protocols from the edge of the network. Now that the network is no longer viewed as a black box, a protocol designer need not probe the network to determine the current state it is in. The network adapts to the protocol when the state changes. Use of ANs results in significant reduction of signaling overheads. Moreover, AN-based solutions react faster to the changing dynamics of the network.

Once routers/switches are made programmable, three categories of protocols are envisaged to exist within these routers/switches: (i) default protocols, (ii) AN-based protocols, and (iii) enhanced protocols. An active node must at least provide default processing to allow backward compatibility with existing protocols. In (iii), the

\(^2\)The growth rate is not one to one since a router/switch may handle \(N\) members
1.2 Thesis Objectives

In essence this thesis embraces two visions of future computing, namely UbiComp [4] and ANs [9]. ANs are central to the thesis objectives. This thesis points out fundamental problems in existing Internet protocols under conditions of mobility. Then the AN paradigm is used as a tool to overcome these problems. The objectives of this thesis are as follows:

1. To investigate the viability of the ANs paradigm in solving routing problems in connection-less (IP) as well as connection-oriented (ATM) networks.

2. To enhance/augment existing mobile aware protocols; the IETF mobile IP and connection rerouting in ATM networks.

3. To design and investigate AN-based multicast routing protocols to address the shortcomings of existing multicast protocols.

4. To investigate active program deployment to maximise the performance of protocols.

To the best of our knowledge, this thesis is the first to investigate the viability of ANs in enhancing routing and multicasting in mobile networks. As shown in later chapters, by installing simple programs to augment the operations of existing protocols, unnecessary mechanisms which result in increased complexity or overheads can be avoided. The
1.3 Contributions

The main aim of this thesis is to show that ANs provide a new paradigm for solving problems in realising the UbiComp vision.

To carry out these investigations, problems pertaining to routing in mobile networks were identified. By determining how routers/switches can be programmed dynamically in accordance with the operation of the protocol, additional features can be added at the routers/switches to mitigate the effects of mobility. By designing new AN-based protocols which execute at the computation space for the duration of the communication session, protocols can be made to adapt to varying network conditions. For unicast protocol, this thesis shows how existing protocols can be enhanced by augmenting their operations transparently. For multicast, new AN-based protocols were developed and these protocols exist for the duration of the communication session and they adapt to subscriber migrations.

1.3 Contributions

These research reports on four new contributions pertaining to ANs and their application to mobile communications. Also, there are numerous contributions specific to the investigated protocols. The next subsection summarise the contributions of this thesis.

1.3.1 ANs and Mobile Communications

The main contributions resulting from the investigation on the application of ANs to the problem of routing in mobile communications are:

1. Use of programmability in routing to MH. To the best of our knowledge, little research has been done to investigate the application of ANs in mobile communications, specifically routing. The work presented here is novel in that it considers the use of active routers/switches to solve problems related to routing in mobile communications.
2. **AN-based solutions and also augmentation of existing protocols.** The programmability paradigm provided by ANs is shown to be effective when applied to routing in mobile communications. This has been validated with AN-based solutions for both unicast and multicast protocols. The main contribution here is that, the active solutions developed in this thesis take advantage of all nodes in the network rather than strategically placed programmable nodes in the network. Therefore, this work provides an insight into how this new-breed of solutions can be developed to tackle mobility.

3. **Reuse of states.** ANs are applied in problems that maintain a significant amount of states information (e.g., soft state) in the network, for example, connections in ATM networks and multicast routing. In the mobile environment, due to frequent host changes, an efficient update mechanism is required and ANs provide such a paradigm that allows for efficient solutions. This aspect is crucial in third generation networks where there may be millions of users. Therefore, ANs can aid in the scalability of Internet protocols.

4. **Integration of active programs and protocol operation.** A model to deploy active programs along side signaling messages inherent in a given protocol is outlined. The implication is that positioning of active programs either manually or through computation is unnecessary. The active programs are deployed only on paths in which the packets of interest flow. Most important, the deployed programs react in accordance to events. These programs are dynamic in that the role changes from one node to the next, adapting to mobility.

### 1.3.2 AN-Based Solutions

Due to the investigations carried out, various contributions to the problem areas have been made. These contributions (by chapter) are:

- **Chapter 4.** The IETF mobile IP [10, 11] protocol is further improved with ANs. These enhancements are: (i) efficient delivery of location update messages using a multicast like scheme, (ii) use of SmartBuffer to shield TCP from long handoff
delay, (iii) use of BusStation framework which allows the transport of aggregated messages. The framework has been demonstrated to reduce the number of location update messages in the network.

- **Chapter 5.** In the AN-based solution proposed in this chapter, (i) there is no need to make a trade off between path reuse and path optimality, (ii) automatic removal of loops without requiring intervention from end-hosts, (iii) paths are optimized incrementally when needed to maximise path reuse and optimality.

In mobile ATM networks, existing connection rerouting algorithms need to make a trade-off between signaling overheads and path optimality. Here, no such trade-off is necessary. Moreover, no network probing is required, thus signaling overheads are reduced.

- **Chapter 6.** Current solutions concerning IP multicasting in mobile networks suffer from inefficient routing and tunnel convergence. This chapter presents an AN-based solution that (i) avoids the tunnel convergence problem, (ii) incurs minimal signaling and update overheads and, (iii) is scalable to increasing group members.

- **Chapter 7.** In this chapter a solution to the problem of rerouting multicast connections in ATM networks is presented. An AN-based solution presented in this chapter, called Multicast Connection Rerouting (MCoRe), contributes as a seminal work in the area of rerouting multicast connections in mobile networks. MCoRe is based on an adaptive source-rooted-tree that minimizes network latency. MCoRe features include, (i) efficient rerouting of multicast connections, (ii) loop prevention, (iii) preservation of cell ordering, (iv) minimal cell loss and (v) low signaling overheads.

## 1.4 Thesis structure

Thus far in this chapter a brief introduction to mobile networks and the scope of this thesis were presented. The following provides a brief description of the chapters to follow:
1.4 Thesis structure

- **Chapter 2.** This chapter reviews existing protocols covered in this thesis and highlights their limitations. Two categories of protocols are covered: connection-less and connection-oriented. This chapter gives an overview of routing and multicasting in mobile IP as well as ATM networks. Literature review on the performance of TCP over mobile networks is also presented.

- **Chapter 3.** This chapter presents the vision of ANs. AN based solutions and related architectures are reviewed. Finally, the rationale for using the ANs paradigm in this thesis is discussed and detail arguments on the application of ANs in mobile computing environment will be presented.

- **Chapter 4.** In this chapter, the enhancements to the IETF mobile IP models with active routers are presented. This chapter shows how the mobile IP models can be improved significantly by augmenting the operation of mobile IP models with active programs.

- **Chapter 5.** This chapter is concerned with the application of ANs to the problem of connection rerouting in mobile ATM networks.

- **Chapter 6.** The previous two chapters were concerned with unicast protocols. This chapter covers AMTree, an active multicast protocol for IP networks.

- **Chapter 7.** In this chapter, multicasting in ATM networks is considered. Also a set of requirements are presented which serve to provide design guidelines for subsequent work in the area of rerouting multicast connections in ATM networks.

- **Chapter 8.** The thesis is concluded with a summary of the outcomes of the research work. Open research issues that arose from the investigations carried out are also discussed.
Chapter 2

Protocols over Wireless Data Networks

The scope of this thesis was introduced in the previous chapter. Further, a brief introduction to the entities within a wireless data network were presented. In this chapter, routing protocols developed specifically for mobile hosts are reviewed. Two network paradigms will be considered, IP and ATM. In each of these paradigms, protocols related to unicast and multicast routing will be presented. Specifically, IETF Mobile IP [10, 11], connection rerouting in ATM networks, and multicasting in both ATM and IP networks.

This thesis encompasses connection-less and connection-oriented environments in the areas of rerouting unicast connections and multicasting. Two cover these two areas, this chapter is organised as follows. Firstly unicast routing in mobile networks will be presented. Section 2.1 presents unicast routing in IP networks followed by routing in mobile ATM networks in Section 2.1.2. After unicast protocols related to this thesis have been reviewed, later sections will present literature related to multicasting. The literature concerning IP multicasting in mobile networks are reviewed in Section 2.2.1 followed by multicast in mobile ATM networks in Section 2.2.2. Finally, a summary of the chapter is presented.
2.1 Unicast Routing in Mobile Networks

2.1.1 IP and Mobility

Mobile IP research is sparked by the need for a protocol which supports mobile devices whose point of attachment changes frequently. Current protocols such as IP assume that hosts are stationary and have fixed addresses. Therefore, they cannot provide transparent support to mobile devices such as mobile computers. Current protocols require changes to a MH's address, modifications to a number of configuration files and restart of all communication sessions when moving from point A to B. These processes are time consuming and error prone [12]. The above problems stem from the use of hierarchical addressing and routing schemes which were designed with stationary hosts in mind [12]. According to Bhagwat et al. [13], there are two possible solutions to mobility; (1) redesign the current internetworking protocols or (2) provide additional services on top of existing protocols. The first solution requires significant modifications which are infeasible in the current scenario. Issues such as transparency above the network layer and security need to be resolved with the second option. A MH must provide the impression of a stationary host and its point of attachment should be hidden from protocols and applications [13]. The main goal of mobile IP research is to introduce transport layer transparencies and to eliminate the need for reinitialisation when the correspondent host (CH) changes its point of attachment [14]. Another goal is route-optimisation. Route optimisation requires caching the MH's care-of-address and updating it when the MH changes its point of attachment. Work covering caching in intermediate nodes can be found in [15, 16]. Myles et al. [17] outline two main goals of mobile IP; operational and performance transparency. Operational transparency implies that the user is not required to perform any special actions during host migration. As for performance transparency, it is concerned with optimum routing, efficient and robust migration, and efficient use of network resources. Other issues include cost, host impact, infrastructure requirements and backward compatibility.
2.1 Unicast Routing in Mobile Networks

2.1.1.1 Solutions

Myles et al. [18] and Perkins et al. [19] describe the Internet Mobile Host Protocol (IMHP) which supports route optimisation and authentication. The working of this protocol is similar to the proposed IETF Mobile IP [10] standard. The only difference is that optimal routing is considered as an extension in the IETF’s proposal. Myles et al. [18] propose a near-optimal routing scheme, the MH’s care-of-address is cached at intermediate nodes and the previous foreign agent is notified of the MH’s care-of-address. Work on mobility support in IPv6 is proposed by Perkins et al. [20] who incorporate cache update for optimal routing. The difference between IPv4 and IPv6 is that nodes learn and cache care-of-address to enable them to send packets directly to the MH using IPv6 Routing Header. Updates to nodes are done through IPv6’s IPv6 Destination options namely Binding update and Binding Acknowledgement.

Johnson [15, 21] proposes the Mobile Host Routing Protocol (MHRP) which is scalable and uses MHRP source addresses for cache updates. The use of list-of-source-addresses field for solving route looping coupled with cache invalidation and updates make MHRP a robust scheme. Location updates are sent when the destination node (e.g., FA) detects that a CH does not have the MH’s care-of-address. If a MH is at home, the MH needs to inform all CHs communicating with it to discard their cache bindings. The use of a mediator node for supporting MHRP for hosts which do not support MHRP leads to little modifications at hosts and MHs above the IP level. Ioannidis et al. [22] use a set of Mobile Support Stations (MSSs) to facilitate mobility. Each MSS is in charge of a cell. During handoff, the MH notifies its previous MSS of the new MSS’s address. If a packet is tunneled to a MSS which does not have the intended MH, a broadcast is made to all MSSs and the MSS serving the MH will respond. Performance and implementation details of the protocol are outlined in [22] and [23]. The performance issues presented are: cell switch latency, MSS load, IP-in-IP overhead and space complexity, fault tolerance, load sharing, and scalability. Their approach is limited to a campus wide environment and is not scalable. Perkins et al. [14] use IP’s Loose Source Route (LSR) option to solve the mobility problem. LSR enables each packet to have enough routing information for the remote host to send a reply back
2.1 Unicast Routing in Mobile Networks

along an optimal path. Problems with the LSR approach are as follows, (1) not all implementations of protocol stacks support LSR (2) non-optimal processing of packets at routers (3) no LSR support for UDP packets and (4) possible compromise of security [17] [23] [13]. Myles et al. [17] provide extensive comparison of mobile IP research from IBM, Sony and Columbia based on issues such as backward compatibility, optimum routing, Intra-cell communications, migration procedures, packet losses and processing bandwidth.

In [24], the notion of friend networks is used to cache care-of-addresses. Friend networks are basically trusted networks with a mobile support router. Several schemes for cache update such as selective update, complete update, lazy update and no update are investigated. Results show that in the long run, selective updates incur the least cost during host migration. Selective update is a scheme where only friend networks get location updates. The lazy scheme needs less location updates because queries are only made when no binding is found.

Bhagwat et al. [13] provide a generic view of mobile IP by identifying fundamental entities which must exist within any mobile IP protocol. Baker et al. [25] eliminate the use of FA for supporting mobile hosts. Instead, MHs are equipped with FA functionalities. This means that little modification is needed to the current infrastructure and MH is able to function in networks which do not have a FA installed. On the other hand, the complexity and functionalities of the MH increase where it has to support encapsulation and decapsulation of IP-in-IP packets and also obtain a temporary IP address at the remote site. Moreover, optimal routing issue is not addressed. A different approach to handling mobility is outlined in [26]. Badrinath et al. [26] approach requires the MSS to be mobility aware. MSS acts as proxy for MHs where it provides the main communication needs for MHs. CH sees the MSS as the MH because the MSS binds the MH’s IP address during communication with the CH. The main drawbacks of Badrinath et al. [26]’s approach are: no end-to-end semantics, need for application relinking, software overhead when data copying between threads at the MSS and handoff latency [27]. In [28], Okanoue et al. aim to improve on the IP-in-IP encapsulation model. The main idea is to append an additional header containing the MH’s care-of-address. Also inter-
mediate nodes are able to process the encapsulated datagrams. Their scheme achieves efficient routing path and requires low mobility binding maintenance.

A novel approach (MSM-IP) was proposed by Mysore et al. [29] where IP multicasting is the sole mechanism for addressing and routing packets to MHs. MSM-IP differs from IETF Mobile IP in the following ways:

- The MHs in MSM-IP uses class D addresses.
- Since multicast is the delivery protocol, multicast router(s) must be present at every subnet to support multicast delivery.
- Unlike Mobile-IP where the HA stores the bindings of MHs, MSM-IP uses a distributed directory.
- Finally, MSM-IP is able to provide seamless handoff because multiple BSs in the area can subscribed to the multicast group.

Some remaining problems that have yet to be resolved are (i) interactions with the address resolution protocol (ARP), (ii) modifications to TCP to accept destination as multicast address, and (iii) inadequate handling of IP multicast resource discovery and location update with regard to location management. Moreover, MSM-IP may have scalability problems given that each MH is assigned a class D address. Then in [30], the performances of MSM-IP was presented. Mysore et al. [30] showed that MSM-IP is effective in supporting seamless handoff and showed improvements in performance compared to conventional mobile IP.

A scheme combining forward pointers and caching to achieve low cost binding and delivery operations was proposed by Bejarano et al. [31]. The scheme involves the maintenance of a chain of forwarding pointers (HA to MH). Each pointer covers a geographical area and these chain of pointers are recalculated after each migration. The CH is notified of the nodes in the forwarding pointer and when the CH wants to send a packet to the MH, the message is forwarded to a chosen node. The intercepting node forwards the message to the next downstream pointer. The downside of this approach
is that both CH and MH need to be aware of the existence of pointers. Further, a fairly complicated maintenance protocol is used to maintain the validity of pointers. Moreover, an optimal path to the MH can not be ensured due to the placement of pointers. Besides that, each pointer needs to monitor its parent pointer node to ensure the upstream node is alive. If the parent node dies, the ancestor node is notified to mend the chain of pointers.

**IETF Mobile IP**

IETF Mobile IP [10] augments IP to support MHs by providing a transparent scheme to route datagrams to MHs. IP was not designed to handle mobility because it assumes that end-hosts are fixed and their addresses do not change frequently. The Mobile IP specification solves the IP routing problem by identifying a MH by its home address. When the MH migrates from its home cell, the HA is notified of the MH's current point of attachment. This is done by sending a mobility binding to its HA which associates the MH's address to a care-of-address. The care-of-address is usually the address of the foreign agent (FA)\(^1\) or a co-located address. When the MH is in a foreign network the HA acts as a forwarding agent for the MH. The HA intercepts packets destined for the MH. These packets are then tunnelled to the MH's care-of-address. Tunneling is achieved by encapsulating the IP packet destined for the MH within another IP packet, hence the term IP-in-IP [32] is also used. When the FA receives an IP-in-IP packet, the packet is decapsulated and the FA checks whether the MH is in its visitor list, if so, the packet is sent to the MH, otherwise the packet is discarded [10].

Johnson [11] defines enhancements to Mobile IP (referred to as optimised Mobile IP in this thesis) in the form of extra binding update messages generated for the CH and the MH's previous FA. In optimised Mobile IP, the handoff commences when the MH at the foreign agent sends a registration request in the same manner as defined in the Mobile IP specification. The HA, in addition to the registration reply, sends a binding update to the CH notifying it of the MH's new care-of-address. This enables the CH

---

\(^1\)The FA is a base station acting on behalf of the MH.
to tunnel packets directly to the MH thus bypassing the HA. The MH also sends a binding update to its previous FA. The previous FA tunnels any packets for the MH to the MH’s new location.

**Improvements to IETF Mobile IP**

As mentioned previously, in optimized Mobile IP [11], MH informs the previous FA of its care-of-address. However, sending binding updates to the previous FA is not beneficial if the data packets precede the update [33]. Consider the case where a MH migrates when a train of packets is just about to arrive at the FA. Assuming the packets are not buffered at the FA, these packets will be lost due to MH migration, making the update useless. Perkins et al. [33] have presented a solution in which buffering is performed at the previous FA to catch in-transit packets, and such packets are tunneled to the old FA prior to the arrival of the binding update at the CH. After the binding update arrives, the previous FA forwards the buffered packets to the MH’s current location. A scheme to reduce Mobile IP’s handoff latency with hierarchical foreign agents was proposed by Perkins [34]. Basically, the idea is to send registration requests to a local/regional FA and have the FA respond with a registration reply message. The hierarchy of FAs is maintained as follows. The MH is informed of the hierarchy through advertisement messages transmitted by the FAs. In each advertisement message a list of care-of-addresses are included which represent the hierarchy of FAs. Therefore, as the MH changes its point of attachment, it can compare care-of-addresses obtained from the previous BS and the current BS. Once the MH has determined the lowest level of the hierarchy, the MH notifies the FA at the next higher level of its new care-of-address. This scheme requires the maintainence of the FA hierarchy. A subsequent proposal that aims to reduce the number of registrations directed at the HA and also lower handoff latencies is presented in [35]. The main idea is to use a gateway foreign agent (GFA) where the HA is notified of the GFA’s address instead of the MH’s address. Subsequent registration requests are directed at the GFA as long migrations are within the domain managed by the GFA. Later in [36] El Malki et al. extended the hierarchical FAs to perform seamless handoff. In their scheme a mobility agent uses multiple bindings and
the MH takes an active role in determining which FAs maintain multiple bindings. As a result, packets destined to a given MH are multicast to a set of BSs, during handoff.

A scheme called cellular IP [37] also aims to reduce the high handoff latency of Mobile IP. Cellular IP is targeted for LAN environments and defaults to Mobile IP in the wide-area case. In cellular IP, each node within a LAN maintains mappings of MHs’ current location. The mappings stored consist of the mobile’s IP address and the interface which leads to the MH. Therefore, any packets destined to the MH are routed hop-by-hop to the MH. These mappings are refreshed by route-update packets or packets transmitted from the MH itself. MHs that are not actively communicating create a page cache mapping which is maintained at specific nodes only, for example the gateway of the LAN. This enables MHs that do not have a route cache to receive packets. After handoff, new mappings are created at network elements by packets transmitted from the new BS. Since network elements that are on the path to the old BS contain mapping of the MH also, packets will be directed to both BSs until their timer expires. In the case where the MH does not have anything to send after handoff, the MH is required to send route-update packets to create or update the necessary mappings.

An idea that considers QoS is presented by Ramjee et al. [38] where during handoff, the path is extended from the previous BS to the current BS. A crossover router, is at the intersection between the path from the root router to the old BS, and the extended path. Therefore, after handoff, packets may be forwarded from the previous BS as well as from the crossover router. With the above set up, the path from the source to the crossover node remains unchanged, only the QoS from the crossover node to the MH's new location needs to be re-negotiated. The idea is similar to those of connection rerouting in ATM networks which is explained in Section 2.1.2. In [38], the MH sets up a path to a given domain's root router.

Tan et al. [39] proposed a fast handoff scheme based on the following ideas. Firstly, a resident domain FA hides mobility within the given domain. Secondly, multicast is used to ensure seamless handoff. The main limitations of their approach is the usage of multicast which incurs bandwidth and buffering at neighboring BSs. Furthermore, the cell layout must be known for each BS to inform adjacent BSs to subscribe to a given
multicast group. Hence the scheme proposed by Tan et al. is not scalable since the number of multicast sessions within a LAN is proportional to the number of visiting MHs. The use of multicast mandates support for multicast at each foreign network.

2.1.2 ATM and Mobility

Unlike connection-less networks where each packet is self-contained, cells in ATM are switched along a dedicated path. Care must be taken to ensure that cell losses are minimal and most importantly cell ordering is preserved. Moreover, the QoS previously allocated must be maintained. Hence connection rerouting is crucial in ensuring seamless handoff.

Generally, the main operation of any handoff protocol in ATM networks is the connection rerouting process. Note that some schemes such as those in [40] avoid the rerouting process by assuming a static crossover switch, but may suffer from suboptimal path. As part of the rerouting algorithm, a crossover switch (CX) needs to be located. The algorithm to locate the CX contributes significantly to the observed handoff latency. Moreover the location of the CX determines the extent of original path reuse, buffer required and optimality of the resulting path. The next paragraph explains the problem of connection rerouting using an example. Then different categories of connection rerouting algorithms are presented in the next section.

To present the connection rerouting problem consider Figure 2.1. In this example, $BS_1$ denotes the previous BS or current BS and $BS_2$ denotes the BS the MH is handing off to. The geographic cell is represented in italics (cell) and the default font represents a message cell to avoid any confusion. In the network shown in Figure 2.1, the fixed host (FH) has an established connection to the MH. When the MH migrates across cell areas, the connection needs to be updated. Referring to Figure 2.1, the two possible switches as the MH migrates from Cell 1 to Cell 2 and again from Cell 2 to Cell 3 are $CX_1$ and $CX_2$ respectively. When the MH migrates from Cell 1 to Cell 2 a new connection is setup from $CX_1$ to Cell 2. After the connection has been updated at $CX_1$ any cells destined for the MH are forwarded onto the new path. Before the BS forwards
any cells from the new path, cells from the old path need to be drained. Once the last cell from the old path has been forwarded, cells from the new path are forwarded to the MH. Buffering is required at the CX or BS during the connection rerouting phase because preservation of cell ordering is crucial in ATM networks. The size of the buffer is dependent on the traffic rate and the length of the path to be drained. The issues of cell loss and QoS are dependent on the application. For example, time sensitive applications are tolerant to loss and are adaptive to varying QoS after each handoff. Once the cells are drained the connection from $CX_1$ to $BS_1$ is torn down. This process is repeated at $CX_2$ when the MH migrates from Cell 2 to Cell 3. Usually during the connection rerouting process, a CX discovery algorithm is used to determine the CX which satisfies a given performance metric. A tradeoff to be consider in connection rerouting is between path reuse and optimal path. By maximising reuse states, that have already been allocated can be reused. However, maximising reuse may not result in an optimal path. Another important metric is QoS. QoS needs to be taken into
consideration if the chosen CX is unable to support the requested QoS.

2.1.2.1 Solutions

Work on rerouting in wireless ATM can be broadly categorised into the following:

- **Full Path Extension** [41]: In this approach, the original connection is extended from the old BS to the new BS resulting in low latency handoff and minimal cell loss. The main assumption is that BSs are connected by pre-established virtual circuits (VCs) which allow fast forwarding. The main limitations are increasing end-to-end delay of the route and looping. Therefore a path optimisation is required to address these limitations.

- **Incremental re-establishment** [42, 43, 44, 45, 46]: This class of methods involve invoking a CX discovery algorithm during handoff. Handoff latency is affected by the discovery algorithm, update time of translation table at the CX and connection time between the BS and MH. This class of algorithms require buffering at the CX or BSs to avoid cell loss and cell misordering. The algorithm used can be one of Prior Path CX Discovery, Distributed Hunt CX or Backward Tracking CX Discovery as discussed in [47].

Akyol et al. [43][45] use a scheme called Nearest Common Node Rerouting (NCNR). In Akyol et al.’s scheme a switch common to both zones (old and new zones) is chosen as the CX. The CX then forwards cells to both zones until the handoff is finished. NCNR works well in a hierarchical topology and time-sensitive traffic (e.g., audio) is not buffered. Buffering is used to avoid cell loss and multipoint connections from the CX are used to preserve cell sequence for throughput dependent traffic (e.g., data transfer).

Bejerano et al. [46] proposed two rerouting algorithms. Both of their algorithms are based on finding the minimum cost path. In the first algorithm, after handoff a comparison of setup cost is made between the extended path and the direct path from the CH to the MH’s new location. If the extended path is \( \alpha \) \( (\alpha \geq 1) \) times the cost of the direct path, then a new connection is created directly from
the corresponding host to the MH. Otherwise the extended path is taken. In the second algorithm, after handoff the closest switch (on the original path) to $BS_2$ is chosen as the CX. Then the cost of alternative paths from the MH's current location to the CH is determined. Finally the path with least cost is chosen. Their analysis only included cost of setup and holding of resources. In their experiments they show that connection re-establishment has the lowest hold cost (time in which resource are held up), but high setup cost. The converse is true with the minimal path update algorithm [48]. As for the proposed algorithms, a balance is achieved between setup and hold costs. Issues that remain to be addressed are, prevention of cell loss, cell ordering, signaling cost, information required about the network topology and buffering requirements are not addressed in their work.

- **Path splicing [49]**: Path splicing is invoked by the new BS. A path is established from the new BS to the FH. If the path coincides with the original path, then the CX will splice the new path onto the existing path. However, path splicing does not guarantee that the resulting path is optimal.

Archarya et al. [49] use path splicing. The CX discovery algorithm used involves sending messages back to the FH. Buffering at the BSs is used to prevent cell misordering. Undelivered cells at the previous BS are forwarded to the new MH via $BS_2$. Cells arriving from the CX are buffered until the previous BS finishes forwarding.

- **Tree Routing or Multicast Based [50][51]**: This class of algorithms aims to reduce the handoff rate by clustering BSs onto a root node. Each BS has a preestablished connection to the root node. During cell forwarding the root node forwards the cell onto the correct path. This scheme prevents cell misordering and cell loss through multicasting but suffers from cell duplications. The main limitations include: existence of cell duplicates, excessive buffering and pre-reservation of bandwidth [47]. Furthermore, this scheme may not be suitable for asymmetric traffic such as video delivery [52].

Ghai et al. [51] use a supervisory host (SH) which groups clusters of cells. The SH acts as a gateway between the wired and wireless networks and is responsible
for multicasting cells to a group of cell areas, tracking MHs and maintaining connections. Such a scheme suffers from poor scalability due to the location management algorithm used.

Acampora et al. [50] introduced the Virtual Connection Tree (VCT). VCT is similar to the SH approach, but the amount of responsibilities at the root node of VCT are greater. In the VCT scheme, VOs are preestablished to each BS. Upon entering a VCT, MHs are given virtual circuit numbers (VCNs) for each BS in the cluster. The MH then uses these VCNs to communicate with the root node and the root node translates these VCNs to the VCNs used in the fixed network. In such a scheme, preestablished connections are used and new connections need to be setup if the MH migrates across VCTs, requiring additional overhead.

- Anchor Rerouting [53, 40, 54]: In anchor rerouting a designated switch at the edge of the network acts as the CX. In other words, no CX discovery is required, and a new connection can be made to the new BS. This results in faster handoff but the resulting path is not optimal. Chen et al. [53] use an anchor based scheme. The location of the anchor node is predefined and its location is maintained by the mobile switching centre (MSC).

- Full Connection Re-establishment [50][42]: In full connection re-establishment, the original connection is torn down and a new connection is made to the MH's current location. The main disadvantages are high handoff latency due to signalling overheads and poor performance at high handoff rates. On the other hand, an optimal path is guaranteed.

In the VCT [50] approach a full re-establishment is needed once the MH moves out of its VCT. Keeton et al. [42] propose the use of full path re-establishment while cells are being forwarded from BS1 to BS2. Their approach is a combination of path extension and full path re-establishment, the use of predictive handoff was also discussed.

- Hybrid [55, 56]: Ramjee et al. [56] use a combination of path extension and distributed connection server scheme for CX discovery. They showed that a simple handoff is sufficient. Path extension is used during handoff. Later the connection
server is queried and the server determines the CX along the path. In [55], a two state connection rerouting was used. To prevent looping, the MH is required to keep track of visited BSs.

A different approach was taken by Dommety et al. [57] for connection rerouting. They propose two optimization schemes based on PNNI [58] to optimize the route of a connection, namely optimal and minimal crossover node determination. In the optimal scheme, the hierarchical addressing structure of PNNI is used. For example, if both the old and new BSs are in the same peer group then the CX is the ingress border node of the peer group in which the BSs reside. On the other hand, if the CH and old BS are both located within a peer group but the new BS is located in another, then the CH is designated as the CX. Unlike the optimal scheme, the minimal crossover determination scheme requires modifications to PNNI. In the minimal scheme, the CX is determined as follows. Given, all concerned nodes are on the same level, the old BS uses the topological information from the underlying link-state routing protocol to determine the switches from the CH to both old and new BS. Once the routes are determined, they are compared and the intersecting switch between the two paths is designated as the CX. In the general case, where each party is at a different level, a crossover peer group is determined using the minimal scheme described above. At the egress border node of the crossover peer group, a minimal scheme is invoked again to locate the CX (switch or peer group) within the crossover peer group. The CX discovery process continues recursively until a CX is found. To date no performance studies have been presented to determine the impact of minimal and optimal algorithms on handoff latency, cell loss and cell ordering.

A comprehensive study on CX discovery algorithms is presented in [47]. Various CX discovery algorithms were investigated and each algorithm is evaluated based on its convergence hop count, circuit reuse, resulting new path length and efficiency. The Prior Path and Distributed Hunt CX discovery algorithms were found to perform the best. Prior Path discovers the CX by querying a connection server for the switches along the path. The new BS calculates the shortest path to each of these switches and selects the switch with the minimum number of hops to BS2. Distributed Hunt
is similar to Prior Path, instead of querying the connection server, each switch maintains a connection table. After handoff, a broadcast is made and switches along the route answer the broadcast. These algorithms are used in Toh's [48] hybrid handoff scheme. Performance studies of various connection rerouting described above can also be found in [59, 60, 61]. In [59], Banh et al. provide analytical comparisons of the rerouting schemes listed above. Performance parameters measured are handover delay, communication disruption delay, buffer requirements, complexity (number of signalling messages involved) and bandwidth requirements. Banh et al. showed that multicast rerouting techniques have lowest handoff latency but at the cost of high complexity and bandwidth. Then in Wong et al. [61]'s work, different schemes for performing path optimization were investigated. Their investigations were motivated by the following questions: (1) how to minimize disruption time during path optimization and (2) when and how often should optimization be performed. The probability distribution investigated are exponential, periodic, and Bernoulli. The above mentioned distributions determine the frequency in which optimization is performed. For example, connection rerouting is invoked periodically. It was found that invoking connection rerouting using the Bernoulli distribution yields the lowest cost per call.

2.2 Multicasting in Mobile Networks

The following subsections present work related to multicast in mobile networks. As in the unicast case, the literature review is divided into two subsections, namely IP and ATM networks.

2.2.1 Problems with IP Multicasting

Current multicast protocols such as distance vector multicast routing protocol (DV-MRP) [62], multicast OSPF (MOSPF) [63], core based tree (CBT)[64] and protocol-independent multicast (PIM) [65] are designed with static host in mind and hence are prone to problems in mobile networks. Typical problems with multicasting in mobile
networks are:

1. After migration, multicast protocols that are based on shortest path tree such as DVMRP and PIM-sparse mode may route packets incorrectly or drop packets due to reverse path forwarding.

Consider Figure 2.2 where a source-rooted tree is constructed using reverse path forwarding. The source of the multicast session is mobile. The arrows in Figure 2.2 show the direction in which a source's packets are expected to arrive. When the source MH migrates, any packets sent from the new care-of-address will be discarded due to reverse path forwarding. This is because in reverse path forwarding the multicast router expects packets to come from an upstream interface. Since routers expect packets to arrive on the shortest path from the source, packets originating from the new location are dropped.

![Figure 2.2: Problem with source migration in a shortest-path tree.]

2. In shared-tree approach such as PIM [65] or CBT [64], an algorithm is needed to determine core(s) or rendezvous point (RP) strategic location(s) in the network and ensure minimal delay at the receivers. The core's location is usually selected at the start of the multicast session. In mobile networks if sources/receivers are mobile then a core's or RP's position will be sub-optimal after each receiver/source migration. What is needed is an algorithm to relocate the core (dynamic core), but such algorithm(s) may prove to be infeasible due to high signaling messages involved and multiple constraints that have to be satisfied due to host movement.
3. At the receiving end, when a MH migrates to a cell\(^2\) with no other group members, it will experience delay. This is mainly caused by subscription delay, tree rebuild or non-existent multicast routers in the region.

When a receiver migrates, three issues need to be considered. Firstly, the foreign network may not support multicast service. Therefore, the receiver is unable to rejoin the multicast session until it migrates to a network which supports multicast. Secondly, the foreign network may support multicast service but does not join the multicast group(s) in which the visiting MH is subscribed to. Hence the MH has to wait for Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP)[66]'s next membership query cycle (at most one request per minute) and endure rejoining delay. Thirdly, in case where the foreign network has joined the multicast group, the receiver may receive duplicate packets or only subsequent packets.

4. The time to live (TTL) specified may be inappropriate. For example a TTL set for one region maybe inappropriate for another. Once the MH migrates out of a region, the specified TTL value earlier maybe too small. Further, since multicast groups are not unique, two MHs belonging to two different groups using the same address may receive unwanted packets [67]. Another problem outlined by Chikarmane et al. [67] is the use of a multicast address such as 224.0.0.1, which means "multicast to all hosts on this LAN". There are three interpretations for delivery: (1) all hosts on the LAN including visitors, (2) all hosts belonging to LAN only, or (3) all hosts on the LAN and those that are away. If choice (1) is chosen, then messages will be transmitted to a visitor leading to possible unwanted distribution of information. The opposite happens in choice (2), where all hosts that are away do not get transmitted packets. Finally for choice (3), when the packets are tunneled to MH, that are currently away, care has to be taken to ensure that the tunneled multicast packets are not multicast to all hosts in the foreign network, since the packets’ address is 224.0.0.1.

\(^2\)Cell here means radio coverage area
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2.2.1.1 Solutions

Archarya et al. [68] extended Columbia's version of Mobile IP [22] where unicast tunnels are setup between mobile support routers. In other words a virtual link layer connectivity is established that enables DVMRP to work properly. This work was then extended in [69] where mechanisms for resolving duplicate packets and delivery of in-sequence packets were proposed.

The methods proposed in the IETF Mobile IP [10] specification are as follows:

- Bi-directional HA tunneling. The idea for a bidirectional tunnel between the MH and its HA was presented initially in [70]. The HA becomes the source/receiver of multicast traffic. Whenever the MH migrates to a new subnet a bidirectional tunnel is created from the MH's care-of-address to the HA. As a result, any traffic generated by the MH or directed towards the MH has to traverse through the HA. The tunnel is then used to send packets going to/from the MH. From the receivers point of view the source never left its subnet at all. Obviously this incurs a high handoff latency as the MH moves further away from the HA and introduces a problem called tunnel convergence. This is where multiple MHS are serviced by one foreign agent (FA) and some/all MHS have different HAs. As a result, each HA will have a tunnel to the FA. To solve the convergence problem, Wang et al. [71] and Harrison et al. [72] have looked at ways of reducing tunneling costs. Harrison et al. [72] investigated different policies for choosing the FA for multicast transmissions. The convergence problem is solved by having only one bidirectional tunnel to the designated HA. Wang et al. [71] then extended the work of [72] using an architecture consisting of multicast agents (MAs). Basically their idea is to have MAs serving a unique set of FAs, therefore the HA is required to tunnel only to these MAs in the network. In the former, a tunnel is setup directly to the MA and no algorithms are employed for choosing a designated HA.

- Remote subscription. A care-of-address is allocated when the MH is at a foreign network. The care-of-address is then used for multicast. Alternatively, the FA can subscribe to the multicast group on behalf of the MHs it is managing.
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The disadvantage of subscribing at a remote side is that if a source-rooted tree is used, the tree needs to be rebuilt from the new location (source scenario). On the receiver side, the foreign network may not provide multicast service. Although end-to-end latency maybe lower, the handoff latency may be much higher because of the time taken to rebuild the tree. Due to mobility, packets directed towards the MH (such as negative acknowledgements (NACKS)) might not be forwarded correctly and reconstruction of the tree each time the MH migrates is inefficient.

An approach called RBMoM which encompasses both bi-directional HA and remote subscription was presented by Lin et al. [73]. Their idea is based on having a multicast home agent (MHA). Instead of tunneling through the HA, the MHA is responsible for delivery of multicast packets to the MH. Unlike bidirectional HA, where the HA’s position is fixed, the MHA assigned to the MH changes as the MH moves out of the MHA’s range. The MHA’s then rejoin the multicast session if the MHA that the MH hands off to has not subscribed yet. By having MHAs and depending on the given range, the need to rejoin the multicast session after handoff is considerably reduced. Despite the advantages, RBMoM suffers from tunnel convergence since multiple MHAs may tunnel packets to a given FA. Further, considerable delay is incurred during MHA migration due to the query delay to the HA, computation of closest MHA and rejoining delay to the multicast session if the MHA is not subscribed. Another issue that remains to be addressed is the problem of updating the multicast tree in a source rooted approach.

A different approach was taken by Kim et al. [74]. Kim et al.’s scheme entails construction of precomputed base tree(s)\(^3\) infrastructure that supports low latency joins, leaves and handoffs. The multicast tree is constructed as a subset of a chosen base tree. A link augmentation algorithm is used to optimise the sub-optimal tree in stable regions of the tree.

\(^3\)A base tree is basically a spanning tree of a network with certain properties
2.2.2 Problems with ATM Multicasting

The problems of multicasting are more complicated in mobile ATM networks due to their connection-oriented service model. This means that there are multiple connections to be updated during migration. Furthermore, any tree update must ensure cell ordering and preservation of allocated QoS. Schemes involving tearing down of branches must ensure that cells are salvaged first to minimize loss.

One of the major problems with current multicast model is that no consideration is made for mobile group members. In user-network interface (UNI) 3.0 [75] the multicast model employed for ATMs is source controlled and unidirectional with no support for multicast group addressing. In source controlled models, the source has to be notified of join requests. The source explicitly informs the network to add/delete receivers from the multicast tree. When a receiver decides to leave, the source is notified. Unidirectional approach is employed due to the problem of cell interleaving [76]. Cell interleaving occurs when cells from multiple sources arrive at a merge point of the multicast tree. As a result, these cells are inter-mixed and receivers are unable to distinguish the sources of cells. Readers interested in solutions to the cell interleaving problem are referred to [77]. Clearly the model proposed in UNI 3.0 [75] does not consider the possibility of the source/receiver being mobile. When the source is mobile, a new multicast tree will have to be rebuilt from the source's new location. As a result, a high signaling overhead is incurred and worsens when handoff rate is high. Furthermore, subsequent join requests will be directed to the source's previous location.

Currently, native mode multicasting protocol in ATM networks assumes a point to multi-point model (PTM). VC mesh and VC tree are used to emulate multi-point to multi-point (MTM) connections (i.e., many-to-many connections). In VC mesh, a PTM tree is built from each member to every other member of the multicast session. As a result, the number of connections incident on a particular member increases with group size. Furthermore, all members need to be notified of any changes such as add/delete in group membership. Therefore, the VC mesh scheme becomes infeasible in mobile environments, especially when large number of signalling messages are transmitted in
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high mobility cases.

The second MTM model is the VC tree. This is realised with the use of multicast server (MCS). The MCS’s job is to terminate VCs from sources, reassemble AAL SDU and create another PTM to session members [78]. MCS suffers from single point of failure and congestion at the root. Moreover, quality of service (QoS) is determined by the MCS rather than by receivers/sources. Apart from that, end-to-end latency increases due to suboptimal path and AAL SDU processing [79]. A performance study of MCS is presented by Talpade et al. [80]. Also, in [80] the proposed distributed MCS avoids the problems of single point of failure and traffic concentration. The advantages of the VC tree model are: reduced receiver resource consumption, host connectivity independent of group size and one point of control for bandwidth [79]. Further, unlike the VC mesh model, less signaling is incurred since joining/leaving operations do not affect sources/receivers due to the abstraction provided by the MCS. The MCS is dependent on the multicast address resolution server (MARS) [78] for multicast group membership management. MARS was introduced to provide multicast group address abstraction which enables IP multicast to work over ATM networks. The main objective of MARS is to maintain a mapping between IP/ATM addresses and multicast group address. Receivers inform the MARS server when they want to join a particular multicast group. The receivers’ addresses are relayed to the sender (MCS address if VC tree model is used) and receivers added onto the multicast tree. To date, no support for mobility has been added to the VC tree model. One disadvantage is that the MCS must be present after migration since without a MCS in the current network the receiver maybe forced to connect to its previous MCS which maybe far away.

Another method for MTM communication currently under investigation is the use of a single shared VC for both receiving and sending [81]. This means that shared tree approach (e.g., CBT [64]) can be employed in ATM networks where multicast group members only need to setup a connection to the core for sending/receiving data. The main problem with this approach is cell interleaving from multiple sources at merge point. The core is to be chosen when the multicast session first starts up. After each migration by a source or receiver, the path to the core becomes suboptimal,
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hence increasing end-to-end latencies. Recomputing the core’s position after handoff is computationally expensive.

In UNI 4.0 [82] the leave initiated join (LIJ) was introduced. LIJ is issued by receivers interested in joining a multicast session. The network then responds with a leaf setup request. The root/sender does not need to know of receivers’ existence. If no node on the tree is encountered, the leaf setup request is processed at the source and a network is notified to add the corresponding receiver. In [83], Tedijanto et al. investigate suitability of PNNI [58] in supporting LIJ. Due to the inability of a node to determine which nodes downstream are already on the tree, a snapshot of the tree is required to determine whether a loop will form if a LIJ is initiated. To overcome the problem of looping, Tedijanto et al. [83] defined the notion of LIJ domain. A LIJ domain contains a proxy root that is responsible for setting up branches. Each proxy has a view of subtree (nodes subscribed to the multicast session) emanating from it. Hence it can safely determine whether any loops will form given a join request. Nodes that have more than one receiver inform upstream nodes about receivers that are downstream. The signaling required to obtain a snapshot of the multicast tree and relaying membership information to upstream nodes entails a high overhead in mobile environments. Due to the dynamic nature of members, signaling messages would need to be sent constantly in order to keep an updated snapshot of the multicast tree and also group memberships downstream.

2.2.2.1 Multicasting in Mobile ATM Networks

Toh [84] extended his unicast connection rerouting methods [47] to multicasting in ATM. In Toh’s model, the MH signals to the previous FA prior to handoff and the connection rerouting process starts even as the MH establishes a new connection. The connection rerouting algorithm employed is the prior path knowledge (PPK) algorithm [48]. PPK works as follows, during connection rerouting a query is made to the connection server. In response to the query, the server returns the nodes that are on the multicast tree. The MH then uses the map of the tree to calculate a crossover switch. To locate the CX, firstly a distribution point is determined. The distribution point is
found by traversing from the old BS up to a point where the degree of the node is more than two. The CX is any node between the old BS and the distribution point which satisfies a given performance metric. Toh’s scheme [84] considers migration within LAN only and as a result suffers from packet loss in the case of hard handoff and suboptimal path. Furthermore, Toh’s scheme requires a snapshot of the multicast tree which is infeasible due to frequent change of group membership.

2.3 TCP over Wireless Networks

So far we have looked at routing to MH. In this section, we move to the transport layer, specifically TCP. Here the problems of inter-operating TCP over wireless links are presented. TCP is covered in this chapter because TCP is used to show the benefits of the active delivery scheme in Chapter 4.

2.3.1 TCP over Wireless Link

In the wireless environment, packet loss is usually caused by high error rates at the wireless link or errors during handoff [85, 27, 86, 87]. TCP’s response to packet loss is to decrease the congestion window and retransmit lost packets [88]. The congestion window is then increased using a congestion avoidance scheme such as slow-start [89]. The high error rates of a wireless link during handoff combined with the slow-start scheme significantly reduces the performance of TCP in the wireless environment. Caceres et al. [87] have commented that these effects will reduce interactive TCP based applications to an unacceptable performance level in the wireless environment. Caceres et al. also showed that if both acknowledgement and data packets are lost during handoff, a full transmission window maybe lost during each handoff. The problem is that TCP interprets packet loss as congestion in the network. The general assumption taken by TCP is that the network is reliable and any packet loss is a result of congestion. Unfortunately this is not the case for mobile networks where packet losses are more common particularly at wireless links and during handoff. The performance degradation to TCP
due to wireless errors is well documented in [90, 87, 91]. A study concerning different flavors of TCP over wireless link was presented by Samaraweera et al. [92]. They found that the New-Reno and SACK modifications enhance TCP’s performance significantly.

2.3.2 Solutions

To shield TCP from packet loss, Bakre et al. [93] proposed Indirect TCP (I-TCP). The main idea of I-TCP is to split the connection into two parts. The first part is from the CH to the BS, and the second over the wireless link. Therefore, in the second leg of the connection, a different protocol that is better suited to the characteristics of wireless link can be used. The limitations of I-TCP are, breakage of TCP’s end-to-end semantic, re-linkage of applications and considerable overheads due to the additional protocol stacks at the BS [94]. Further, I-TCP does not guarantee smooth handoff since packets maybe lost while states are being transferred from the previous BS. A reliable transfer of states from BSs that are robust to varying migration scenario is presented in [95]. The split connection approach was further improved by Wang et al. [96] and Brown et al. [97]. Both Wang et al. and Brown et al. terminates TCP connections at the BS or supervisor host (SH). Then, a protocol (e.g., M-TCP [97]) which is optimized for the wireless link is used on the last hop.

Caceres et al. [87] suggested fast retransmission after handoff. After a MH migrates it sends three duplicate acknowledgements to the CH. As a result, fast retransmission is invoked and TCP recovers faster. However, the authors only address handoff latency rather than wireless loss. Caceres et al.’s work was later extended by Manzoni et al. [85] where TCP is modified to perform slow-start only when communicating with a MH. A feedback mechanism is used to inform the CH that the communication involves a MH. A feedback approach was also proposed by Bakshi et al. [91]. In [91], the source is notified to re-adjust its timeout value whenever the BS detects that no packets are going through to the MH. The BS then buffers all subsequent packets from the source. An acknowledgement is sent when communication between BS and MH resumes. However, Bakshi et al. did not consider the case when the MH migrates from one BS to another. Maruthi et al. [98] also proposed a feedback like mechanism where the transport layer
is notified of any interference. In [98], interference occurs when the receiver is unable to extract data from the radio waves. Maruthi et al. proposed three algorithms to increase TCP's performance. Firstly a pipe snapshot algorithm is used to record the state of TCP before interference since any measurements taken during interference are inaccurate. The states are restored once interference is over. Secondly, an aggressive retransmission which enables fast recovery after retransmission is proposed. Finally, an algorithm is used at the receiver to overcome the inadequate recovery rate at receiver's side due to interference.

The snoop protocol [94] involves the installation of an agent at the BS. This agent is transparent to both communicating ends. The main function of this agent is to keep track of TCP packets transmitted to the MH. The agent caches unacknowledged data thereby allowing local recovery if a given packet is lost at the wireless link. The main advantage of snoop is that it does not require modifications to current protocol stack and only BSs need to implement snoop. One shortcoming is that it uses multicast for handoff and is specifically developed for TCP. Moreover it is susceptible to high handoff latency. A comprehensive performance study of snoop, I-TCP, TCP with selective acknowledgements and link layer approaches such as SMART [99] is presented by Balakrishnan et al. [100].

Bakshi et al. [101] take a different approach to improving TCP. Their technique uses a multicast scheme where the source multicasts packets just before handoff to a neighboring BS, so when the MH arrives at the new BS, packets are already there and communication can continue directly without disruptions. The novelty of this approach is that multicast is only initiated when the MH is about to handoff. On the other hand, the use of multicast which maybe costly, requires cell topologies to be known. Some form of tracking and the existence of a group management agent to oversee the handoff process is required. In [102], Bakshi et al. point out the lack of work in the area of seamless handoff, and propose a selective multicasting scheme which is based on the user's profile. By taking the MH's profile into account, only likely cells in which the MH may migrate to receive the multicast during migration, thus conserving bandwidth.

Goff et al. [103] propose Freeze-TCP. In Freeze-TCP, when a handoff or disconnection
is detected, the MH tells the receiver to reduce the window size to zero. The trick here is determining when an acknowledgement with window size of zero should be sent. It was found that the performance of Freeze-TCP is proportional to the bandwidth delay product. Furthermore, since window probes sent by a sender backoff exponentially, an idle period occurs after reconnection. To overcome this idle period, the MH in Goff et al.’s scheme [103] sends three duplicate acknowledgements back to the sender causing fast retransmission. Freeze-TCP is invariant to high handoff latency and encrypted traffic. Furthermore, buffering is not required at BS and does not require the transfer of states from a BS to another. The main problem with Freeze-TCP is the difficulty in determining the exact time at which the advertisement of zero window size is sent, given that the time of sending is dependent on the RTT from the CH to the MH. Moreover, in Freeze-TCP, the assumption is that handoff can be predicted, therefore allowing the sending of zero window size.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter protocols for both unicast and multicast have been reviewed. From the literature reviewed, we can see that there have been extensive studies on mobile IP, TCP over wireless link and connection rerouting protocols. However, little progress has been made in solving the problem of multicasting in both IP and ATM networks. Furthermore, existing multicasting models suffer from suboptimal path and are inefficient. In the area of TCP over wireless, most work has concentrated on shielding the sender from high handoff latency due to delay in locating the next new BS. As a result, delay occurs when sending acknowledgements back to the sender thus causing a timeout. In general, the natural solution to ensuring seamless handoff is to use multicast. On the other hand, multicasting requires tracking of MHs, buffering, and additional bandwidth.

The next chapter looks at the AN concept. AN provides the necessary platform in which solutions presented in this thesis are realised. Since the main objective of this thesis is to show the viability of ANs in mobile networks, an understanding of the AN
paradigm and the state-of-the-art in AN infrastructures is crucial in determining what is feasible and what can and cannot be realised.
Chapter 3

Active Networks

In the previous chapter we reviewed unicast and multicasting protocols in mobile IP and ATM networks. Before we describe the problems to be addressed in this thesis and present solutions, an overview of ANs is necessary: this chapter serves that purpose. Also a review of services and capabilities available at active routers/switches in various AN prototypes is presented. This chapter shows why network elements (i.e., routers/switches) are in a better position to adapt to changes than end-hosts. Hence a new breed of protocols can be developed to address limitations in current protocols.

This chapter is structured as follows. Firstly, the vision of active networks and its advantages are outlined. In Section 3.2, work that has utilized the active network paradigm to improve existing protocols is discussed. Then AN infrastructures and security protocols that provide the necessary foundation for this thesis are presented in Section 3.3. Finally, the motivation for employing ANs is presented.

3.1 Overview

In the current network environment, the intermediate nodes are transparent to any two end systems. In Figure 3.1, each host (A,B,C or D) assumes that packets injected into the network cloud at one end will appear at the other end with their content intact
and error free. The number of routers, bridges and the underlying network topology are transparent to both communicating hosts. Moreover, routing algorithms used at routers and bridges on each packet from one host to another are transparent to both hosts. In traditional routing schemes, hosts process only the header; they do not process the rest of the packet.

ANs were proposed by Tennenhouse et al. [9]. This new paradigm clears the network cloud so that end-nodes are aware of the programmability of network elements. ANs allow applications (such as video conferencing and network management) to inject customised programs into the network. This mechanism is realised by AN elements where each has a computational environment which can be injected with programs. The program can either extend the capabilities of the given network element(s) or provide customised computation on a set of packets (i.e., per flow computation) [9][104][105]. There are two proposed methods for computation at network elements [9]:

1. **Programmable switches.** This approach allows users to inject their programs into required nodes using a special tag located within the packet. When packets arrive at the node, the user specific program will be invoked to process the packet’s content. Further, the program may perform computation on subsequent packets belonging to the current connection. The programmable switch approach is similar to the IP Router option specified in [106], where a new IP option type called *Router Alert* is defined. Routers supporting the *Router Alert* option can
then process the packet accordingly. Examples of this approach can be found in [107, 108].

2. *Capsules approach.* This approach is similar to how a Postscript printer evaluates its content. In ANs, each packet carries a set of instructions which is interpreted by network elements. During evaluation of the instructions which take place in a transient environment, the capsule has access to built-in routines for accessing resources. For example, the routing table. Apart from that, the capsule can leave a state (a static variable or a program) before it leaves the node.

In the capsule approach, as capsules arrive at a given node, besides forwarding, the router is also required to execute the program embedded within the capsule. The program loaded may act on data streams for the connection or output new capsules. One of the main issues with this approach is that of security and a generic virtual environment must be in place at each router. Furthermore, the type of primitives to be made available are still under investigation.

ANs approach solves three main problems in the current network paradigm [9]:

- Integration of new standards and technologies into network infra-structure. The standardisation of protocols and communication technologies is a slow process. In the ANs paradigm, a standard computational model is provided and new protocol stacks can be installed at intermediate nodes whereas in current systems this is possible at end system only. Such a scheme is useful in applications such as video distribution because the technologies for distributing video applications changes rapidly.

- ANs provide flexibility. In their work on performance analysis of protocol layers [109], Clark et al. note that having a generic protocol is insufficient to cater for a wide variety of applications. In other words, a flexible protocol that caters to a wide range of applications is required.

- ANs allow existing services offered by network elements to be extended easily. Programs can be injected into the network to complement existing services.
In the above list, we see that the main benefits are the dynamic extension of current protocol stacks. This thesis exploits ANs to achieve benefits beyond those described above. By treating network elements as computational engines the network can be made to be adaptive. For example, if a router notices that there are huge number of update messages headed towards a given host then the router can automatically invoke an aggregation program. Another good example is in layered multicasting where receivers subscribe to different multicast addresses to improve their QoS. If a request to a higher layer causes congestion in the current domain then the request can be dropped. Furthermore, different scaling algorithms can be employed at different subtree levels (assuming source rooted tree) to cater for changing network conditions. The advantage of this is that the source can be transparent to such varying requirements of receiver. This thesis elaborates on such beneficial aspects of ANs and demonstrates how significant improvements can be made in mobile networks.

ANs can be considered as a subclass of the open signaling movement. The open signaling working community (OPENSIG)’s main aim is to rapidly create and deploy transport, control and management architecture [110]. A comprehensive review and comparison of programmable networks can be found in [111]. The main problem with today’s network devices is the lack of separation between hardware and control software. As a result, the augmentation of these devices with more powerful and programmable services is impossible [112, 111]. The work in open signalling can be considered a subset of the ANs paradigm. The ANs paradigm extends the programmability model further by requiring dynamic deployment of programs. Since the codes used are from end-hosts, issues such as code mobility and representation, security and efficiency of the execution environment at each router/switch need to be addressed. Besides that, resource management and primitives to be provided at routers/switches require further investigation. The work on ANs is quite similar to that of mobile agents. The main difference is that work on ANs is concentrated at the network layer whereas mobile agents target the application layer. Although the targeted application maybe different, both ANs and mobile agents have similar traits. Both require safe transfer of code and robust execution environment. The main difference being, mobile agents reside at end-hosts whereas in ANs these agents exist at routers/switches. However, it is entirely
possible for mobile agents to reside within routers/switches. A good overview of mobile agents can be found in [113].

3.2 Solutions Based on Active Networks

In this section, AN-based solutions are highlighted and the advantages obtained over existing solutions presented. This section, categorises active-based solutions into the following areas: mobile/wireless networks, network management, traffic management, filtering and information routing. Kulkarni et al. [114] also provided different categories of AN solutions, namely filtering, combining, transcoding, security, network management, routing control and supplementary services.

3.2.1 Mobile/Wireless Networks

Current work has mainly concentrated on injecting programs to address wireless link characteristics, for example high error rate. Apart from wireless link characteristics, services at the base station can be dynamically augmented. For example a video scaling algorithm can be injected into the base station if the current base station does not support it. The use of active programs to address wireless link characteristics have been addressed by Kulkarni et al. [114] where adaptive forward error control, content base buffering and active caching schemes are presented. The ability to program BS was shown in the Mobiware [115] framework. Mobiware was developed to address the varying channel capacity of wireless links and varying QoS. Some of the services implemented in Mobiware include active media filters and adaptive forward error control filters. To address the variation of physical and data link services, Bose et al. [116] propose soft radios. Soft radios allow access points and mobile devices to implement physical layer functionality in software. In other words, services such as dynamic assignment of channel location and selection of modulation and coding techniques are implemented in software.

Kounavis et al. [117] outlined a programmable mobile architecture which allows the
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dynamic programming and composition of mobile services. They demonstrated their architecture by implementing two handoff services: (i) multi-handoff access networks and (ii) reflective handoff services. In (i), multiple styles of handoff are implemented, for example network controlled handoff and mobile controlled handoff. In (ii), mobile terminals are able to reprogram their protocol stacks as they roam across heterogeneous environments. Apart from the above, they presented a programmable MAC which is programmed by applications given a set of service requirements. Hence, different QoS can be tuned to a specific application.

3.2.2 Network Management

In the area of network management, traditionally systems are based on polling. To address the inefficiency of polling, Yemini et al. [118] deploy agents for network management. Yemini et al. [118] use the Netscript environment for implementing ANs. The work presented in [118] is similar to their earlier work [119] on agent deployment for network management. In [118], agents are deployed at intermediate nodes such as routers running the Netscript virtual environment whereas in [119], the agents are only executed from end-hosts. Once agents are installed, computation can be performed locally. Furthermore, agents can be programmed such that errors are handled locally rather than remotely, i.e., at the management station. An architecture which is based on ANs to localise the management of routers and switches was developed by Schwartz et al. [120]. Their system, Smart Packets, aims to improve on the existing network management paradigm by making network management decisions at switches/ routers, hence polling is not required.

Raz et al. [121] provided a system for network management. In their system, a Cisco 2514 router is connected to a personal computer (PC). The PC acts as the execution environment for the mobile code written in Java. Any packet encapsulated with the ANEP header is redirected to an adjacent PC for processing. Communication between the PC and router takes place using the simple network management protocol (SNMP) [122]. The advantage of such a system over traditional systems is that current approaches incorporate multiple layers of abstractions which cause the cost of manage-
ment to be obscured. Furthermore, the system reduces the number of redundant and unimportant information.

3.2.3 Congestion Control

Most congestion control algorithms detect congestion when packet loss occurs, and upon timeout or receipt of duplicated acknowledgements. A fast feedback mechanism is required to reduce the number of packets transmitted into the network in the event of congestion. Apart from that, during congestion, routers drop packets without consideration of traffic type. In Faber's work [123], active routers are used to resolve and prevent congestion. This is done by calculating the congestion window size at the routers and sending the new congestion window size to the sender. Thus, enabling the sender to react faster to congestion since notifications are sent from the routers. More importantly, the sender has a better idea of the congestion state. Bhattacharjee et al. [124] analyse the performance of an active router in performing congestion control by taking into consideration traffic type. The active router has a set of discarding functions specific for MPEG frames to achieve congestion control. These functions can be loaded or unloaded dynamically, in order to intelligently discard MPEG frames based on MPEG's file structure during congestion. Later in [125] they proposed an application specific buffering scheme. The advantages of having application specific buffering are that application's goodput is maximised and congestion reduced. For example, during congestion, video traffic is dropped based on frames information rather than the traditional packet discard policy such as "Early Packet Discard".

Williamson et al. [126] implemented an active explicit rate (ER) algorithm for controlling available bit rate (ABR) traffic. Unlike conventional methods, parameters of the ER algorithm can be set by a network management station located at the edge of the network. Therefore, customised ER congestion can be deployed by end-user instead of relying on vendor specific designs. Hence a suitable ER algorithm can be deployed based on network parameters. In [127], an AN-based solution is used to improve the performance of TCP over ATM's ABR service. The problem of concern is the increase in latency due to the increased buffer size at the source once ABR has reached a steady
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state. Furthermore, if buffering is finite, packets are discarded at the source. The solution entails generation of duplicate acknowledgements by switches when the source’s buffer exceeds a threshold. The duplicate acknowledgements (after three have been sent) cause TCP to invoke TCP’s congestion control. Thus, cell loss at the source is prevented and buffering requirement minimized.

3.2.4 Multicasting

In the area of multicasting, Wittmann et al. [128] employ ANs by injecting QoS filters at strategic positions in the multicast tree to cater for low end receivers. Therefore, multimedia traffic such as video is adapted based on receiver capabilities. The problem of multicasting in a heterogeneous receiver environment is also addressed in [129] and [130]. Bhattacharjee et al. [129] investigated the performance of various techniques for discarding MPEG traffic. Amir et al. [130] build a video gateway. The gateway manages incoming and outgoing video streams using transcoding and rate control. The improvement to current techniques for adaptation is that receivers are not required to subscribe to different multicast address. Furthermore, receivers do not have to perform network probing to determine whether they should degrade or upgrade their subscription.

Lehman et al. [131] used ANs to suppress duplicate NACKs and limit the delivery of repair packets to receivers experiencing loss. Furthermore, in their work multicast packets are cached on a best-effort basis for local retransmission. A similar approach was also taken in [132] where QoS filters and error control mechanisms are embedded within active nodes. The active nodes in the architecture of [132] comprise different service modules (MPEG-1 filters) that deliver varying QoS streams depending on available bandwidth. In other words, different branches of the multicast tree can have different qualities of service. Lau [133] worked on an active receiver driven layered multicast protocol. The protocol does network filtering and achieves bandwidth convergence via the use of active routers. In the area of video delivery, Baldi et al. [134] designed a video conference system based on ANs. Their systems allow the cloning of video servers and customisation of packet delivery.
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An implementation of video distribution over active routers was presented by Keller et al. [135]. The active router architecture used is an extension of the router plugins architecture proposed by Decasper et al. [136]. Current method uses layered multicast [137], where the sender distributes varying video layered over different multicast groups. By utilizing active routers, the distribution of video can be adapted according to available bandwidth and allows fine-grained adaptation. For example, if a particular branch has limited bandwidth then it can be scaled accordingly instead of requiring receivers to subscribe to a lower layer. Moreover, scaling algorithms can react faster to changes in bandwidth [135]. Another advantage is due to the ever changing video encoding and decoding schemes. Hence newer and better schemes can be used once they become available.

3.2.5 Security

Work related to providing security in ANs is progressing rapidly though not much work has been done in the use of ANs to solve security problems. Therefore, more work is likely to appear in the future where security services offered by ANs are augmented with those of end-hosts. In [138], Van demonstrated the use of active networking for defending against address spoofing. Van solves the address spoofing problem by dynamically deploying a filter which inspects all packets destined for a given host. Another security related work is the development of an active firewall. This task is currently under development at University of Pennsylvania. A brief discussion can be found in [139].

3.2.6 Caching

In the area of caching, Legedza et al. [140] showed how an AN-based solution reduces the time needed to find unpopular cached and uncached documents. A cache server injects redirectors into the network, the redirectors redirect cache requests to other servers. The location of redirectors is based on a route trace of cache requests leading up to a given cache server. The redirectors are then injected into “hot” spots of the
route. The advantages of their scheme are: the load of the cache server is reduced, caches do need to be configured with neighboring cache servers' addresses and requests for items are not redirected away from original shortest path to their destination.

Another application that can be improved with caching and filtering at intermediate nodes is online auction [141]. When an online auction server detects a heavy load, the auction server deploys a filtering program. The filtering program drops bids that are lower than the current price for a given item.

In [142], Bhattacharjee et al. presented self-organising wide-area caches. Traditionally, caches are located at strategic points in the network. In [142], a different approach was taken where small sized caches are kept at routers. Proper organization of router-based caches are critical in ensuring high hit ratio. Bhattacharjee et al.’s active scheme distributes caches using a radius parameter, where caches are distributed in a concentric circle with the server at the centre. Consequently, these small number of caches within routers form a large virtual cache.

### 3.2.7 Telephony

A proposal to apply the concept of ANs in telephony was presented by Maxemchuk [143]. In telephony, the application of ANs enables the implementation of adaptive coders. Furthermore, since lines are busy more often and longer due to users being online all the time, the use of ANs enable some lines to be reused during idle periods thereby utilising available lines and saving on the cost of additional lines. Further, new functionalities such as conferencing tools with restrictive access, intelligence to switch between circuit and packet switching during periods of congestion and leasing of multicast tree from the telephone network can be introduced.

### 3.2.8 Information Routing

In information routing the aim is to route based on the location of information rather than destination. Therefore, packets are routed based on user’s interest. This is par-
ticularly useful for searching information on the WWW where the ability to find a
given information efficiently is lacking. Furthermore, current search engines are based
on intensive probing of databases which increases the network load. Zhang et al. [144]
outline a model for information routing to overcome the above problems. ANs are
used where filtering and binding operations can be injected dynamically to obtain in-
formation. The information provided by information providers are structured using an
ontology based information hierarchy. Two types of routing are supported, query and
distribution. In query routing, a packet searching for particular information is directed
at information providers. In distribution routing, packets containing information are
distributed to interested users.

3.3 ANs Enabling Technologies

As can be seen, there has been a proliferation of AN-based solutions in most areas
of communications. For these solutions to be possible a platform is required which
provides an environment in which AN-based solutions can be realised. A number of
AN infrastructures are being prototyped and these architectures or infrastructures will
be reviewed in the remainder of this chapter. This section, primarily reviews work in
the context of ANs and other enabling technologies that can be extended to realise the
ANs paradigm.

3.3.1 AN Architectures

The following subsections review architectures that are built specifically to realise ANs.
As mentioned previously, ANs consist of two types of protocol deployment, capsule and
programmable switch.
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3.3.1.1 Capsule

One of the early works on prototyping ANs was done by Wetherall et al. [145], where a small TCL code is inserted into the IP option field. A stripped down version of the TCL interpreter is then incorporated into the Linux kernel. At each node the interpreter provides primitives for accessing packet header, creates new packets and obtain attributes pertaining to the current node. There are three limitations; the embedded Safe-TCL code is limited by the length of IP option field, no security issues are addressed (except for validation provided by Safe-TCL) and no resource allocation controls are provided. Wetherall et al. [146] have built a capsule based AN toolkit called ANTS using Java [147]. In ANTS, packets are replaced with capsules. In its simplest form a capsule only contains a reference to a routine to be executed at the active node. More complicated codes require code to be loaded by a code distribution mechanism. A novel code distribution scheme was proposed where the required code in a capsule is pulled along the traversed path. Basically when a capsule arrives, a check is made, and if the required code is not available a request is made to the previous node. The program from the capsule is then suspended until the arrival of code from the downstream node. Active nodes in ANTS provide the following categories of primitives: environment access, capsule manipulation, control operations, caching and rendezvous. Authentication is provided using MD5 [148] message digest and security of execution is as provided by the Java [147] virtual machine.

Fernando et al. [149] proposed PANTS, an extension to ANTS. The nodes in PANTS are more dynamic whereby nodes run-time execution environment can be changed dynamically and allow capsules to dynamically rewrite their code, which is difficult to achieve in statically typed language like Java. Further, capsules are able to form dynamic group of similar interest within active nodes without intervention from a central authority.

Instead of pulling the code along the route as in the ANTS architecture, Decasper et al. [150] used code caching in their architecture, where packets only have to carry pointers to digitally signed modules. During execution, when a program (from a capsule) refers
to unknown functions, the processing is suspended, a query made to the code server, and the required modules are loaded on a demand basis.

A kernel based capsule approach called PAN was proposed in [151]. The performance overhead documented for the processing of a capsule (1500 bytes on a Pentium Pro 200Mhz running Linux) was shown to be as little as 13%. Their results also showed that the use of Java bytecode increased the overheads by three fold. Apart from that, the PAN architecture enables the loading of different mobile code systems. Currently, two code systems are supported, namely Java bytecode and native Intel i386 object code. The capsules in PAN contain information which specify the interfaces and code object to use during execution. If a code object is unavailable it is dynamically loaded as in ANTS [146]. PAN also provides soft-state and the ability to export interfaces related to the stored soft-state. This allows the soft-state to be maintained safely.

Another Java based architecture is presented by Kulkarni et al. [152]. The architecture presented in [152] is based on the capsule (referred to as SmartPacket in their work) and programmable approach. The capsule approach is used to inject new functionalities into the node where the programmable approach is used to invoke specific routines in the node. Each node has the following managers: Port, Resource, Routing and Small State. Each manager provides predefined interfaces which can be accessed by SmartPacket during execution. Also, the manager keeps track of resources allocated to a given program. For example, the resource manager keeps a limit on the amount of CPU time and also bandwidth allowed. Two applications were implemented to show the workings of their architecture; mSMTP and mHTTP. In mSMTP, there exist an agent based mechanism where the mail is carried by a SmartPacket to the remote system and interactions required in traditional SMTP are done locally. The functionalities in mHTTP include caching/accessing of customized data and allows users to specify a list of HTML pages and images to be cached.

An architecture implemented using the M0 (M-Zero) language was presented in [153] where the capsule is called a messenger. The M0 language is a high level language similar to the Postscript language. The system is similar to the ANTS model [146], however, in M0, resource management uses an economy-based model where resources
are associated with cost and all codes required for execution are available within the messenger.

Smart Packs[120] address shortcomings of current network management models. A Smart Packet contains program, computed results or messages. The messages in Smart Packs are encapsulated in the active network encapsulation protocol (ANE)[154]. For backward compatibility, Smart Packs use the Router Alert option specified in [106]. Consequently, routers that do not support active packets will ignore the Router Alert option. The language used, Sprockets, in [120] is derived from the C language. Sprockets inherit C’s grammar and keywords but remove constructs such as enumerations, typedefs, structures and unions. After compilation, Sprockets are converted to a spanner. Spanner is the assembly language for Smart Packs. A virtual machine was developed for interpreting spanner code. Authentication and security features are also implemented.

So far, work on ANs has mainly extended existing architectures and utilised existing network services. A different approach was taken by Hicks et al. [155], called PLANet, where an inter-network of active nodes were constructed based on OCaml 4.0 [156] and the Packet Language for Active Networks (PLAN) [157]. PLANet implements network layer services and these services are extensible through programs written in OCaml. This means PLANet implements its own addressing scheme, packet formats, error handling, and so forth. Packets in PLANet carry programs and contain a tag which specifies the destination node at which the packet is to be evaluated. Hence, selective evaluation is possible. Apart from that, packets have the option to specify whether to use the default routing protocol or a customised routing protocol. Issues affecting the performance of their architecture include: kernel crossings, use of threads, copying and garbage collection cost.

The paradigm envisioned by Hartman et al. [158] is similar to ANs. In [158], they attempt to apply mobile code technologies to all layers of the communication stack. Instead of a specific code, executing on a specific machine, the code “flows” from one machine to another, thus the term liquid software. The aim here is to transport and transform data efficiently. One main result from the liquid software idea is Joust
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[159]. Joust is basically re-implementation of Java virtual machine running on the Scout operating system. The Java virtual machine is optimized to take advantage of Scout's features such as path abstraction. To benchmark the performance of Joust, Hartman et al. [159] used the ANTS [146] architecture and it was found that ANTS runs with much lower communication and layering overheads. This is mainly due to the tight coupling between the virtual machine and the operating system.

3.3.1.2 Programmable Switch

Active bridge was proposed by Scott-Alexander et al. [107]. The active bridge allows different spanning tree algorithms to be injected. The spanning tree algorithms are written using the Caml language and executed in a thinned Caml execution environment for safe operation. Caml comes with a security model such as strong typing and safe execution environment for injected programs. Primitives provided include time, thread, logging and network related functions. They successfully showed that a modular approach in which basic functions loaded initially on the bridge can be extended dynamically. Furthermore, they showed the transition between different protocols in a coordinated and automatic manner. Moreover, should the transition fail, it is able to fallback on the previous working module. The transition between different spanning tree algorithms is triggered when receiving different tree spanning packets, for example DEC and 802.1D.

Murphy [160] built an active node which is able to route ordinary IPv6 as well as active IPv6 packets. This demonstrates the co-existence of ANs and traditional network infrastructure. Kulkarni et al. [152] outline another AN architecture implemented in Java [147]. In their architecture, each node has a set of managers which have primitives for managing a node's resources such as CPU cycles, ports and routing tables.

A programmable approach was outlined by Bhattacharjee et al. [124] for congestion control in ATM networks, packets contain control information for identifying the predefined functions to be executed at each node. Further, a set of labels are included whose functions are to select the corresponding state information used at the switch. Due to
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the small packet size in ATMs, the header information is placed after the ATM adaptation layer (AAL)’s header. This means that switches must first reassemble AAL data units before they can examine the header. Since this process is costly, reassembling does not happen to every cell.

3.3.2 ANs Node Operating System

The Bowman operating system was specifically developed for active networks [161]. The performance measured on Bowman is encouraging where a throughput measure of 100Mbps was achieved while forwarding IP packets over fast Ethernet. The features of Bowman include, per-flow processing, efficient and flexible classification algorithm, fast path for non active packets, support for implementation of virtual networks, reasonable performance, support for multiple processors, and different execution environments. Examples of programming interface made available to programmers of these execution environments include libraries for accessing resources such as computing and storage. In another work, Meregù et al. [162] detailed the implementation of composable active network environments (CANEs) on top of the Bowman operating system. CANEs implement a slot processing model. The slot processing model consists of two steps, the first of which is a base functionality (i.e., default processing). Within this default functionality are slots where customisation programs can be injected. For example, after receipt or prior to forwarding a packet, a user can insert a program that takes the packet and performs operations on it before forwarding [162]. Two applications, namely congestion control and self organising caches have been implemented in CANEs and the details can be found in [142].

In [136], Decasper et al. proposed a router with plugin capabilities. Plugins are dynamically loaded and configured at run-time. The difference with Boulis et al.[163]'s work is that plugins are loaded from an end-host (e.g., MH) whereas in [136] plugins are present in the local machine. Moreover, no provisions for security and authentication are provided in [136]. In Decasper et al.'s architecture, they have shown the ability to bind different plugins to individual flows. Furthermore, the increase in performance overhead was shown to be 8%. Their router plugin architecture was then extended and
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used to realise an AN.

The secure active network environment operating system (SANE O/S) [164] is currently under development. SANE O/S is based on the FreeBSD operating system and uses Java as the execution environment. Moreover, the AEGIS bootstrap integrity system proposed in [165] is incorporated. Apart from that, SANE O/S implements ANEP [154] and allow $N$ active nodes to mutually authenticate each other.

3.3.3 Programmable Networks

The idea of programmable network precedes that of ANs but more restricted in nature. The work in programmable networks can be viewed as a subset of the ANs paradigm. The difference to ANs is that programmable network looks at opening up the access to switches, routers and base stations. Therefore in comparison, it does not cover distribution and execution of active programs. In the following paragraphs we will look at technologies in this area. The literature in this area can be extended to ANs.

In 1991, Hutchinson et al. [166] outline an architecture for composing and constructing network protocols called $x$-kernel. The $x$-kernel provides an independent address space, light-weight processes and an architecture for implementing and composing network protocols. Some of the objects that enable the creation of protocols include protocol, service and message. Protocol objects basically create session objects and demultiplex packets to the corresponding session. The session represents end-point network connection that are created during run-time. Finally, the message object provides a mechanism in which messages are passed between protocol objects.

Application-specific handlers (ASHs)[167] have similar objectives as the $x$-kernel. Here ASHs are dynamically injected into the kernel invoked after a message has been demultiplexed. All operations and run-time of ASHs are bounded thereby promoting safe code. Some of the abilities of ASHs include, message and control initiation and dynamic protocol composition.

Protocol booster [168] has the same goals as ANs, that is rapid protocol evolution
and customisation of protocols in heterogenous environments. To achieve both of these goals, protocol booster can be incorporated transparently to “boost” existing protocols. For example, incorporation of a booster which adds forward error correction codes. The error correction codes are transparent to the operation of IP. In the protocol booster model, removing booster modules does not affect base functionalities of protocols where boosting takes place. With the protocol booster model, protocols are first designed for best-case scenarios (e.g., homogeneous networks) followed by subsequent tuning or tailoring performed using booster modules.

Boulis et al. [163] outlined an active base station. Their architecture is based on a packet classifier which multiplex packets onto a set of packet processing filters (PPF). PPFs are integrated in a pipelined fashion. These PPFs are loaded using the PPF loader program which contains the necessary code and instruction to instantiate and terminate a PPF path. To add functionalities, a MH injects the BS with a PPF. As part of the injection process, the MH specifies to the PPF loader how the injected PPF should be integrated.

Mobiware [115] is an adaptive architecture based on distributed object technology. Mobiware contains programmable network interfaces which enable the building of new services using CORBA, DCOM or Java. Mobiware was developed to tackle the varying QoS requirements in mobile networks. The programmable aspect of Mobiware is based on the xbind broadband kernel [169]. Three main components of Mobiware are, QoS controlled handoff (scaling of traffic during handoff), mobile soft-state (provide mobile devices the capability to respond to changes in wireless or mobile QoS) and flow bundling (exploits the common routing representation to speed up handoff). Furthermore, the link layer in Mobiware is programmable in that it can be programmed with different services to provide minimum wireless QoS assurances.

Amir et al. [170] argued that a large number of applications do not need full fledge implementation of ANs. They developed the active service framework as an intermediate goal towards ANs and showed that most applications can be enhanced without a full featured ANs architecture. In the framework, a pool of one or more clusters provide services that can be instantiated by clients. Once these services are instantiated
(referred to as servents), clients are able to dynamically control and reconfigure their operations.

Sudame et al. [171] proposed transformer tunnels. Transformer tunnels are established like any other tunnels in a network. In the transformer tunnel model, services are attached at the beginning and end of the tunnel only. Example services are transcoding, reassembly and compression. This means traffic is “transformed” before entering the tunnel and reconstructed when it exits the tunnel. Transformer tunnels can be used to construct limited ANs, similar to MBONE. The viability of transformer tunnels has been shown in car pooling [172]. The car pooling idea uses transformer tunnels to aggregate packets such as TCP acknowledgements. As a result, load on the routers is reduced. Unlike ANs, where computation is performed at every router/switch, transformer tunnels only perform computation at the entry and exit point of the tunnel.

In [173], the inflexibility resulting from an integration of control architecture and switching plane in an ATM switch is addressed. Since there are no standards on the interaction between both planes, different vendors have implemented their own solutions. To address this issue, van der Merwe et al. [173] introduce a framework for programmability in ATM switches. Their framework partition switch resources into switchlet, and each switchlet is controlled independently by different virtual network managers. The direct implication of this is that multiple instances of the same or different control architectures can be applied to the same switch [173].

Campbell et al. [112] detailed a spawning network. The architecture is built over the Genesis kernel. In their architecture, virtual networks are created on the fly. For example, cellular IP [37] can be spawned to overcome high handoff latency in mobile IP [10]. Spawned networks inherit architectural components from their parent networks. These components include, transport, programming, life-cycle and management. The proposed architecture is generic in that different architectures can be built, for example spawning a virtual ANs.
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3.3.4 Security

The main focus of security in ANs is providing safe execution environment and authentication of distributed code. This translates to the following requirements an ANs architecture must have, (1) correct evaluation of the program (2) methods to check validity of programs (3) authentication of user (4) enforces limits on execution [120]. Moreover the execution of programs must be based on the authorizations and security policy. In addition, the ANs infrastructure must be secure and provide assurance that all modules are checked prior to loading [165].

The architecture used for Active Bridging [107] uses a restricted environment feature called module thinning where a set of functions and their data structures can be grouped into a module. Each of these modules have a signature that describes the content of the module [107].

SANE[165] currently offers the following security services: cryptographic primitives (e.g., symmetric key encryption), packet authentication, packet confidentiality and key establishment protocol. SANE uses Caml [156]. Other security measures implemented include: access control, authentication and authorization of a principal (network node or user) requesting action and dynamic resource naming. Besides the above, a mechanism in which active programs are distributed and security between routers pertaining to a session needs to be addressed. The performance of SANE has been documented in [174].

Shapiro et al. [175] propose the use of the Extremely Reliable Operating System (EROS) for providing a safe execution environment. Resource allocation control is done using capabilities. Certificate mechanism is used to authenticate injected programs and a dedicated and controlled area for each application or process is provided.

In the ANTS [146] architecture, MD5 [148] is used to name on-demand loaded programs. However, this only provides unique naming rather than security. ANTS execution environment depends on the Java [147] virtual machine which provides static checking and run-time restrictions.
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PLAN [139] is a functionally restricted language for use in ANs. The security properties in PLAN include, resource and expression limited to prevent resource denial-of-attack, termination guarantee (i.e., no ability to define unbounded iteration), strong typing and garbage collection mechanism. Remote evaluation primitives and service functions to be invoked at active nodes are the other functionalities included in PLAN.

Thibault et al. [176] extended PLAN [139] to a generalised ANs programming language. The resulting system called PLAN-P provides programmability as well as meeting security and safety demands. The main advantage being, it is based on IP and allows PLAN-P programs to use UDP and TCP. The performance measured showed that PLAN-P is two times faster than compiled Java and 2.5 times faster than Caml. The performance was achieved using the idea of program specialisation. The program specialisation process transforms a program based on some known inputs. Program specialisation was used on the PLAN-P interpreter where the interpreter is specialised to the input program during run-time. Some of the properties enforced by PLAN-P include guaranteed termination and delivery, and ensuring that packets are not duplicated exponentially. This system has been demonstrated to improve distributed protocols in [177].

Menage [178] developed an AN environment with the design goal of restricting resource usage. Network resources such as CPU, memory and bandwidth have to be restricted because unchecked programs may cause denial of service attacks. The run-time environment used is the OCaml system and the PLAN interpreter is used to provide a restricted execution environment. Security issues covered by Menage [178] include sessions (i.e., authenticating the owner of a session), resource accounting, CPU scheduling, Network input/output, memory and service functions (creation and manipulation of services).

Yeh et al. [179] describe how a dynamic path going through different domains with different security policies is set up. Yeh et al. describe signaling and path repair mechanism. A path repair mechanism is needed when link failure occurs, either due to congestion or change in security conditions when a path failure is detected by the nearest router, an alternative path can be set up quickly.
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3.3.5 Code Representation

The encoding of active programs has not been standardized as yet. According to Maxemchuk [143], programs should be represented with the flexibility of the hypertext markup language (HTML). This because HTML is generic in that different browsers can evaluate it differently and yet still produce almost similar results.

The ANEP [154] is developed to provide a generic header in which the payload’s execution environment and security associations can be specified. The goal of ANEP is to enable active routers to quickly identify the execution environment for a given packet. Besides that, if no matching evaluation is found then default and minimal processing can be performed. Moreover, information that does not fit in the program could be specified in the header. However, the downside of ANEP is that it only provides specification for packet header. Therefore, the encoding of packet payload is left to the developer. To address encoding of active programs, Williamson et al. [180] employed abstract syntax notation one (ASN.1)[181]. They have successfully demonstrated the encoding of network management tools such as ping and traceroute. The advantages of using ASN.1 are:

- ASN.1 is already standardized. Thus it allows the integration of ANs with existing protocols that utilised ASN.1.

- Debugging is made easy since the program is treated as a packet specification and any packet analysers can decode the program.

- States can be specified formally and in the event of router shutdown, states can be moved to another router.

- Support for different encoding schemes and provision of security definitions.
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ANs are being successfully employed to address several network related issues by using installed programs at strategic points. As can be seen from the literature no work has investigated the applicability of ANs in routing packets to MH. Thus, the aim is to investigate and quantify the viability of ANs in alleviating problems due to mobility, specifically routing. This thesis shows how ANs can be applied to the protocols reviewed in Chapter 2.

The term ANs takes on different meanings and is viewed differently by different researchers. Most prominent is its association with fast protocol deployment and extensible routers switches. The view of “active” here is the ability to perform computation at routers without requiring the probing and computing associated with the collection of data at end-hosts. Current work has mainly concentrated on proving the viability ANs. This thesis takes a different approach where the goal here is to show the performance and problem solving abilities of ANs. By viewing the network as a large collection of computational engines, new breed of protocols may emerge that overcome problems encountered in today’s protocols. The idea here is to obtain better solutions to network problems such as location management of MHs compared to solutions which are deployed from the edge of the network. In the area of mobile networks, intra network processing is advantageous due to the dynamic location of MHs and QoS requirements.

To ensure seamless execution of applications running at MHs a fast response time is required to mask the disruption caused by handoff. The view taken in this thesis is that individual network elements are in a better position to adapt to changing situations rather than receive instructions from end hosts. With this view, any change in the network can be adapted in accordance with current information. For example when a MH migrates into a high congestion network and advertises a window size (assuming TCP), and if this window size is high it can aggravate the situation. With ANs, the window size can be changed according to the network situation to avoid degradation of performance.

The main benefits of applying ANs in mobile networks are:
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1. Management of location. The network manages the MH's location instead of a HA. The CHs can establish connections with the MH faster (i.e., bypassing the HA), resulting in efficient routing of packets. Multiple points in the network are aware of MH's location unlike existing schemes, thus avoiding single point failure problem.

2. Traffic customisation. Customisation is invoked depending on the current state of network. For example, if a particular host (e.g., web server) is receiving a significant number of binding updates then the network can load an aggregation program which decreases the number of update messages, thus conserving bandwidth and reducing the number of packets to be processed at routers.

3. Customized architecture. To reduce the number of signaling messages a common practice is to utilize a hierarchical network topology. Hierarchical foreign agents [34] do not necessarily ensure low handoff latency. AN-based solutions provide a generic solution that is independent of any topology and also reduce bandwidth requirements of signaling messages. As we shall see in later chapters, programmability offers better adaptation to different network topologies.

4. QoS adaptation. Variation in QoS is handled internally rather than waiting for end-hosts to adapt. Having the network handle QoS has the effect of distributing the work load associated with adaptation among the network elements.

5. Security. Security features in ANs are still evolving and security may be available as an added feature in all AN-based services. This is because ANs enforce and address a wider range of security issues [165], therefore when ANs are realised, network elements would provide security as a service to end-hosts.

6. Reuse of states. ANs are particularly useful in connection oriented networks and multicast protocols where a lot of information is maintained within the network. The advantage over end-hosts based solutions is that these states can be reused. If an end-host solution is used, a lot of probing is required to figure out the location of information within the network before any update is performed. This point will be shown when rerouting both unicast and multicast connections to ATM and IP networks are presented.
7. No strategic positioning. A significant benefit of dynamic program deployment is that no pre-calculation is required to determine the strategic point in the network in which programs should be injected. This is crucial in mobile networks due to host movement, since strategic points maybe invalid after host movement. One example is the shared-tree where the core of the tree is fixed a priori. Due to host migration, the core maybe invalid, thus becomes sub-optimal. In ANs, programs become strategically positioned given the correct event. For example, when a given router/switch discover that all its downstream subscriber are mobile, it can invoke traffic customisation to cater for the low bandwidth. Once these subscribers migrate, the customisation program can be unloaded. A given node only remains active (or strategically positioned) while it is needed. The time in which a node becomes active is not determined a priori, and its invocation depends on the state of the communication, for example after a migration.

The performance of ANs is being investigated and increasingly better performance architectures have emerged. For example, in PAN [151] the computational overhead is only 13% on a Pentium Pro 200 MHz running Linux. The Bowman [161] node operating system for ANs is able to sustain 100Mbps throughput while forwarding IP packets over fast Ethernets. No work has yet implemented and investigated the performance of ANs on a dedicated router. The computational tasks to be performed by a router in a typical AN-based environment would involve managing multiple execution environments, classification and forwarding of packets. Such tasks can be handled by an embedded processor.

The schemes proposed in this thesis could also exploit mobile aware networking infrastructures. The downside of having custom “mobile-aware” network elements is the restricted functionalities provided to the MH. An ANs approach is capable of providing enhanced and programmable network elements. Most important is that these “mobile-aware” network elements need to be placed strategically within the network. In later chapters, we will see active programs distribution model used in each of the presented solutions. The distribution of active programs do require precalculation of strategic position(s).
The work presented herein does not concern with issues such as architecture and management of active programs. Given a programmable network, the main concern is to determine the improvements that can be made to existing protocols, such as mobile IP. Due to software extensibility provided by ANs, significant amount of improvements can be made if computations are performed at the routers/switches. In general, improvements can be broadly categorized into: traffic customisation and local processing. Traffic customisation deals with rerouting of connections/packets and aggregation of packets. In local processing, computation is positioned closer to information. There are two main implications to local processing. First, end-hosts do need to probe the network. This improves the scalability of any scheme since the number of signaling messages is reduced. Second, processing is only done on the latest information. Due to the dynamic changes of the network, computation can be performed when events happen and not after it has happened. These improvements, in particular to routing in mobile networks, have not been explored and contribute greatly to ANs research and provides a new perspective on possible solutions that maybe incorporated into existing protocols.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter we introduced ANs. Many infrastructures have been prototyped and a significant amount of work has been done since their inception in 1996. At the beginning, as a proof of concept, the IP option field was used and embedded with TCL. After that, Java was the natural choice due to its static checking and safe execution environment. In the latest developments we have seen the development of operating systems tailored especially for ANs. On the security front, AN communities have made progress with the development of execution environments containing active programs.

The distribution of active programs have not received much attention in active networking communities. The majority of the work has concentrated on router architectures, security and applications. Little work have specifically address how and where active programs are positioned within the network or how instantiated services cooperate.
As shown in later chapters, strategically positioning active programs would defeat the purpose of having ANs, due to active solutions being topology independent. Also, strategically positioning services in mobile networks is infeasible due to frequent host migrations.

To sum up, this thesis takes on the observation that routers/switches are in a better position to adapt to network changes rather than end-hosts. More importantly, little progress has been made in applying ANs in the area of routing in mobile networks. This thesis is not concerned with the architectural aspects of ANs. The solutions presented in Chapters 4 to 7 only requires an execution environment that allows transient programs to be executed.

Some areas that require further investigation include, efficient security mechanisms, program encoding, and standardization of services available at active nodes. An efficient security mechanism is vital to the fast deployment of active programs especially in mobile networks where different parts of the network maybe loaded or unloaded to keep up with mobility. A set of standard services must be present at each active node. Therefore, the design of an AN-based solution can be simplified if certain services already exist.

In the following chapters, the proposed AN-based solutions will be investigated and evaluated. These solutions take the view that the entire network is programmable and constitute a virtual computational network. As indicated in Chapter 2, this thesis covers both unicast and multicast protocols.
Chapter 4

Enhancements to Mobile IP

In the previous chapter the ANs paradigm and the functionalities that it allows were introduced. Besides that, the rationale for applying ANs to routing in mobile networks have been discussed. In this chapter the first of the AN-based solutions investigated in this thesis will be presented.

In this chapter, a scheme called active delivery scheme (ADS) is proposed. ADS comprises a set of enhancements to IETF mobile IP [10]. ADS consists of three novel functionalities: smooth handoff through the use of SmartBuffer, a multicast like delivery of binding updates and the BusStation framework. Firstly, SmartBuffer ensures smooth handoff without the need for multicasting to FA and is resilient to high handoff latency or delay in the delivery of binding updates. Secondly, in ADS the HA is not required to send binding updates to CH. The ADS program keeps track of CHs associated with the MH and determines whether it should send a binding update during handoff. As a result, binding updates are sent from the active routers (ARs) closest to CH. Hence CHs experience lesser binding update latency. Furthermore, the HA’s load is reduced and bandwidth conserved. Finally, the third contribution concerns with the use of the BusStation framework for aggregating location update messages. Through aggregation, a number of messages heading towards a given server are reduced considerably, and the load on routers reduced since there are less packets to process. Apart from the above, ADS provides for efficient cache binding maintenance at the routers
and CHs.

The above mentioned novel features of ADS were developed based on the following observations and short comings of the IETF mobile IP models:

- **Registration latency**: During handoff, the MH and CH depend on the HA to respond with a registration reply and binding update respectively. This update time is dependent on the RTT between the MH and the HA or CH. Therefore, the reliance on the HA increases, the handoff latency and the number of packets tunneled to the MH's old care-of-address.

- **Binding update latency**: It is crucial that handoff time is minimized and the MH's care-of-address be made known to the CH quickly. This is required since packets dropped during handoff [85, 27, 86, 87] and handoff delay will cause disruptions to transport protocols, such as TCP. In TCP, packet loss results in the invocation of slow-start congestion avoidance [89] based upon the assumption that any packet loss is a result of congestion. The binding update latency is crucial in scenarios where the CH is mobile. When the MH and CH migrate, binding update must be sent as soon as possible because the acknowledgement packets as well as the data packets are being tunneled to the old care-of-addresses. This is detrimental to the performance of TCP as will be shown later.

- **In-Transit Packets**: Network propagation delay may cause some in-transit packets to be forwarded to the MH's previous location. The amount of traffic directed towards the old address depends on the time taken (a function of RTT) to update the CH with the MH's new care-of-address and also the time it takes for the MH to establish a link with the new BS.

- **Smooth Handoff**: Buffering at the previous FA as proposed by Perkins et al. [33] to solve the problem of packet loss at the previous FA due to delay in binding update. In scenarios where the handoff latency plus the time it takes for the binding update to get to the old FA is large, the TCP sender may experience a retransmission timeout. Thus, causing unnecessary retransmission of packets and reduction of congestion window.
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- **Inefficient Binding Update Delivery**: There may be $N$ CHs associated with a given MH. For each CH the HA needs to send an associated binding update. To help reduce the load of the HA and conserve bandwidth a multicast like mechanism can be used to deliver the binding updates.

- **Aggregation of Update Messages**: From a router's perspective there maybe $k$ MHs associated with the same HA. In addition, there maybe a number of binding updates directed towards a given server. For example a busy server might be serving a large number of MHs and during high handoff rate a high number of binding updates will be directed towards the server.

This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.1 the router architecture and the ADS program structure are presented. The architecture presented is an abstract representation of an active router and it also represent the program layers in the simulation. After that, AN-based enhancements which improve the short comings of IETF mobile IP are presented in Section 4.2. Then experiments carried out to verify and quantify the performance of ADS are outlined in Section 4.3. Following from the results, a discussion of the related work and how ADS addresses problems and its differences to those in the literature are presented in Section 4.4. Finally conclusion is presented in Section 4.5.

4.1 Architecture

The router architecture used in the simulator is based on the generic router architecture illustrated in Figure 4.1. The implemented features in the simulation include, a classifier and an active program manager which provides packet/capsule manipulation services. Other modules such as TCP/IP and scheduler are provided by the simulator. All active packets with an ANEP [182] header are passed to the Active Program manager (APM). The main job of the APM is to figure out the execution environment in which the active program is to be loaded and also interact with the corresponding environment to load any necessary routines needed by the program.
In the simulation, a programmable switch approach is used where the program has already been loaded onto each router. Therefore, we only need to specify an active tag which corresponds to the ADS program to be loaded. When a packet arrives with an active tag, the APM looks up a table that maps the tag to the corresponding ADS program. The APM also handles requests by active programs. Generally, these requests are directed at the classifier. We envisaged the main services provided in an active node operating system include, packet/capsule manipulation (e.g., encapsulation, decapsulation, creation, etc), security services and soft-state creation. Security services are omitted in the simulation since this work is not concerned with security issues.

In ADS, packets going to the MH are of main interest and hence the classifier is notified of such packets. The ADS expects packets headed towards the MH as input, hence providing per-flow customisation. The output from an ADS program comprises data packets (possibly encapsulated), hop discovery capsule, location update messages and security related control messages.

The classifier is notified of the ADS's interest by specifying a tuple such as \(\{\text{dest}=\text{MH address}, \text{src}=*, \text{encapsulated}=\text{yes}\}\). The classifier basically parses an incoming packet, looks up its list of registered tuples and any packets matching the set of registered tuples are forwarded to the corresponding active program. Otherwise the packet is passed to the TCP/IP module for normal processing. Note that as the MH changes its care-of-
address the ADS would need to notify the classifier. If more than one active program is interested in a given packet, then a copy is made. More complicated approaches may involve pipeline processing where the packet is processed by one active program after another. In other words, the operation performed by one active program maybe negated by another, therefore, some form of cooperation or set of rules are required (perhaps by the node operating system). In the design of ADS, the above approach was not chosen because this is specific to the node operating system and at any one time no more than one process is interested in packets heading to the MH. Therefore, another copy of the packet is made and passed to the corresponding active programs.

Upon setup, each ADS creates a data structure which stores the mapping between the MH’s home address and its care-of-address. Also stored is a list of CHs communicating with the MH and the MH’s previous FA if any. This information allows the AR to tunnel packets to the MH and send binding updates. The data maintained by each ADS for a given MH is referred to as a state and is shown in Table 4.1. The corresponding states maintained for each CH are shown in Table 4.2. The ADS program is maintained using soft-state and a timer is used to determine its time of service. The timer is refreshed each time the ADS processes a packet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Size (Bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR Identification</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH’s IP Address</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH’s Care of Address</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH’s HA address</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH addresses</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Time</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Association</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: State: Data maintained by an AR for a given MH.

Only one ADS needs to be loaded at each router. A router with multiple instances is illustrated in Figure 4.1, where multiple instances of Table 4.1 are maintained by the ADS in order to conserve resources at ARs where only one ADS is loaded to handle all connections to/from the MH. As shown from Tables 4.1 and 4.2 the size of each state maintained by each ADS program per MH is $32 + (N \times 15)$ bytes where $N$ is the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size (Bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>IP address of CH.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update Status</td>
<td>This flag indicates whether a binding update has been sent.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hops</td>
<td>The number of hops to the CH.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>Observed packet latency.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible AR</td>
<td>IP address of the AR responsible for sending binding request.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: CH data maintained by AR.

number of CHs. For example, an AR located at a baseball stadium with 10,000 fans, would be required to handle about 18.2 Mbytes of data if all fans each with a MH were communicating with 10 CHs.

4.1.1 Implementation of ADS

The ADS program is injected into ARs using the programmable switch approach [107]. In ADS, ANEP header [154] is used to represent an active tag which determines whether to inject an ADS program or not. In the simulation when a packet with an ANEP header is received, it is passed to the APM. Currently, the header only contains a reference to the ADS program to be loaded. The ADS program is loaded into the AR during the registration reply phase of the handoff procedure. The handoff procedure will be elaborated further in Section 4.1.2. Once loaded, the ADS states its interest and then waits for the classifier to pass its packets. Packets processed by ADS are passed to the scheduler for transmission.

Each ADS program serving a given MH, tracks packets going to/from the MH and refreshes its soft-state timer each time data for the MH are processed. When a MH migrates, the loaded ADS might not intercept any packets directed towards the MH after time $t$ (no larger than the registration lifetime) where the soft-timer expires and the ADS program for the given MH is removed. This enables ARs to deallocate resources and prevents misdirection of packets due to out-dated data. An alternative method is to unload ADS explicitly. After migration when a binding update is sent to
the previous FA, each ADS program that processes the binding update checks whether it has processed a registration request recently. If not the ADS for the given MH is unloaded.

4.1.2 Distribution of the ADS Program

The ADS programs are distributed among ARs using one of the following methods. Firstly, ADS can be loaded through an active version of the registration request or through an active registration reply sent by the HA. The difference between these two methods is the location/point of distribution of the ADS program. Embedding ADS into the registration request message allows for a faster adaptation to mobility. This saves valuable time because while the MH is waiting for a registration reply, ARs are able to forward any in-transit packets destined to the MH and also inform CHs sooner. Secondly, the program could be embedded in the registration reply message where the HA is responsible for distributing the program itself. The second approach is taken because having a centralised point of delivery in this case allows ease of code management. The adaptation to mobility is dependent on the time it takes for the registration request to reach the HA and the time for the HA to program ARs. To enable a faster adaptation, the MH stores the program it receives from the HA during registration reply. Since, the programmable switch approach is taken, an active tag is used, thereby allowing the corresponding ADS program to be loaded as discussed in the previous section. As a result, when a MH initially migrates out from its domain, ARs are not programmed, thus there is no performance enhancement. During subsequent registration requests, possibly when migrating to another domain the MH embeds the program in its registration request. At this point, since some routers have already been programmed, the ADS takes action to improve the performance of Mobile IP.

The above ADS distribution process can be improved as follows. Instead of requiring the MH to store the program, an AR (with ADS loaded) that intercepts a registration request from the MH is responsible for programming ARs leading to the MH's new location. The HA has to program the network once only, that is after the MH migrates out of its domain. Subsequent programming operations are handled by ARs. After
processing the registration request message, the AR sends a control packet which loads the ADS program in downstream routers. If a capsule approach is taken, the ADS program is sent in a capsule which gets loaded in downstream ARs. This has the benefit of transparency since only the HA needs to be aware of the programmability of the network.

The deployment of ADS is from a single source, namely the HA. The ADS users for a given domain can deploy their own version of active programs. Hence all MHs originating from different domains may use different AN-based programs without interfering with other MHs from different domains. Of importance in this issue is the backward compatibility of AN solutions and the Mobile IP models. Another advantage is that the HA may request for ADS from a known active programs repository. The benefit here is that third party active program developers do not need to scatter active services strategically around the network. As a result, no mechanism is required by the HA or any other deploying agent to locate these services. This is the main motivation for ADS.

4.2 Active Delivery Scheme

4.2.1 Overview

The approach proposed here assumes a network interconnected by ARs. These ARs are loaded with the ADS program as described in Section 4.1.2. The main functions of the ADS are:

- Reroute in-transit packets during handoff
- Handoff quickly and smoothly
- Send binding updates to CH
- Aggregate location update messages.
Figure 4.2 gives an overview of how ADS enhances the implementation of Mobile IP. In Figure 4.2, R1 to R4 are programmed as described in Section 4.1. The MH is moving from $FA_1$ to $FA_2$. When the MH has migrated to $FA_2$ it sends an active registration request to inform its HA. As the active registration request traverses through ARs, the ADS program is loaded onto such routers as R5 and R6 which are not programmed a priori. At R3, no reprogramming is performed but the ADS program within R3 notes the MH’s new care-of-address and forwards the active registration request. At this point in time any packets destined for the MH will be retunneled to the MH’s new location by R3. In addition, a binding update and registration reply message is sent to the CH and MH respectively. Here, security associations between ARs, CHs, HA and the MH are assumed to exist. Thus, enabling the CH to tunnel packets directly to the MH’s new location and reducing handoff latency. Besides that new CHs wishing to communicate with the MH have a faster connection setup time since ARs can redirect packets to the MH’s current care-of-address without going through the HA. Security issues will be discussed further in Section 4.4.3. The ADS program at each AR keeps track of messages going to the HA and the number of hop counts to each CH. This enables efficient delivery of binding updates.

The main assumption taken here is that after migration, ARs along the route are able to intercept any packets destined to the MH. If for example the CH has a direct link
to the HA that bypasses ARs then ADS poses no advantage. In such cases, the CH will receive its corresponding binding update when the registration request arrives at the AR local to the HA and therefore the binding update latency is reduced, assuming that the paths are symmetric: the paths taken by registration request and reply are the same. This assumption simplifies the update of ADSs when the registration reply passes through. Although in asymmetric network ADS could impose a hop-by-hop forwarding mechanism in which each AR knows its upstream and downstream ARs. This complicates the operation of ADS because an additional protocol is required to keep track of the programmed ARs between the HA and MH on a hop-by-hop basis.

4.2.2 Hierarchical Handoff

Previous work [183] has shown that MH migration is usually local (within a subnet, or a given domain). In the ADS handoff process, a registration reply is sent to the MH or receipt of a registration request is processed. Hence handoff latency is reduced since the MH does not rely on its HA. The ADS works both locally and globally; the ARs are dynamically set up to promote scalability. This is because as the MH migrates to a new domain, the local router gets programmed and handles all registration requests within the given domain. The central idea in ADS, as in cellular IP [37] is to shield mobility from CHs and HAs. In cellular IP [37], as long as MHs migrate within a domain maintained by the cellular IP protocol, the HAs/CHs do need to be updated. ADS aims to provide a generic mechanism in which the same functionalities can be achieved regardless of whether the migration is local or global.

When an ADS receives an active registration request, it sends a registration reply back to the MH confirming the handoff process. As a result, the handoff latency is not dependent on the delay between the MH's new location and its HA but is dependent on the delay between itself and the closest programmed AR (the first AR encountered by the active registration request which contains an ADS program for the given MH). Refering to Figure 4.2, R3 generates a registration reply to the MH once it has processed the active registration request.
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In ADS, all active registration requests are relayed to the MH's HA. Alternatively, the ADS program could relay the request only if the MH has moved across subnets. As a result, the number of active registration requests directed towards the HA is reduced. The benefit of this feature is crucial in a pico cell environment where handoff rate is high. Due to the high mobility rate, the HA experiences a higher number of registration requests from the MH, hence increasing bandwidth used and HA load \(^1\).

4.2.3 Packet Redirection

When a MH migrates, packets are redirected at each ADS during the migration itself. Simultaneously, the CHs are updated with the MH’s new care-of-address. During this interval, ADS prevents packets from being forwarded to the wrong address. When the ADS receives an ordinary packet it checks whether the packet is going towards the correct destination. If the packet is headed to a wrong address then the packet is redirected. The check also determines whether the packet is encapsulated. If so, the packet is decapsulated and re-encapsulated with the MH’s care-of-address and sent to the MH.

The forwarding process can be augmented with customised functionalities. For example when the MH has a high handoff rate or the MH is unreachable (due to non-overlapping cell areas), the ADS can be programmed to delay the delivery of messages until the MH becomes available. In this paper, no special policies are implemented.

4.2.4 Smooth Handoff

As mentioned, buffering at the previous FA might not be useful if the handoff latency plus the time for the binding update to get to the FA is large. This scenario happens when the MH in a WAN or the MH is not able to locate the next BS. For example, Ludwig et al. [184] reported an average latency of 592ms over global system for mobile communications (GSM) network. Suppose that a user was connected to an infrared link

\(^1\)Here, assuming that there are no mobile switching centres and whenever the MH crosses a cell boundary an active registration request is generated.
previously, when the user exits his/her office and migrates to a GSM based network, the handoff latency will increase significantly. Furthermore, the window size used previously may be inappropriate due to the reduction in bandwidth. If the original window size is used, the sender may overflow buffers at the BS causing packet loss.

![Diagram of the SmartBuffer protocol](image)

**Figure 4.3:** The SmartBuffer protocol.

To overcome the problem described above, the previous FA is programmed with SmartBuffer. SmartBuffer sends acknowledgements for packets buffered at the FA while waiting for binding updates from the MH. SmartBuffer monitors all data segments and acknowledgement packets going to and from the MH. SmartBuffer only sends acknowledgement for packets that have not been acknowledged due to migration and new packets that arrived after migration. In other words, when SmartBuffer detects a MH migration (explicitly notified by the MH as in soft handoff or when acknowledgements are overdue), it proceeds to act on behalf of the MH by sending acknowledgement packets. Note that here this study is not concerned with the characteristics of wireless links, and the problem is dealt from a network layer’s point of view.

In Figure 4.3, it is shown that $FA_1$ has buffered packets numbered 10 to 14. SmartBuffer detects that the MH (when acknowledgment is overdue or notification from the MH in a soft-handoff scenario) has migrated and proceeds to send acknowledgements for the buffered packets. Once the binding update from $FA_2$ arrives, the buffered packets are forwarded to the MH. As a result, the sender is shielded from any delays.
in the handoff latency. Note that if the distance between $FA_1$ and $FA_2$ is large then the CH may send further packets to $FA_1$. Therefore, for each of the newly arrived packets an acknowledgement packet is sent to the CH. The main assumption here is that all link-layer packet losses at the wireless link are handled by an existing link-layer mechanism such as snoop [185].

SmartBuffer measures the RTT of acknowledgement packets across the wireless link as in [94]. The measured RTT is used to clock the rate at which acknowledgements are sent to the sender. This is needed to avoid the ACK compression problem [185], since TCP uses acknowledgement packets to determine the rate of outgoing packets.

The transfer process between $FA_1$ and $FA_2$ needs to be reliable because the data received at $FA_1$ would have been acknowledged. In the simulation model a simple go-back-N protocol between the FAs is used. TCP is not used because TCP's connection setup process would delay the forwarding of data. After migration, a new SmartBuffer program is installed at the current FA by the MH and the MH informs the SmartBuffer program of the next data segment it is expecting. Each newly arrived segment is checked and if the data segment is the next segment, the MH is expecting then the segment is forwarded to the MH. Otherwise, the data segment is buffered until packets from the previous FA have been forwarded onto the MH. Note that acknowledgement packets are generated by the MH as a result of receiving data forwarded from the previous FA. These acknowledgement packets are forwarded to the sender by the SmartBuffer program because acknowledgement packets from the previous FA to the sender might be lost. This does not cause the sender to reduce its congestion window since the sender only invokes fast retransmit and recovery after receiving three duplicate acknowledgements.

To avoid over-buffering at the new BS, an acknowledgement specifying the available receiver buffer size (i.e., the advertised window) is sent to the sender. By sending the allowed window size to the sender, excessive buffering at the BS can be avoided due to inappropriate window size at the sender. There are two ways in which the appropriate buffer size is determined. First, if a SmartBuffer program is running at the new BS, the average advertised window size used by other connections is used. The SmartBuffer program only needs to record the allowed window size from the acknowledgement
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packets. Therefore, the average window size can be easily calculated from connections managed by SmartBuffer. Secondly, if the SmartBuffer program is not installed, then the buffer size allocated by the active environment is used given that the window size advertised by the MH is larger. In other words, if the MH is requesting more than it should, then the advertised window size is replaced with the buffer size allocated by the active environment.

There are two ways in which SmartBuffer can be unloaded. In the first method, SmartBuffer is unloaded once it has forwarded its buffered data to the new FA. Secondly, when the MH's registration lifetime has expired, with SmartBuffer, the Mobile IP's registration lifetime is used to determine the time for unloading. The lifetime is refreshed each time the MH sends a registration request to renew its registration. At the new FA, the MH can choose to deactivate the SmartBuffer program after forwarding of data from the previous FA. Therefore, during normal operation no buffering is required. Before migration the SmartBuffer program is reactivated and the operations described above are carried out.

Another issue that needs to be addressed is when the previous FA goes down or the communication link between FAs is severed. This means that the new FA must determine a waiting time before concluding the previous BS has died. In this scenario, further investigations are required to determine the performance degradation due to loss of packets at the previous FA. Furthermore, we need to determine whether these data are recoverable from the sender since these data have already been acknowledged.

Depending on the mechanism used to detect handoff, the time in which SmartBuffer is injected or activated affects the RTT measured. To obtain an accurate measure, several samples are needed. Installing or activating SmartBuffer too early may disrupt the sending of acknowledgement packets. Therefore, during simulation SmartBuffer is partially deactivated after data from the previous FA have been forwarded. This means that SmartBuffer only measures the RTT of acknowledgement packets and does not buffer any data packets until the MH is ready to migrate.
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4.2.5 Efficient Delivery of Binding Updates

In this section, an efficient binding update delivery scheme is presented. The idea here is similar to having a multicast like approach where the CHs are the receivers and the HA is the sender. Unlike multicast, the CHs are neither required to join a multicast group nor a multicast tree built. In ADS, each ADS program keeps a hop count to a given CH. During processing of the active registration request message, the ADS that is closest to a given CH generates a binding update message. As a result, the CH is notified earlier rather than waiting for the HA to notify the CH of the new care-of-address. Moreover, the ADS reduces load on the HA since the HA is not required to generate binding updates to the CHs and also the bandwidth consumed is reduced.

4.2.5.1 Hop count

Firstly, an explanation of how hops to each CH are measured by each AR. The number of hops observed is used by ADSs to determine whether they should send binding updates to a CH. Each router records the number of hops required to reach a given CH that is communicating with a MH. To calculate the number of hops, an Active Discovery Capsule (ADC) is used. ADC contains three pieces of information, hop count and security key\(^2\) and Resp.AR. The security key is basically a security association between CH and routers, and serves to authenticate all binding update messages and most important of all, to re-register after migration. This will be explained in Section 4.2.5.3. The Resp.AR field contains the address of the AR which is responsible for sending a binding update during handoff. The details of which ARs take responsibility will be elaborated further in the next section. The capsule is sent by a CH wishing to receive binding updates sooner. During connection setup, the ADC can be piggybacked with setup messages, for example the synchronization message during the setup phase in TCP. The destination address of the packet containing the ADC capsule is the MH's current location. At each AR downstream from the CH, the code within the ADC increments the hop count value. Once an AR that contains a state for the given MH,

\(^2\)e.g., public/private key pair.
the AR records the hop count value from the ADC, increments the hop count value before forwarding it towards the MH. Therefore, each router has a fair idea of the distance to the CH.

4.2.5.2 Which AR sends the binding updates?

In order to determine which ARs along the path from the HA to the MH are responsible for sending binding updates during handoff, the following algorithm is used:

Upon receipt of an ADC capsule, the AR checks whether it is the first to intercept the capsule by accessing the Res.AR field within the ADC. Note that the AR processing the ADC capsule must also be serving the corresponding MH.

```c
/* Get the CH's address from the capsule */
CH_addr = Get CH address from the capsule

/* If we have record, then hop count > 0. Otherwise return */
/* 9999 to denote no route */
CH_hop = Get_hop_count_to_CH(CH_addr)

/* Get the AR address which is responsible for the given CH */
R_AR_addr = Get Resp_AR field from capsule

/* Current hop count recorded */
Recorded_Hop = ADC.hop_count

IF R_AR_ADDR is empty THEN {
    /* This means we take the responsibility */
    Create a record for the CH (See Table 4.2)
    Set Responsible AR variable to local IP address
    Set I_SENT flag to local IP address
}
ELSE IF R_AR_ADDR == local IP address THEN {
    IF CH_hop == Recorded_Hop THEN
        ADC_Discard = TRUE
    }
ELSE {
    /* Check whether we have a better route to CH_addr */
    IF Recorded_Hop < CH_hop THEN {
        Send an update to the address stored in the Responsible AR variable.
        Set Responsible AR variable to our IP address.
    }
}
IF NOT ADC_Discard THEN {
    Increase_hop_count(ADC.hop_count);
    Forward_Packet(ADC)
} ELSE
    Remove_packet(ADC)
```

Algorithm 4.1: Determining hop count to each CH
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Note that in Algorithm 4.1 we can simply assume that the responsible AR is the router that first intercepted the ADC and the ADC can be discarded after processing. Although the bandwidth and processing consumed can be conserved since the ADC does not need to travel all the way to the MH's care-of-address, but the hop count information will be outdated once the MH or CHs migrate. Apart from that Algorithm 4.1 can be augmented to include other parameters such as load/traffic. For example if the AR that intercepts the ADC has a high load, then it can choose to be not responsible for the CH. Hence the downstream AR will handle the capsule. To determine whether a shorter route exists, the AR searches its list of CHs (maintain for each MH) for the CH's address. If a record exists and contains a smaller hop count than the advertised hop count, the current AR takes responsibility. Once a new AR takes responsibility, the previously responsible AR is notified by the message CHANGE_AR. The message CHANGE_AR contains the address of the AR that is taking over the responsibility for a given CH. When an AR receives a CHANGE_AR, the AR resets the variable Responsible_AR. This also includes intermediate routers that intercepted the CHANGE_AR message.

Example

To illustrate binding update delivery scheme further, consider Figure 4.4. For this example, assume that the MH and CH₁ have not migrated to the BSs shown in Figure 4.4. Also, except for CH₁, all CHs reside at the corresponding FAs shown in Figure 4.4.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 4.4: Example topology, a MH communicating with four fixed hosts.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Router</th>
<th>$CH_1$</th>
<th>$CH_2$</th>
<th>$CH_3$</th>
<th>$CH_4$</th>
<th>$CH_5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Hops information for CHs maintained by each AR.

In Table 4.3 we see that upstream ARs have shorter hop(s) to a given CH (given the MH's current location). For example the number of hop counts from $AR_3$ to $CH_1$ is two whereas that from $AR_2$ to $CH_1$ is one. When a registration request is received, an AR checks its list of CHs and generates binding updates only to those CHs it is responsible for. If an AR observed an alternative route to a given CH a control capsule is then sent to the responsible AR (possibly an upstream AR). This scheme is passive in that ARs do not actively exchange control messages and do not use an elaborate discovery mechanism. Hence low overheads are observed. In the event of ARs observing the same number of hops, the upstream AR is used.

#### 4.2.5.3 MH Migration

When the MH migrates, the router previously responsible for the CH may no longer be valid. Therefore, an update mechanism is required to determine whether the responsibility roles have changed. In ADS, the update process is initiated during the handoff process. In other words, when registration request is received or upon receipt of a binding update sent to the previous BS. When any of these messages are received, a binding update is sent towards the CH in which it has responsibility. In addition, each CH is informed to generate an ADC towards the MH's new location. Also, in the ADC, the local IP address is included, which is echoed in the ADC generated by the CH. When a router serving the MH intercepts the new ADC, the ADC is authenticated. Algorithm 4.1 is then executed to determine whether the roles have changed. If the $Resp\ AR$ variable in the ADC is similar to that of the local IP address, then no roles have changed. Hence the ADC is discarded. On the other hand, if the $Resp\ AR$
variable does not match the local IP address, and the recorded hop count is smaller, then an invalidate message is sent to the router recorded in the Responsible AR. Here the Responsible AR could be empty when the MH migrates upstream, for example in Table 4.3, AR$_1$ does not have an entry for CH$_1$ to CH$_4$.

In Figure 4.4 the MH migrates to FA$_4$. As a result, registration request will be sent to the HA and also a binding update generated to FA$_3$. Referring to Table 4.3, before handoff AR$_5$ has a one hop count to CH$_2$. After migration the responsible ARs for CH$_2$ and CH$_3$ have to change. Note that upon handoff, the corresponding states for the given MH at R$_5$ and R$_6$ are unloaded. Therefore, the responsible AR after handoff is R$_4$. After receiving new ADCs, the hops information shown previously in Table 4.3 is updated to that of Table 4.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Router</th>
<th>CH$_1$</th>
<th>CH$_2$</th>
<th>CH$_3$</th>
<th>CH$_4$</th>
<th>CH$_5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Hops Information for CHs maintained by each AR after MH migration.

**4.2.5.4 CH Migration**

In the case of CH migration, the responsible AR is likely to change. In Figure 4.4, given that the MH has migrated to FA$_4$, CH$_1$ migrates from FA$_1$ to FA$_2$. As a result, the responsible AR has to change from R$_2$ to R$_4$. After migration the CH sends a new ADC to the MH's current location. Since the hop count recorded in the ADC will be lower than that of the recorded by R$_4$, the responsible router for CH$_1$ is R$_4$. Upon receiving the ADC, R$_4$ accesses the Responsible AR variable to obtain the address of the previous responsible AR. A CHANGE.AR is then transmitted, resulting in the resetting of Responsible AR variables in routers R$_3$ and R$_2$. The hop count information after both MH and CH$_1$ migrate is shown in Table 4.5.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Router</th>
<th>$CH_1$</th>
<th>$CH_2$</th>
<th>$CH_3$</th>
<th>$CH_4$</th>
<th>$CH_5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Hops Information for CHs after MH and CH 1 migrated.

4.2.6 The BusStation Framework

A novel feature here is the aggregation of binding updates and registration requests through the use an adaptive BusStation framework. The idea of the BusStation framework is similar to a bus in real life, thus the name BusStation. Note that the term 'bus' is due to the similarity of the operation of buses in real life and it does not refer to the definition of bus in the computer communications context. The bus in ADS is represented as a capsule containing multiple location update messages. Each AR acts as a BusStation where buses wait for a particular time. While the bus is waiting at an AR, it takes on passengers (i.e., location update messages) and it moves on to the next station downstream when the waiting time expires. The details of each aspect of the BusStation framework will be presented in the next section.

To demonstrate the BusStation framework, its applications to the aggregation of location update messages will be demonstrated. The rationale for aggregating location update messages is based on the likely possibility that in the near future as MHs become ubiquitous, Internet’s traffic would constitute a sizeable number of update messages. The objective here is to reduce the number of packets forwarded to HA or CHs. The direct consequence of this is the reduction of load at routers and conservation of bandwidth. Badrinath et al. [172] have shown the benefits of aggregating small packets. This observation can be applied to registration requests as well since each registration request size is only 28 bytes. As registration requests are handled by ADS, MHs do not depend on their HAs for fast handoff and CHs need not wait for HAs to send them binding updates. In other words, a delay in location update messages does not reduce
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the performance of Mobile IP given that ADS is deployed. The aggregation of binding updates is more suitable for CHs with a high number of MHs, for example a web server. A high mobility rate results in the flooding of binding updates towards the CH which severely increases its load. However, this scheme might not be useful when the number of location update messages are low. In the simulation, a scheme in which each AR tracks the rate of incoming location update messages and decides whether to invoke the BusStation framework described later was implemented. Hence only heavily loaded ARs are required to activate this option. Besides that users are able to specify in the message itself whether they want their messages aggregated. For example, a user might not have ADS enabled.

For brevity, this section will only describe the procedure for aggregating registration requests. Note that the same procedure applies to binding updates. When the BusStation is enabled, the ADS invokes a program called ABus. The ABus program described in following the paragraph basically tracks all location update messages going to the same HA. Upon arrival, a location update message is processed by the ADS and passed to the ABus. The ABus then determines whether there is a bus waiting to take packets to the given HA. If a bus exist then the packet is 'loaded' onto the bus. Otherwise a new bus is created and the packet is 'loaded'. A bus is associated with a waiting timer. This determines how long a given bus waits for location update messages. Once the waiting timer expires, the bus takes off and it moves to the next hop to pick up packets. When the bus reaches the AR local to the HA, the bus unloads its 'passengers'. Alternatively if the HA supports ABus then the bus is unloaded at the HA. As a result, the number of packets traversing towards the HA is reduced.

The use of the BusStation framework results in location update messages not being directed to their appropriate ADS program. Since the bus may contain multiple location update messages with associated ADS programs the ABus program needs to update the corresponding ADS programs on behalf of each location update message. This basically involves enquiring the APL for the associated ADSs given the MH's address. In the simulation, the APL returns the object instance of the matching ADS. The ABus then calls the update state procedure and passes it the information within the location
update message. This is repeated for each packet in the bus. Therefore, the bus has a minimum waiting time due the update operations. While the operation is in progress other processed location update messages can board the bus.

4.2.6.1 The Bus

The bus created by the ABus program is shown in Table 4.6. Basically the bus encapsulates a sequence of packets. The header information is used by the ABus program to manage buses. Once the bus is created ABus allocates a slot for it. Assuming a bus size of 576 bytes, a maximum of 19 registration requests (passengers) with 28 bytes per registration request is possible. If this limit is exceeded a new bus is created and the full bus’s status is updated to express, which means it does not stop at any node. The express bus is then forwarded to its destination. Note that each bus has a maximum waiting time and age parameters. These parameters define the thresholds in which the bus waits at a particular AR and the upper limit on the packet latency.

The algorithm executed at the ABus when an location update message or a Bus arrives is shown below:

```plaintext
wt = Calculate_Waiting_Time_For(HA address)
IF LOCATION_UPDATE_MESSAGE THEN {
Dest = Get_Destination_From_Packet(HA address)
IF Exist_Bus_Going_To(Dest) THEN {
    Load_Packet_Into_Bus(Bus_No, LOCATION_UPDATE_MESSAGE)
} ELSE {
    Create_New_Bus_To(Dest, wt)
    Load_Packet_onto_Bus(Bus_No, LOCATION_UPDATE_MESSAGE)
}
IF BUS and NOT express mode THEN {
Dest = Get_Destination_From_Bus_Header(Bus)
MaxWait = Get_Max_Wait_Time(Bus)
IF NOT Exist_Bus_Going_To(Dest) AND wt < MaxWait THEN {
    Install_Bus_At_Slot_No(Dest, wt)
} ELSE forward bus to next hop
}
```

Algorithm 4.2: Pseudocode for ABus Program
### 4.2 Active Delivery Scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Size (Bytes)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destination Address</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Uses by ABus program to determine where bus is headed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>How long should the bus stays in the network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The bus's size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 means express 0 otherwise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Wait Time</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>The maximum time it waits at a given node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seat Numbers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>The number of packets in the bus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passengers</td>
<td>$N \times 28$</td>
<td>The packets loaded onto the bus. 28 here means the size of the registration request</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: ABus packet information.

#### 4.2.6.2 Bus Management

As mentioned each bus is allocated a slot by the ABus program. This is implemented as a hash table where the destination address is the key. When a bus arrives ABus checks to see whether a bus exists, if not then a bus is inserted in its slot. A waiting timer is assigned to the bus. When the timer expires the bus is forwarded to the next hop.

#### 4.2.6.3 Waiting Time

The waiting time affects registration request's latency and the number of pickups by a given bus. If the waiting time is too long then the bus might overflow and a new bus is created. Thus, increasing the number of packets heading towards the HA. Furthermore, the registration request's lifetime might expire before the bus reaches its destination. The objective here is to find a tradeoff between the reduction of packets directed towards the HA and the waiting time.

The waiting time is calculated based on the following policy. The waiting time for a given bus is dependent on the rate of arrival of registration requests. In other words each AR has to monitor the frequency of registration requests heading toward a particular destination. It then calculates the rate of registration requests for each HA. This rate is then used to calculate the waiting time for a given bus. If the rate is high the bus's
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Waiting time is longer and vice-versa. A different view can also be undertaken whereby given a high rate the waiting time is reduced given that the rate in which the bus is filled is high, therefore less time is needed. In ABus, the first approach is taken because it was found that the first approach results in higher number of aggregated packets.

The calculation of the waiting time is similar to that of TCP’s calculation of RTT [89]. The difference here is that a waiting time that maximizes packet reductions given different arrival rates is considered. The formula for waiting time and inter-arrival time are as follows:

\[
\text{Update Inter-arrival Rate (IntA) } = \alpha \text{IntA} + (1 - \alpha)\text{IntA}_{old} \quad (4.1)
\]

\[
\text{Waiting Time } = \alpha \left( \frac{\text{Capacity}}{\text{IntA}_{new}} \right) + (1 - \alpha)\text{IntA}_{old} \quad (4.2)
\]

The variable IntA_{new} and IntA_{old} in equation 4.2 refers to the new and old inter arrival rate ((from equation 4.1) of registration requests respectively. \(\alpha\) is a smoothing factor which determines how much weight is given to the old inter-arrival time. Capacity refers to the bus's seating capacity. The seating capacity is used because a bus's capacity determines how long it waits. If it has more available space then it is likely to wait longer.

During simulation, \(\text{IntA}\) is calculated at each AR for each destination (i.e HA). Each HA's \(\text{IntA}\) and its current waiting time is kept in a hash table with the destination as an index. Each AR will have a different set of \(\text{IntAs}\) and waiting time. Therefore, as the bus traverses through the network its waiting time varies as it passes through ARs with different location update message arrival rates. When a bus arrives no calculation of \(\text{IntA}\) is required since it does not reflect the rate of registration requests and packets are not transferred from one bus to another. The associated waiting time for the bus is then accessed and equation 4.2 is used to calculate the waiting time.

To reduce the states maintained at each AR, an expiration timer is associated with the \(\text{IntA}\) and waiting time of each destination. Due to MH migrations the rate of
registration requests at the AR vary over time. As a result, registration requests from a given MH might not pass through an AR again, therefore its state needs to be removed. This improves on the scalability since there is no need to keep track of all MHs currently in foreign networks. The timer is set to one second in the simulation. When this timer expires the state for the destination is removed. When there are new registration requests then the rate and corresponding waiting time are recalculated for the given HA.

4.3 Evaluation

To investigate the performance of Mobile IP coupled with ADS the ns-2 simulation package developed at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory [186] is used. In the simulator the Mobile IP code$^3$ (version 1.4) from the ns-2 distribution was used and augmented the code to include optimized Mobile IP. The full functionalities as presented in [11] were not implemented. The augmentation only enables CHs to receive binding update, which result in the loading of the tunneling code that encapsulates all outgoing packets from the CH. The topology used in the simulation is shown in Figure 4.5. All links interconnecting ARs (R1 to R10) and end-hosts are set to 10Mbps and the wireless link has a data rate of 2Mbps. Depending on the experiment involved, the MHs are set to migrate at a predetermined time to either $FA_1$ or $FA_2$. In all experiments, $MH_1$ is designated as the CH. Except for Experiment 3, $MH_1$ remains stationary for the duration of the simulation. Configuration parameters and topology variation that are specific to a given experiment are explained later in this section.

In the simulation studies, a comparison between the performance of TCP (NewReno) over Original Mobile IP, Optimized Mobile IP and ADS was carried out. One objective of the simulations is to determine whether ADS provides any benefits to TCP's throughput due to handoff. Interested readers not familiar with the behavior of TCP in a heterogeneous network are referred to [86, 100]. Further details concerning different flavors of TCP and performance studies on multiple packet loss can be found in [187].

$^3$Included in ns-2 distribution
The active delivery process was tested on random mesh and hierarchical topologies. In the mesh topology there are 25 nodes connected randomly with a degree of two. In the hierarchical topology a binary tree with four levels is considered. At each simulation run, CHs, FAs and the HA are connected randomly to the topologies considered. Therefore, the MH experiences a combination of inter and intra domain handoff. Only one MH migrates at any one time and migration time is set randomly for each run. At each handoff the number of hops required to send the binding updates from an AR and the update latency for each CH are recorded. The update latency is the time taken for the binding update message to reach a given CH from the time of handoff.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Hops to CH</td>
<td>This is the average number of hops observed by an AR to a given CH.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binding Update Latency</td>
<td>The time interval between handoff and the receipt of binding update at the CH.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binding Update Savings</td>
<td>Percentage of the number of binding updates sent over the number of CHs in the list.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Simulation data collected for active delivery.

The topology shown in Figure 4.5 was used to simulate the BusStation framework. Instead of HAs, MHs and FAs the network is connected by traffic generators. These traffic generators are responsible for generating different registration request rates (30
distinct HA identifications). All the generators generate packets of size 28 bytes with an exponential distribution. The burst and idle time is set to 30ms and 1ms respectively. A sink is connected to R10 which counts the number of buses and registration requests and also other statistics such as packet latencies. Apart from that each generator node has a TCP session. This creates the cross-traffic on the network and we also investigated the impact of aggregating ARRs on end-to-end latency of TCP’s traffic. To study the benefits of the BusStation option we performed two experiments. Firstly we investigate the impact of constant waiting time given varying traffic rates. In this experiment all generators are set to transmit at rates ranging from 20 to 200 kilobytes. The second experiment investigates the use of the adaptive waiting time with the rates shown in Table 4.8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connection</th>
<th>Rate (Kilobytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.8: Configuration of traffic generators for BusStation simulation.

The following sections present the results obtained from the exhaustive simulation studies. These results show that TCP recovers faster with the use of ADS. Moreover the performance of ADS’s binding update delivery mechanism is analysed. Note that in each experiment, a specific functionality of ADS is investigated. For example in Experiments 1 and 2, the SmartBuffer scheme was not incorporated. This enables independent evaluation of each ADS feature.

4.3.1 Experiment 1: LAN Migration

In this simulation the MH is set to migrate to a new cell at $t = 50.0$. The persistent source is set to transfer 80 packets each of size 536 bytes from the CH to the MH.

\footnote{In the simulations no variables are dynamic or random, hence these simulations runs are repeatable. Furthermore, similar behaviors are observed given different handoff time.}
From Figures 4.6(a) and (b), it can be seen that ARs perform well above the mobile IP models since the CH and the MH no longer rely on the HA for the care-of-address binding update. As can be seen from the figures, at time $t = 45$ TCP timeouts which causes the reduction in congestion window in response to congestion in the network [89]. However in our experiment, the packets were dropped due to handoff instead of congestion. In slow start mode, the rate at which TCP recovers depend on the rate in which acknowledgement packets are returned and the number of packets lost. Figure 4.6 shows that TCP slow-start recovers fastest when the ARs are programmed with ADS. A measure of the improvement is shown by the sequence numbers increasing faster in the ARs curve than it does with either the optimised or original Mobile IP curves. This is mainly due to the ADS redirecting packets sooner, thus reducing the number of packets lost at the previous BS. As we shall later, the redirection of acknowledgement packets is crucial when both communicating hosts are mobile. This is because the sender is notified earlier, thus indicating to the sender that packets are getting through. This means that congestion has subside and the sender can start transmitting new packets onto the network.

Figure 4.6(a) also shows that Mobile IP (labelled Original) does not perform well since the CH needs to send each packet to the HA where it is tunnelled to the MH. This
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causes unnecessary traffic which is inefficient particularly when the MH is located near the CH, meaning that longer RTT induced delays may occur. Moreover congested link to the HA can be avoided. The congestion window for Mobile IP increases at \( t = 58.2 \), a delay caused by TCP’s exponential backoff. In the optimised Mobile IP, the congestion window starts increasing after \( t = 57.6 \) and for the ARs approach the congestion window advances at \( t = 55.8 \). This faster recovery enables the sender to increase its sequence number sooner which results in an overall improvement over the other Mobile IP models. The time taken to transmit 80 packets each of size 536 bytes for the three models is different. The ARs scheme has the highest throughput due to faster recovery after handoff. In this simulation the CH gets updated with the new care-of-address, 2.9ms after handoff for the ARs approach, and 9.1ms for the optimised Mobile IP. No binding update is sent to the CH in the original Mobile IP specification. Handoff takes 2.8ms using in ADS and 7.4ms for the Mobile IP models.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Original} & 1.43 & 1.0 \\
\text{Optimised} & 1.35 & 0.87 \\
\text{Active Router} & 1.29 & 0.77 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Table 4.9: RTT mean and standard deviation.

care-of-address, 2.9ms after handoff for the ARs approach, and 9.1ms for the optimised Mobile IP. No binding update is sent to the CH in the original Mobile IP specification. Handoff takes 2.8ms using in ADS and 7.4ms for the Mobile IP models.

4.3.2 Experiment 2: WAN Migration

This experiment considers the migration of a MH in a WAN. The network topology is modified as follows. The links between R10 and \( HA_1 \), and R4 and R5 are modified to a 2Mbps link.

\( MH_2 \) is set to migrate from its home network to \( FA_2 \) at \( t = 40 \) (where \( t \) correspond to simulation time unit). \( MH_2 \) stays at \( FA_2 \) for 10 seconds before it migrates to \( FA_1 \). When \( MH_2 \) has migrated to \( FA_1 \), its registration request is intercepted by R6 which in turn sends a registration reply. In the other models for Mobile IP the HA handles the MH’s requests which is clearly inefficient in this topology since there is a large distance between the MH and the CH. Furthermore, since the HA sends a binding update to \( MH_1 \) after it has migrated, the binding update is delayed by the time it
takes for the registration request to reach the HA plus the time for the binding update to reach $MH_1$. In ADS the binding updates (for $FA_2$ and $MH_1$) are generated once R6 receives a registration request. Hence the updates are generated at ARs that are closest to the CHs and old FA. Note that after migration to $FA_1$ any further migration within the $FA_1$ subnet will be handled by R4. The AR model achieves a significant improvement in performance by generating a binding update to the CH. A measure of the improvement can be seen in Table 4.10, with R6 sending the binding update, the CH gets updated 4ms sooner.

Table 4.10 shows the update time and registration time compared to the ARs approach. The registration and update time for both the original and optimised Mobile IP are the same. A better solution is to have the R4 handle the handoff and proceed to send an update to CH and registration reply to MH. The original registration request is forwarded onto the HA. Therefore, the CH is updated sooner and handoff time is greatly reduced. In experiment 2, the handoff times are chosen arbitrarily. In the simulation at $t = 40$ the MH moves to a predetermined location. This does not mean that the MH has to be at the final location before a radio connection is established. The handoff time in Table 4.10 does not include the latency of radio establishment. It is latency from the time the MH sends out a registration request to the receipt of registration reply. Figure 4.7(a) shows two drops in the congestion window, at $t = 40$

![Congestion Window Size](image)

(a) Congestion Window Size

![Sequence Number for WAN Migration](image)

(b) Sequence Number for WAN Migration

Figure 4.7: The MH is set to handoff at $t = 40$ and $t = 50$. 
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Optimised</th>
<th>Active Routers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Handoff 1</td>
<td>6.4ms</td>
<td>6.94ms</td>
<td>2.30ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handoff 2</td>
<td>39.22ms</td>
<td>11.30ms</td>
<td>2.78ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Update 1</td>
<td>2009ms</td>
<td>2009ms</td>
<td>2005ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Update 2</td>
<td>12ms</td>
<td>10ms</td>
<td>0ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(FA_1) Update</td>
<td>10ms</td>
<td>10ms</td>
<td>20ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.10: Handoff and binding update latencies for WAN migration.

and \(t = 50\). In both cases the AR approach recovers faster compared to the other two approaches. It is interesting to note that in the first handoff, the congestion window in the ARs approach recovers faster. This is because R6 sends a binding update and registration reply sooner than the Mobile IP protocols.

4.3.3 Experiment 3: Migration Factor

In this experiment the resulting performance when the MH migrates further away from its HA is presented. For each simulation run the FA’s distance (hops) is increased while the CH is fixed. Although the MH is migrating further away from its HA, it does not necessarily mean that it is migrating closer to the CH. Figure 4.8 shows a snapshot of the congestion window size at \(t = 8.0\). The time of handoff is \(t = 5.0\). As the MH migrates further away from its HA, TCP’s congestion window for both the Mobile IP models takes longer to recover. Due to rerouting of in-transit packets and earlier notification of the CH TCP recovers faster with ADS. Figures 4.8(a) and (b) show the congestion window size and packets buffered at the previous FA when the MH increasingly migrates further away from its HA. The details of buffering are explained in section 4.3.5.

4.3.4 Experiment 4: Impact of CH’s Migration

In this experiment the detrimental effects of CH migration are shown. This is where the MH is communicating with another MHI across the fixed network. In general, the distance between the MH and CH (mobile) either decreases or increases. In either case the sender’s retransmission timeout value becomes invalid. This is because the data
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Figure 4.8: Scenario at previous FA when the MH migrates further away from its HA.

segments and acknowledgement packets that have to be rerouted through the HAs of each MH may cause multiple retransmission timeouts. In the optimized Mobile IP case, delay in binding updates may cause the loss of acknowledgements which results in waiting for a retransmission timer expiration before re-initiation of data flow.

The migration time for the CH and MH is set at t=5.0. In this scenario both data segments and acknowledgement packets may experience losses. The performance of TCP in this scenario for both Mobile IP models and ADS is shown in Figure 4.9. As can be seen both Mobile IP models recover poorly. This is due to the reasons discussed above. In Figure 4.9(b) it can be seen that only two packets need to be retransmitted with ADS. For the original Mobile IP it only manages to recover after t = 5.5. That is after both HAs have received registration requests from their respective MHs. For the optimized Mobile IP, due to delays in binding updates some packets are lost at the MH’s previous location (packets 452 and 453), thus it takes longer for TCP to exit from its fast recovery phase.

4.3.5 Experiment 5: SmartBuffer

In this experiment, the SmartBuffer scheme was implemented and tested with varying handoff latency. The optimized Mobile IP is augmented with buffering as proposed in [33]. Figure 4.10(a) shows the congestion window of the sender when the beacon period
at the BS is set to one second (as recommended in the Mobile IP specifications [10]). As can be seen, ADS is able to avoid reduction in congestion window due to handoff. Hence ADS using SmartBuffer is more resilient to the effects of migration such as high handoff latency. Here the network stores and forwards packets to MH only after determining its address. From an end-host point of view, the handoff latency is transparent. In the optimized Mobile IP, a retransmission timeout occurs due to the high handoff latency. Use of SmartBuffer results in the following features, (i) CHs are not susceptible to high handoff latency and (ii) no feedback messages to sender are required to adjust transmission. Since the handoff rate is transient in nature, sending feedback to the source may prove premature. It can be seen that programmability can help the performance of applications during this temporary disruption in communication.

Here, another investigation concerning buffer requirements in relation to the distance (hops) between the previous FA and the current FA. In the experiments, the average packets buffered are between four and five. However, it is interesting to quantify the buffer requirements when the MH migrates increasingly away. This is shown in Figure 4.10(b). At ten hops the number of packets buffered is 19. The number of packets buffered is determined by the time it takes for the binding update message to reach the previous FA. Therefore, there are two aspects that affect the source’s transmission: (i) time it takes for the MH to re-establish radio communications with the new FA and (ii) the delay between the current and previous FA. In both cases SmartBuffer is able
Figure 4.10: ADS with SmartBuffer. MH migrates at $t=5.0$ and packet size is 512 bytes to prevent any disruptions to the flow of packets.

4.3.6 Experiment 5: Delivery of Binding Updates

In this experiment the efficiency achieved by having ARs monitor and send binding updates appropriately is quantified. The average hop count recorded by ARs and the average latencies observed by CHs are shown in Tables 4.11 and 4.12. From the tables it can be seen that for both topologies ARs perform better than optimized Mobile IP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schemes</th>
<th>Average Hops</th>
<th>Average Latencies (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.11: Randomized mesh topology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schemes</th>
<th>Average Hops</th>
<th>Average Latencies (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.12: Hierarchical topology.
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4.3.7 Experiment 6: The Benefits of Aggregating Registration Requests

This experiment investigates the benefits of enabling the BusStation option. Firstly, the effects of varying waiting time is studied. Note that the waiting time here is not calculated based on equation 4.2. The reason being, the amount of reduction in packets that can be achieved and its impact on end-to-end latencies need to be quantified. The results of this experiment are shown in Figures 4.11(a) and (b). Secondly, an adaptive waiting time using equation 4.1 is incorporated to determine the rate of registration requests which in turn dictates the waiting time required using equation 4.2. The corresponding results when the adaptive waiting time is incorporated are shown in Figures 4.12(a) and (b).

In Figure 4.11(a), it can be seen that with increasing rates the number of packets aggregated is high. At lower rates the bus needs to wait longer to maximize the number of aggregated packets at the cost of increased end-to-end latency. It is evident in Figure 4.11(a) that at higher rates the end-to-end latency of packets is reduced due to reduction in packet processing at each router. A fixed waiting time does not adapt well since different routers would experience different rates. For example, ARs close to a busy web server are more likely to experience high rates therefore a higher waiting time is required. In Figures 4.12(a) and (b), the results shows the performance of ARs with an adaptive timer. As can be seen from Figure 4.12(a) the lowest latency is when $\alpha = 0.1$. The end-to-end latency remains fairly constant except when $\alpha = 1.0$. This means that the bus stops at ARs that have a high pickup probability. A comparison of TCP’s round-trip time (RTT) with and without the BusStation option is also investigated. The average RTT values with and without BusStation option are 2.33 and 2.50 seconds respectively. Hence other traffic such as TCP benefit when the BusStation option is enabled.
4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Redirection of Packets

The redirection of packets in ADS is similar in nature to those in Cellular IP [37] and Sony's VIP scheme [16]. The Cellular IP proposal [37] is targeted at local mobility and uses Mobile IP for wide-area mobility. Although there are major differences (for example ADS is targeted at wide-area mobility) between ADS and Cellular IP, here only similarities will be considered. The main similarity is that the nodes in Cellular
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IP maintain mappings of MHs. These mappings are used to route packets hop-by-hop to the MH's current location [37]. The mappings in Cellular IP are refreshed by route-update packets whereas in ADS we rely on registration requests. Moreover, Cellular IP uses a time-out mechanism to remove mappings information from nodes leading to the previous FA. ADS also uses time-out mechanism, but the timer can be explicitly removed by binding update sent by the MH to the previous FA. In Cellular IP [37] no update message is sent to the previous FA which may result in loss of packets.

Routing of in-transit packets is also performed by the Sony VIP scheme [16]. Although the main concept of Sony VIP redirection of packets is the similar to that of ADS, there are two main differences. Firstly, the state within each ADS is not explicitly updated by the HA. Secondly the ADS program for a given MH is only active for ARs between the HA and MH's current location. This is a better approach because maintaining mappings in ARs leading up to each CH results in difficulty in maintaining mappings if the MH is communicating with multiple CHs and the problem becomes aggravated if the CHs are mobile. Furthermore, the MH might be connected to a given CH for a short period of time thus maintaining a mapping only wastes resources.

A similar approach using chain of pointers (Anchor-Chain) was proposed in [31]. The differences between ADS and Anchor-Chain are, (1) optimal path is guaranteed in ADS (2) no external mechanisms are required to maintain states at routers since in ADS the refreshed mechanism is based on Mobile IP's default registration request (3) the operations of ADS are transparent to end-host and (4) each router maintains the MH's current location whereas in Anchor-Chain the next downstream pointer is maintained. As a result, Anchor-Chain is susceptible to node failure.

4.4.2 Regional Registration

The local registration performed by ADS programs is similar to the proposed regional registration request/reply [34]. Perkins's [34] proposal is based on a hierarchy of FAs. During handoff, the MH only has to register with a FA that is the parent of the current and previous cell areas. This hierarchy of FAs reduces the number of registration
requests/replies to the HA and provides for a fast handoff.

The main objectives of the hierarchical FAs [34] (HFA), Caceres et al.’s [183] hierarchical handoff scheme and the hierarchical handoff in ADS are to reduce handoff latency and fault tolerance (MH is able to make a registration request during network partition). The following paragraph outline the differences between ADS’s hierarchical handoff scheme and HFA[34].

The main differences between ADS and HFA [34] are as follows:

- The only performance enhancement provided by HFAs over the Mobile IP scheme [10] is faster handoff. As shown in the results the main concern is the redirection of packets and the binding update time of the CH, hence no significant performance is observed by application(s) at the MH (or CH).

- ADS programs do no need to cooperate to form a hierarchical topology. The HFA requires the maintenance of FAs which use control messages to determine the hierarchy a FA belongs to. ADS is generic in that it does not assume any network topology. If the network topology is tree based then ADs along the HA and MH will naturally form a hierarchy.

- The MH in ADS does not assume the existence of ADS programs. The MH function as specified in the Mobile IP specification by sending a registration request back to the HA. In the HFAs specification the MH is required to keep track of the hierarchy of FAs serving its new point of attachment [34].

The differences between ADS and Caceres et al.’s scheme [183] are as follows:

- ADS does not need any modifications to the Mobile IP specifications, that is it only enhances Mobile IP. Caceres et. al. [183]’s scheme needed modifications to the Mobile IP specifications to support mobility by providing a different mobility infrastructure which involved a hierarchy of FAs.

- In [183], Caceres et al. exploit locality of MH movements, Mobile IP is only used if the MH migrates globally. This suffers from the limitations addressed in
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Section 1. ARs alleviate these problems and provide an efficient handoff scheme. The ARs along the route to the MH's current location are programmed with the ADS program. In effect, this further reduces the RTT from the MH's to an AR and also increases the probability of packet redirection.

4.4.3 Security

The importance of security in any mobility related protocols is of importance. Currently security issues in ANs are still being investigated and remain an open issue. Readers who are interested in how active programs are loaded and distributed securely are referred to [165, 188]. In this chapter, detailed discussions on security have been excluded intentionally because the incorporation of security into ADS requires further investigation and justification which are beyond the scope this thesis. Also this is also partly dependent on the maturity of security in ANs. Some of the issues that are being investigated are, identifying sender of a program (both end-host and network elements) and allocating and controlling the use of resources.

There are many possibilities of incorporating AN securities to Mobile IP. Let us assume that secure active network environment (SANE)[165] is being used. Current security services offered by SANE include cryptographic primitives, packet authentication, packet confidentiality and key establishment protocol. Given these services, the HA and MH may request the network to provide a secure channel without worrying how the security measures are taken. Alternatively, HA and MH can use own mechanisms. Here the assumption is that the MH and HA share a security association or allocated by the network (e.g., using session-key establishment [165]). Besides the above, the key establishment protocol can be used between each AR and CHs where secret keys and certificates are established. Since each AR serving a given MH maintains security association, when the CH migrates and re-registers with any of the ARs serving the MH, an authentication can be performed safely. Therefore, the intercepting AR can verify and identify the CH. Apart from that, location update messages can be signed and checked at each AR to ensure the integrity of the message before being passed to end-host. Here, since ARs have already established security associations with MHs, CH
can safely determine the source of update messages. As for code authentication during distribution of the ADS program, the naming services provided by SANE can be used. The naming services allow identification of programs for different names, semantics and trust dependencies to be encoded [165]. Hence different active programs deployed from different HAs can be loaded without colliding with each other.

4.4.4 SmartBuffer

In the snoop protocol, the idea is to shield the sender from any loss at the wireless link and use multicasting during handoff [189]. On the other hand, the idea of SmartBuffer is to shield the sender in the event of high handoff latency and delay in binding update delivery. Furthermore, with SmartBuffer there is no need to multicast packets to surrounding cell areas or track the MH’s movement. This is the main novelty of SmartBuffer because snoop does not address high handoff latency, especially during vertical handoffs. When handoff latency is high multicasting aggravates the problem of retransmission timeout at the sender. Furthermore, it may cause high number of packets to be buffered in the surrounding BSs. Therefore, it is beneficial if SmartBuffer is incorporated into the snoop protocol to overcome errors at the wireless link as well as retransmission timeout due to high handoff latency.

The work presented by Wang et al. [96] is similar to SmartBuffer. The following highlight the main differences:

- **SmartBuffer** does not require the splitting of TCP connections. This results in simpler solution because states (e.g., states allocated due to socket calls) pertaining to the connections do need to be transferred to the new BS during handoff.

- In **SmartBuffer**, TCP is not used to transfer states from the previous BS. SmartBuffer avoids the connection setup time of TCP, resulting in a faster forwarding time.

- In Wang et al. [96]’s scheme, the sender views the BS as the communication endpoint where the BS returns acknowledgements on the MH’s behalf, thus breaking
the semantic of TCP. However, in SmartBuffer, the end-to-end semantic is only violated when the handoff latency exceeds a given threshold.

4.4.5 The BusStation Framework

The bus waiting time is calculated based on a simple exponential averaging. Due to lack of traffic data on registration requests or binding updates from a real mobile network it is difficult to determine the appropriate methods to use and the distribution update messages exhibit. In this chapter it was shown that given varying arrival rates, at each node the waiting time computed adapts to the varying rate of registration request arrivals at each node and is sufficient in reducing the number of packets headed towards a given host.

A concern with deploying the BusStation scheme is that the amount of benefits achieved is dependent on the correlation between geographic location and position of multiple MHs with the same HA or CH. The number of signaling messages headed towards a given HA maybe small, thus does not warrant the use of BusStation. On the other hand, it is quite likely that in the near future as the number of mobile users increase, popular servers will likely be swamped with location update messages (given that optimized mobile IP is used). Note that the BusStation is not positioned strategically (possibly hot spots in the network) within the network. The benefit here is that aggregation is only performed on demand.

BusStation provides a framework for future aggregation services. A direct application of BusStation framework is in overcoming ack implosion or local error recovery in multicast. The BusStation provides a framework in which any AN-based solutions to the aforementioned problems can deploy the BusStation service to reduce acknowledgements headed to the source of the multicast or transporting recovery packets to group members.
4.5 Conclusion

This chapter has investigated the application of intra-network processing in the context of mobile communications, specifically improving the operation of mobile IP. As shown, ANs play an important role in realising these solutions where the network elements are programmed to work in concert with end-hosts. The implications and potential performance improvements of ARs programmed with ADS have been analysed. Main limitations of the Mobile IP models have been identified and this chapter has shown that ADS can overcome these limitations. ADS was shown to be most beneficial in fast rerouting and notifications of CHs especially in a scenario where both communicating parties (MH and CH) are mobile. Apart from that, the benefits of three novel schemes: smooth handoff through the use of SmartBuffer, efficient delivery of binding updates and aggregation of location update messages have been shown to be viable approaches to increasing the performance of the mobile IP models. Utilization of these four schemes improve the operation of the Mobile IP models by reducing the bandwidth and processing cost of location update messages. Furthermore, Mobile IP is resilient to high handoff latency due to the use of SmartBuffer. Another important aspect to point out with the application of ANs is that, hierarchical FAs or special servers to reduce handle handoff within a domain are not required if ANs are used. As can be seen in the hierarchical handoff described in this chapter, the local router handles all requests from the MH. The main implications of this are that AN-based solutions are generic and do not need to make assumptions about the underlying network topology.

In this chapter, the viability of ANs in enhancing the routing operation in packet switching networks has been shown. The benefits of ANs addressed above also applies to other solutions presented in this thesis. To show these benefits further, the next chapter employs the programmability of ANs to rerouting unicast connections in ATM networks, i.e., to show the advantages of ANs in connection-oriented service model.
Chapter 5

ACR: Active Connection Rerouting

In the previous chapter the benefits of ANs in enhancing mobile IP were presented. It was shown that maintaining the location of the MH and the CHs communicating with the MH enhances the performance of TCP over IETF mobile IP. In this chapter the problem of rerouting unicast connection in ATM networks will be addressed. The problem presented in this chapter is quite different to those presented in the previous chapter. In a connection-oriented environment, the problem is concerned with rerouting of connections. With connection rerouting, the problem of minimising cell loss and preserving cell ordering is critical. This chapter investigates how programmability can be used to provide a better solution to the connection rerouting problem. The resulting AN-based solution called ACR is efficient in terms of signaling overheads, low latency handoff, minimal cell loss and is transparent to end-hosts.

The ACR scheme employs a two part optimization scheme. The first part involves extending the path to the MH's current location during handoff. The main advantages of using path extension are low latency handoff, preservation of cell ordering and little or no cell loss. Another reason for using path extension is based on the following observation. After the MH migrates, cells continue to be forwarded to the previous BS and these cells are discarded if no buffering is performed at the previous BS. To salvage these cells some form of forwarding scheme needs to be in place. In [49], after path splicing, an external mechanism is used to forward cells over. Hence some form of
forwarding is required. Therefore, in ACR, the forwarding of cells is made an integral part of the handoff process. Path extension, may lead to an increase in end-to-end delay and loops. To overcome these two problems, a partial optimization scheme is used to remove loops automatically after handoff. The invocation of partial optimization is transparent to end-hosts. From the end-hosts’ point of view, the network is able to resolve any loops. The second part involves an incremental optimization scheme that optimises the resulting extended path. Although, the idea of a two part connection rerouting process is not new [55], ACR has the following functionalities which further improve current methods:

- Loop elimination at the switches. Current methods detect loops when the MH revisits a given BS. A MH keeps track of the BSs it visits and detects a loop when a BS is revisited. However, this method only detects loops at BSs but there maybe other multiple loops formed within the network thereby consuming unnecessary resources. With ACR, the use of active switches prevents loop formation.

- Incremental optimization. In order to optimize the resulting extended path current methods employ CX discovery algorithms or re-establish a new connection to the CH. In CX discovery, a tradeoff must be made between path reuse and optimization. That is to say the algorithm has to determine whether it needs to reuse as much of the original path as possible which in effect may mean that the resulting path is sub-optimal. Re-establishing a new connection to the FH ensures optimal path but not path reuse. This chapter demonstrates how ACR optimizes the connection incrementally while a significant part of the original path is reused. Thus, no CX discovery algorithms need to be invoked from end-hosts and no tradeoff policy needs to be in place. As a result, ACR reduces the signaling messages and buffering required.

This chapter is organised as follows. The active switch architecture used in this thesis will be presented in the next section. Then the ACR scheme is presented in Section 5.2. This is then followed by a description of the analytical model used to evaluate ACR. The analytical models derived are also used to compare ACR with other rerouting algorithms reviewed in Section 2.1.2. A simulation model was also used to determine the
viability of ACR. The simulation methodology and the results obtained are presented in Section 5.4. Then a brief discussion is presented in Section 5.5 followed by conclusions in Section 5.6. For clarity, a table of signaling messages used in ACR is presented in Appendix B.1.

5.1 Architecture

In ATM, active switches perform per virtual connection (VC) or virtual path (VP) customisation. In our approach, ASs detect and reroute VC(s) or VP(s) pertaining to CHs and MHs. The roles played by these ASs are connection rerouting and location management. ASs keep track of MH location enabling ASs to inform FH(s) of a MH’s current location during connection setup. The main advantages of ACR over other schemes are loop elimination at switches and incremental optimization that allows the reuse of connection before handoff. A general overview of AS used in this thesis is shown in Figure 5.1. The classifier or switch manager layer basically provides an abstraction to the underlying switch hardware. It exports a set of interfaces which allow the control of the underlying hardware. For example the creation/deletion of VPI/VCI, query on the number of ports and so forth. The role of the classifier is to parse any cells that contain an active tag. Due to the size of each cell, the capsule approach was not taken.
Note that the dynamic loading of program from an external source is possible where the program is fragmented into multiple cells. Once a cell with an active tag is parsed, the cell is passed to the active program manager. The program manager then loads the corresponding program. The ACR program then takes control of the connections pertaining to MH it is managing. The corresponding data allocated for each MH is shown in Figure 5.1. The program manager provides an interface to active programs where it exports a set of interfaces for managing connections, forwarding of cells and route queries. Furthermore, the program manager also informs the switch manager that any cells that arrive on a given VPI/VCI are to be passed for active processing. Otherwise these cells are passed to the PNNI layer.

The ASs only need to be programmed once. If there are multiple connections, the ASs only need to record the connection information. This improves scalability since only one program is loaded for all connections going to the MH. Furthermore, the data maintained at each AS requires minimal storage. Table 5.1 shows the data maintained by the AN-handoff program at each AS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pointer to the Translation Table</td>
<td>This is needed for path rerouting during optimization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPI/VCI</td>
<td>The connection identifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ports</td>
<td>The outgoing and incoming ports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH's care-of-address</td>
<td>The MH's current location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH's HA address</td>
<td>The MH's home address.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH address</td>
<td>The corresponding host (CH) (i.e., calling party).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic contract</td>
<td>Traffic contract specified (e.g., QoS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification</td>
<td>This is used to create a security association between the FH and AS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization Status</td>
<td>Optimization in progress flag.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original or Extended Flag</td>
<td>This flag marks whether the AS is on the original or extended path.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Data structure maintained by AS
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5.2.1 Overview

ACR reroutes connection using a simple path extension scheme after handoff followed by a lazy optimization scheme. Although the idea of performing a two phase rerouting is not new, ANs enable this process to be improved significantly. To give an overview of the ACR process consider the network shown in Figure 5.2. When the MH migrates to BS₂ the path is simply extended from BS₁ to BS₂. What follows is the route optimization phase. This phase is separated into two parts. During the path extension phase from BS₂ to BS₁ an active setup message is used which determines that the extended path has intersected at S₄. After the path extension process, S₄ short-circuits the extended path (referred to as partial path optimization). Once the ACR program within S₄ has updated the translation table at S₄, the path extends from S₄ to BS₂ instead of going through switches between S₄ and BS₁. Notice that this is a form of loop removal. In traditional path extension method the only way a loop can be detected is when the MH realizes that it has revisited the same BS. In such networks, a loop removal algorithm can be invoked, but the delay of loop detection may cause multiple loops to exist within the network itself. The next stage of the optimization
process is called full path optimization. The time to invoke a full optimization is based on a given policy determined by the MH. For example, when the MH has migrated from the current domain or the QoS on the extended path has to be renegotiated. Full optimization is initiated by sending an active setup message back to the FH. As the setup message traverses the network, each switch checks whether the setup message is currently being forwarded on the old path or diverted to a new path. If the setup message is forwarded to a new path (probably a shorter path leading to the FH) then it notes the AS at which the path diverges. In Figure 5.2 the path diverges at $S_0$. No operation is performed at this stage until the setup message encounters another AS that is on the original path ($S_5$). This AS maybe the FH’s local switch. Then an optimization process is performed in which a new path is created from $S_5$ to $S_0$. The implication of this is that path can be reused from the MH up to $S_5$ and FH to $S_2$. In conventional methods, a lazy optimization using a full connection establishment method would not be able to reuse the original path. Other methods which involve CX discovery would require a probing of the network and finding the switches $S_2$ and $S_5$ which involves additional overheads.

5.2.2 Programming ASs

In ACR, the integrated approach for location management proposed by Acharya et al. [49] was adopted. The scheme proposed by Acharya et al. [49]'s is similar to location management in Mobile IP [10]. The FH issues a SETUP\(^1\) message to a host without knowing whether the end-host is a MH. When the home agent (HA) of the MH intercepts this message, either a CONNECT or RELEASE is returned. A CONNECT response is generated when the host is static or when the MH is in its home network. A RELEASE is generated if the MH is in a foreign network. The RELEASE contains the MH’s current location allowing the FH to setup an optimal path to the MH. The CONNECT and RELEASE messages contain an element which identifies the connection to be a mobile connection. This allows the FH to determine if it is communicating with a MH in order to determine whether switches need to be programmed. Having the HA

---

\(^1\)Additional Information Elements are added in signalling message. This include SETUP, CONNECT and RELEASE
deploy the ACR program allows for a single point of distribution. This means that all MHs originating from the HA's domain will be using the same ACR algorithm.

ACR returns an active CONNECT or RELEASE message to the HA instead of the ordinary CONNECT and RELEASE messages. Note that if a switch containing the ACR program is encountered, an active CONNECT or RELEASE message is returned by the switch instead of the HA. Thus, connection setup time is reduced. These active messages contain the required security association and an embedded program to be used for loading the ACR scheme into ASs. The advantages of having the HA deploy handoff programs are that only the predefined copy of the active program is loaded and the security association is distributed from the HA only. Upon receipt of a CONNECTION message, a FH proceeds to establish a connection to the MH's current location. This sequence of events are described in Figure 5.3. Referring to Figure 5.3 an active SETUP message is initiated by the FH and sent to the MH via the MH's home network. The HA intercepts this message and replies with a RELEASE message, assuming that the MH has migrated to a foreign network. Embedded within this RELEASE message are two elements, the first is used to load the ACR scheme at ASs and the second is used to indicate to the FH that the corresponding host is a MH. Using the MH's current address embedded within the RELEASE message, the FH then makes a direct connection to the MH. ASs along the path that intercept the setup signal sent by the FH establish the required security association and load the ACR scheme. Once the program is loaded it has access to information pertaining to the call. Other accesses such as translation table or new call creation are through predefined interfaces.

5.2.3 Handoff

In the ACR scheme handoff is achieved firstly by extending the current path to the new BS. After that the path is lazily optimized using the proposed incremental optimization scheme. The follow paragraphs present the handoff algorithm and path optimization in detail.

In Figure 5.4 when the MH detects that it is in the vicinity of Cell 2, it sends a
Figure 5.3: Location management in mobile ATM

Figure 5.4: Handoff in wireless ATM

HO_REQUEST to BS1 and this message is forwarded to BS2. If BS2 is able to support the required QoS, BS2 then sends an active SETUP message to BS1. In addition to a new path being formed, all ASs between BS1 and BS2 are programmed. This
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completes the path extension process. Once the MH has migrated, $BS_2$ sends a
HO_DATA_FORWARD message to $BS_1$. $BS_1$ then updates its translation table to
merge the two paths. Once this is done, cell will be forwarded onto the new path.
Note that using preestablished connection between BSs will further improve handoff
latency. Finally a HO_REPLY is sent from the $BS_2$ to the MH through $BS_1$. If the
path extension fails a HO_REJECT is returned.

In the above, the assumption is that the MH is able to detect signal strength from
neighboring cell areas and determine which BS it is approaching next. This enables
the MH to preallocate the extended connection before handoff occurs. In the case of
hard handoff (no prediction of handoff), after the MH establishes a radio link with the
new BS ($BS_2$), the active setup message is sent from $BS_2$ to $BS_1$. $BS_1$ automatically
updates its translation table without waiting for the HO_DATA_FORWARD message.
Once the translation table is updated at $BS_1$ the handoff process is completed. Note
that all uplink connections from the MH are routed through $BS_1$ after handoff. These
links are then optimized in a similar manner to the downlink connections.

The ACR scheme maintains cell ordering and prevents cell loss, thus no disruptions
to traffic flow are encountered and results in low handoff latency. Note that handoff
latency is a factor of the signaling latency of the path extension and it is unaffected by
the path optimization performed by the AS.

5.2.4 Partial Route Optimization

Once a path has been extended and all the ASs along the path have been programmed,
ASs determine whether optimizations are needed. The AS in which the extended and
original paths intersect is designated as the CX. In other words, the AS that has
reachability to both $BS_1$ and $BS_2$ is designated as the CX. The CX then updates its
translation table to splice the extended path onto the original path. This process is
explained in Section 5.2.6.

\footnote{We assumed that $BS_2$ has sufficient bandwidth for maintaining the MH's QoS. Work on satisfying
QoS is not within the scope of this paper. Interested readers are referred to [190]}
Referring to Figure 5.5, $BS_1$ and $BS_2$ share a common AS. After path extension, cells have to traverse through $BS_1$. This can be avoided by updating the translation table at the AS. Moreover, this scheme does not require any further signaling. During the path extension process when the setup message from $BS_2$ passes a CX, it is noted by the ACR program within the CX. After the connection has been extended and cells start flowing on the new path, the program at the CX proceeds to reroute the connection by updating its translation table. Hence the connection is partially updated. A question that arises is whether this step can be performed right after handoff. Partial optimization right after handoff may result in the loss of cells from the CX to the previous BS unless a special buffering mechanism between BSs is used to prevent loss.

Figure 5.5: Example topology for path extension.

Figure 5.6: Example topology for path extension with multiple switches.

Figure 5.6 shows another example but with multiple ASs involved. This figure shows
why a connection setup needs to come from $BS_2$. In Figure 5.6, $AS_1$ to $AS_3$ are ASs on the original path. When a connection is made from $BS_2$, the extended path intersects the old path at $AS_2$. In Figure 5.6 a loop has formed between $AS_2$ and $BS_1$. To resolve this loop $AS_2$ is designated as the CX. Once $AS_2$ updates its translation table and cells forwarded onto $BS_1$ are drained, the loop $AS_2-AS_3-BS_1-AS_3-AS_2$ is torn down. If $BS_1$ was to extend the path, then $AS_3$ will be chosen as the CX resulting in a loop between $AS_2$ and $AS_3$.

During cases where the MH moves backward and forward (or zig-zag) between $BS_1$ and $BS_2$ the partial optimization process will result in $BS_1$ being chosen as the CX. Hence the extended path from $BS_1$ to $BS_2$ is torn down. Due to the inherent partial optimization in ACR, loops are automatically removed and thus there is no need for expensive sophisticated loop removal algorithms.

5.2.5 Full Route Optimization

This step is performed after partial optimization. It serves to check existence of alternative paths to the FH. If an alternative path is found, optimization is performed. To optimize the extended path, $BS_2$ makes an active connection setup to the FH. The setup message contains a short program which checks whether a state exists at each AS as it traverses to the FH. As the setup messages traverse through each switch, the program within the SETUP message determines whether the AS holds state information for the connection between the FH and MH. If a state exists, the program records the AS’s address because the SETUP message was forwarded on the original path. If the SETUP message has diverted onto a new path it will encounter an AS that doesn’t have the required state. At this point, the OPTIMIZE state within the program is set to true. When the SETUP message encounters the next AS which holds the state between FH and MH, the optimization process is invoked.

As shown in Figure 5.7, there is an alternative path leading to the FH. As the setup message traverses through $AS_5$ and $AS_4$ it detects whether these are programmed during path extension. Upon arrival at $AS_6$ the program detects that $AS_6$ has not
been programmed and hence the setup message has been routed through an alternative path. Therefore, full path optimization is needed. When the setup program arrives at \( AS_1 \) the program realizes that \( AS_1 \) is on the original path. At this point the program stops traversing and updates the translation table to splice the new path onto the old path. The setup message stops at \( AS_1 \). If \( AS_1 \) is on the original path and if no alternative route has been taken then the program is terminated and any allocated resources are freed by returning an active RELEASE message. If the CX chosen does not have the appropriate resources to maintain the required QoS, the setup message is forwarded along the route towards the source. The message continues to be forwarded until a suitable CX is found.

The above two stage approach takes advantage of the locality of MH’s movements and fast handoff provided by path extension. More important is the fact that an incremental optimization process is used where the original path is reused as much as possible and only optimize portions of the original path. Although the example shown in Figure 5.7 only has one optimization process, there can be multiple optimization processes which work on different portions of the original path. Besides that, having an incremental optimization reduces buffering required during connection rerouting. In conventional schemes a new connection is setup to the FH, all cells on the old path have to be drained before cells from the new connection can be accepted. Comparing the buffering requirements to ACR it can be seen that in ACR, cells are drained from a portion of the
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path whereas in conventional method old connection from the FH to MH needs to be cleared. Also, incremental optimization conserves resources. As can be seen from the optimization process only new states are created when the path needs to be optimized, therefore any states pertaining to the original path are reused. Furthermore, ACR provides a generic solution which provides an optimal path regardless of the underlying topology. This will be shown in Section 5.4.2.

5.2.5.1 Mobility at the Source

Up until now the source is considered to be stationary. It is likely that the FH maybe mobile. In the rest of this section, a FH that is mobile will be referred to as CH. Therefore, if the CH moves, then during the full optimization phase, the destination address used might be the CH’s previous care-of-address. As a result, the resulting route is sub-optimal and may fail since the CH is no longer at the recorded care-of-address. One solution to this is to query the HA for the MH’s new care-of-address resulting in an additional overhead. Another problem is when the CH and MH migrate simultaneously. As a result, two optimization processes are invoked from both ends of the connection leading to ambiguity in the optimization process.

To overcome the above problems, after $BS_2$ has sent the HO_DATA_FORWARD message, the MH sends a HO_UPDATE message containing its current care-of-address along the connection to the CH or vice-versa. As the HO_UPDATE message traverses the network, each AS on the path updates the MH’s care-of-address. If the HO_UPDATE is sent by the CH then the CH field in Table 5.1 is updated instead.

The full path optimization process uses the CH or MH care-of-address during the optimization process. The CH or MH address in the setup message maybe invalid due to recent migration. Therefore, when an updated care-of-address is encountered, the current optimization process is canceled and a release message containing the updated address is returned. The release message also contains an error code specifying why the optimization process was aborted. When a local AS (to the MH) receives the release message it restarts the optimization process with the MH’s new care-of-address.
To avoid any ambiguities in the optimization process due to MH and CH optimizing the connection simultaneously, the optimization process from the MH (or the callee of the connection) is given precedence. During the optimization process a check (Optimization Status in Table 5.1) is performed at each AS to determine whether an optimization is in progress. If the MH is currently performing an optimization then the optimization process from the CH is canceled, otherwise, the optimization from the CH continues. In the case where the optimization process from the MH encounters an optimization process from the CH no operation is performed.

5.2.6 Connection Rerouting

This process is needed to splice the new path onto the old path. This involves updating the translation table at the CX and draining cells from the old path. When the CX detects a setup request, it forwards the request to BS₁. After the connection has been setup cells that are in the original path need to be drained. Firstly, the CX sets up a connection to BS₂ given the traffic contract of the original path. When a path has been successfully setup the translation table is updated. A capsule is sent along the new path to inform BS₂ to buffer all incoming cells from the new path until a marker cell from the old path has been received. The CX then sends a marker cell along the old path to mark the last of the cells forwarded. Upon receipt of a marker cell, BS₂ forwards buffered cells. The paths from BS₂ to BS₁ and from the CX to BS₁ are torn down.

The following points outline the sequence of events during connection rerouting at the CX:

1. Inform BS₂ to buffer incoming cells from the new path.
2. Update translation table. New cells from the FH will be forwarded onto the new path here after.
3. Inject a marker cell onto the old path. When this marker cell appears at BS₂ the buffered cells can be forwarded to the MH.
4. BS₂ then informs the CX to tear down the original path.
5. Finally $BS_2$ tears down the extended path to $BS_1$.

The above sequence of events are similar to rerouting in the full path optimization stage. The only difference is that instead of BSs, the rerouting involves switches. For example in Figure 5.7, the path to drain is the old path between $AS_1$ and $AS_4$.

5.3 Analytical Model for ACR

This section provides an analytical study of the ACR algorithm and compares its performance to other connection rerouting schemes in the literature [42, 43, 48, 191, 50]. The analytical derivations outlined are based on the work by [59]. A brief summary of Bui et al.'s work will be presented in the following section [59].

5.3.1 Basis of study

Bui et al.'s work compares the performance of various rerouting schemes [59]. These include Connection Re-establishment [42], Path Extension [43], Anchor Rerouting [53], Dynamic Re-routing [48], Multicast Based Rerouting [191] and Static Virtual Connection Tree based Re-routing [50]. These rerouting schemes are compared based on their complexity (number of signaling messages required), handoff latency, communication disruption, bandwidth requirements and buffer requirements. Algebraic equations are derived for each of the above performance parameters. These equations are derived based on the processing and traversing times of signaling messages generated during handoff. Tables in Appendix A list the input parameters which are used to generate expressions to analyse a given scheme. The various parameters listed in the table shown apply only to the ACR scheme. Other parameters can be found in [59]. With regard to the parameters the following assumptions were made. Firstly, the propagation delay of the wireless link is 3µs which corresponds to 1 kilometer cell diameter. Signalling message processing time in the Mobile Switching Centres (MSCs) have been derived based on the Forerunner ASX1000 switch [59]. Due to Base Station Controllers (BSCs) having low processing power, their processing time is twice that of a MSC whereas the
processing time in base transceiver stations (BTSs) is four times that in a MSC [59].

5.3.2 Handoff Delay

In the ACR scheme, handoff latency is dependent on the time it takes to establish a radio connection with BS2 and the time to setup (including programming ASs) path(s) to BS1. In schemes such as dynamic rerouting, handoff latency depends on fast CX discovery. Handoff delay needs to be at a minimum to ensure seamless operation of real-time applications during handoff. In this section, a comparison of the handoff delay of ACR to other schemes [59] is presented. Note that the notations used in the derivation of the expressions to follow are defined in Appendix A.

The expression for handoff delay for the ACR scheme can be seen in Table 5.2. Also shown is the expression for handoff latency if BSs have direct connection to each other and soft handoff scenario. The procedures for deriving these expressions can be found in Appendix A.2. The expressions for other rerouting schemes mentioned above can be found in [59]. In ACR, the main delays are due to programming/setup of ASs between BS2 and BS1 and transmission of messages over the radio link. In connection re-establishment the latency is dependent on the number of switches between the FH and BS2 (denoted by \( N_{old-org} \)).

![Handoff delay graph](image)

Figure 5.8: Handoff delay.

Figure 5.8 shows a plot of handoff delay against N (the number of switches between
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rerouting Scheme</th>
<th>Handoff Latency ($T_{\text{handover}}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connection Re-</td>
<td>$N_{\text{old-org}}(2T_{sw} + 2S_{\text{step}}) + N_{\text{new-org}}(4T_{sw} + 2S_{\text{step}} + S_{\text{sw}}(\text{setup}) + S_{\text{sw}}(\text{other}) - 6T_{sw} + 6T_{\text{bc-sms}} + 4T_{\text{bc-sms}} - 2T_{sw} - 4S_{\text{step}} + S_{\text{sw}}(\text{setup}) + S_{\text{bc}}(\text{setup}) + 4S_{\text{bc}}(\text{other}) + S_{\text{bs}}(\text{setup}) + 2S_{\text{bs}}(\text{other}) + S_{m}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-establishment</td>
<td>Path Extension $N_{\text{old-new}}(4T_{sw} + 2S_{\text{step}} + S_{\text{sw}}(\text{setup}) + S_{\text{sw}}(\text{other}) - 4T_{sw} + 8T_{\text{bc-sms}} + 4T_{\text{bc-bms}} + 4S_{\text{bc}}(\text{setup}) + 4S_{\text{bc}}(\text{other}) + S_{\text{bs}}(\text{setup}) + 2S_{\text{bs}}(\text{other}) + S_{m}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>$N_{\text{old-cos}}(2T_{sw} + S_{\text{sw}}(\text{COS}) + S_{\text{step}}) + N_{\text{new-cos}}(4T_{sw} + 2S_{\text{step}} + S_{\text{sw}}(\text{setup}) + S_{\text{sw}}(\text{other}) - 6T_{sw} + 6T_{\text{bc-sms}} + 4T_{\text{bc-bms}} + 2T_{sw} - 3S_{\text{step}} + S_{\text{sw}}(\text{setup}) + S_{\text{bc}}(\text{setup}) + 4S_{\text{bc}}(\text{other}) + S_{\text{bs}}(\text{setup}) + 2S_{\text{bs}}(\text{other}) + S_{m}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR</td>
<td>$3T_{sw} + 3S_{\text{bs}}(\text{other}) + 2S_{\text{bs}}(\text{setup-activity}) + S_{\text{bc}}(\text{setup-activity}) + S_{\text{sw}}(\text{setup-activity})N_{\text{old-new}} + 4T_{\text{bc}}(\text{sw}) + S_{\text{sw}}(\text{other})N_{\text{old-new}} + 2T_{\text{sw}}N_{\text{old-new}} + S_{\text{bc}}(\text{other}) + 2S_{\text{step}} + S_{\text{sw}}(\text{upd-thl})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR-I-hop</td>
<td>$4T_{sw} + 3S_{\text{bs}}(\text{other}) + 2S_{m} + 2T_{\text{bc-bms}} + 2S_{\text{bs}}(\text{setup-activity}) + T_{sw} + 4T_{\text{bc-sms}} + 3S_{\text{bc}}(\text{other}) + S_{\text{bs}}(\text{setup-thl})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR-Soft</td>
<td>$2(S_{m} + T_{\text{bc-sms}} + 4T_{sw} + 3S_{\text{bs}}(\text{other}) + S_{\text{bc}}(\text{other})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Expressions for handoff latency.

BSs or the number of switches above the BSC where the CX resides). We can see from Figure 5.8, connection re-establishment has a constant handoff latency and has the second highest handoff latency. The handoff latency recorded for the ACR scheme is almost the same as the path extension scheme. Although there is a 20% overhead with the ACR scheme it still outperforms the non-active path extension scheme. This is due to the reduction in signalling messages required compared to the path extension scheme outlined in [59]. Soft handoff has the fastest handoff latency followed by the ACR scheme with 1-hop configuration. Multicast has the lowest handoff latency due to its higher bandwidth cost.

5.3.3 Disruption Time

The disruption time determines the interval in which no cells are forwarded to the MH. Figure 5.9(a) shows a comparison of disruption times for various schemes. The behavior of this plot is quite similar to the plot showing handoff latency (Figure 5.8). This is mainly due to the direct relation between handoff latency and disruption time. The ACR has the benefit of minimising disruption time since it is only dependent on the time required to setup the extended path and the time taken for the first cell to be forwarded from $BS_1$. In the dynamic scheme, delay is incurred mainly in the CX.
discovery phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rerouting Scheme</th>
<th>Disruption Delay ($T_{disrupt}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connection re-establishment</td>
<td>$N_{new-orig}(T_{sw} + S_{stt} + T_{d(sw)} + S_{sw(sw)}) + T_{bsc-sw} + T_{bsc-bts} + 4T_{w} + T_{d(bsc-sw)}T_{d(bsc-bts)} + T_{d(w)} + S_{sw(other)} + S_{bsc(other)} + S_{bacs(sw)} + 2S_{bts(other)} + S_{bts(sw)} + 2S_{m}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path Extension</td>
<td>$N_{old-new}(T_{sw} + S_{stt} + T_{d(sw)} + S_{sw(sw)}) - T_{sw} - T_{d(sw)} + 2T_{bsc-sw} + T_{bsc-bts} + 4T_{w} + 2T_{d(bsc-sw)} + T_{d(bsc-bts)} + T_{d(w)} + 2S_{bacs(other)} + S_{bsc(other)} + 2S_{bts(other)} + S_{bts(sw)} + 2S_{m}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>$(N_{new-cos} - 1)(T_{sw} + S_{stt} + T_{d(sw)} + S_{sw(sw)}) + T_{bsc-sw} + T_{bsc-bts} + 4T_{w} + T_{d(bsc-sw)} + T_{d(bsc-bts)} + T_{d(w)} + S_{sw(other)} + S_{bsc(other)} + S_{bacs(sw)} + 2S_{bts(other)} + S_{bts(sw)} + 2S_{m}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR</td>
<td>$T_{HO-latency} + N_{old-new}T_{d(sw)} + T_{d(w)} + T_{d(bsc-sw)} + T_{d(bsc-bts)} + S_{m}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR-1-hop</td>
<td>$T_{HO-latency-1-hop} + T_{d(bsc-bts)} + T_{d(w)} + S_{m}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR-Soft</td>
<td>$3T_{w} + S_{m} + 2S_{bts(other)} + N_{old-new}(T_{sw} + S_{sw(other)} + T_{d(sw)}) + T_{d(w)} + T_{d(bsc-bts)} + T_{bsc-bts} + S_{bsc(other)} + 2(T_{bsc-sw} + T_{d(bsc-sw)})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Expressions for disruption delay.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Disruption time (b) Overall buffer requirements

5.3.4 Overall buffer requirements.

As mentioned, the ACR schemes require buffering at the MH and BS to prevent cell loss and misordering. It can be seen from Table 5.4 that for ACR the buffer requirements at the MH (upstream data) are dependent on disruption time. On the other hand the buffer requirements at $BS_2$ are dependent on the propagation delay of the marker cell
from the CX, that is for the path $CX - BS_1 - BS_2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rerouting Scheme</th>
<th>Buffering Nodes</th>
<th>Buffer Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connection re-establishment</td>
<td>$SW_{org}$</td>
<td>$((N_{new-arg})T_{sw} + S_{stp}) + T_{bc-sw} + 2T_{bc-bts} + 4T_{w} +$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$S_{sw}(<em>{other}) + S</em>{bc}(<em>{other}) + 3S</em>{bs}(<em>{other}) + 2S</em>{m}BW_{d} +$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$[((N_{old-arg}) - 1)(T_{d(sw)} + S_{sw}(<em>{su}) + T</em>{d(bc-sw)} +$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$T_{d(bc-bts)} + T_{d(w)} + S_{bc}(<em>{su})BW</em>{d}/M_{d})M_{d}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$BSC_{new}$</td>
<td>$(2(N_{new-arg}) - 1)(T_{sw} + S_{stp}) + 2T_{bc-sw} + T_{bc-bts} + T_{w} +$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$S_{sw}(<em>{other}) + 2S</em>{bc}(<em>{other}) + S</em>{bs}(<em>{other})BW</em>{d}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path Extension</td>
<td>$BSC_{old}$</td>
<td>$(N_{old-new}(T_{sw} + S_{stp}) - T_{sw} + 2T_{bc-sw} + 2T_{bc-bts} + 4T_{w} +$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$2S_{bc}(<em>{other}) + 3S</em>{bs}(<em>{other})BW</em>{d}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$BSC_{new}$</td>
<td>$(2N_{old-new}(T_{sw} + S_{stp}) - 2T_{sw} + 4T_{bc-sw} + T_{bc-bts} + T_{w} +$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3S_{bc}(<em>{other}) + S</em>{bs}(<em>{other})BW</em>{d}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>$SW_{cos}$</td>
<td>$((N_{new-cos}) - 1)(T_{sw} + S_{stp}) + T_{bc-sw} + 2T_{bc-bts} + 4T_{w} +$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$S_{sw}(<em>{other}) + S</em>{bc}(<em>{other}) + 3S</em>{bs}(<em>{other}) + 2S</em>{m}BW_{d} +$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$[((N_{old-cos}) - 1)(T_{d(sw)} + S_{sw}(<em>{su}) + T</em>{d(bc-sw)} +$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$T_{d(bc-bts)} + T_{d(w)} + S_{bc}(<em>{su})BW</em>{d}/M_{d})M_{d})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$BSC_{new}$</td>
<td>$(2(N_{new-cos} - 1)(T_{sw} + S_{stp}) + 2T_{bc-sw} + T_{bc-bts} + T_{w} +$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$S_{sw}(<em>{other}) + 2S</em>{bc}(<em>{other}) + S</em>{bs}(<em>{other})BW</em>{d}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR</td>
<td>MH</td>
<td>$T_{H0-latency} \times BW_{d}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR-1-hop</td>
<td>$BSC_{new}$</td>
<td>$((N_{cx-odd} + N_{odd-new})(T_{d(sw)} + S_{sw}(<em>{su}) + T</em>{d(sw)}) \times BW_{d}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR-Soft</td>
<td>MH</td>
<td>$T_{H0-latency-soft} \times BW_{d}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$BSC_{new}$</td>
<td>$((N_{cx-odd} + N_{odd-new})(T_{d(sw)} + S_{sw}(<em>{su}) + T</em>{d(sw)}) \times BW_{d}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Expressions for buffer requirements.

The total buffer requirements for each scheme are shown in Figure 5.9(b). From Fig-
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Figure 5.11: Buffer requirements.

ure 5.9(b) the overall buffer requirements for ACR are in the range 12.5 - 800 Kb. Comparing between ACR-soft and ACR scheme, there is only a slight reduction in buffer requirements. If a topology with BSs connected to each other is used, buffer requirements are significantly reduced.

5.4 Simulation Methodology

The simulation studies were done using Opnet [192]. In these simulations the buffer requirements during path optimisation and performance of ACR in different network topologies are studied. Three network topologies were experimented upon; mesh, tree and redundant tree. These topologies can be found in Appendix A.1.

A video conferencing application initiated by the FII was used. The application is set to generate frames at 30 frames/sec with frame size of 65K. The application uses CBR service over links of 155Mb/s. At the start of the simulation each switch has been loaded with the ACR algorithm. During connection setup the program is enabled when a setup signal passes through the given AS. The program is loaded by the AS management module and is only allowed to access call information pertaining to the call. The call information contains a traffic contract and interfaces to the translation table and management module. During connection rerouting, the translation table is
updated to reflect the new route changes. In addition, the program has access to the ATM management interface which allows it to setup or tear down connections.

In the simulation a distributed, asynchronous adaptation of the Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm [193] is used. The cost of each link is a factor of the available bandwidth. In other words, lower bandwidth entails higher cost. If no bandwidth is available the cost is infinite. Each node holds a routing table containing the routes to any given node in the network with the best route at the top of the routing table. During routing, the first route on the table is chosen. If the route satisfies all requirements of the call then bandwidth is allocated for the given route. Otherwise the next best route is chosen.

In the simulator, ten BSs are randomly connected to the ASs. Each BS has an ATM interface which allows it to create connections to another BS or CX. Furthermore, ACR is loaded during connection setup enabling rerouting and path extension during handoff. The BSs broadcast advertisement messages every $n$ seconds. The advertisements are needed to enable MHs to detect that they are in the cell area of the given BS. Three values of $n$ have been tested and their affect on handoff latency analysed. In each simulation, following data are recorded:

1. **Original Path Length** (OrigPL). This is the number of hops (ASs only) from the FH to the MH (when MH is at $BS_1$).

2. **Extended Path Length** (EPL). The number of hops from $BS_1$ to $BS_2$.


4. **Partial Optimised Path length** (POPL). The path length from the FH to $BS_2$ after partial optimisation.

5. **Convergence Count**. The number of hops needed before a CX is found.

6. **Partial Optimisation Flag**. Recorded whether partial path optimisation was performed.

This section outlines results from the simulation studies. Firstly, we highlight the buffer
requirements during route optimization given varying delays on the extended path. The significance of these results is the quantification of the number of cells being buffered given varying drainage times. Finally, the performance of ACR is evaluated for the three network topologies discussed in Section 5.1. The simulation studies demonstrate that ACR provides a reasonable tradeoff between optimal path and path reuse for the mesh and tree topologies. Low path reuse or high optimization gain implies higher latency in the extended path, hence higher drainage time. It is crucial to provide a tradeoff between these two variables to minimise buffer requirements.

5.4.1 Buffer Requirements During Route Optimization
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Figure 5.12: Buffer requirements vs. delay in the original path. (CBR Traffic)

Figure 5.12 shows that in the event of large end-to-end delay in the extended path, more cells are buffered. In LANs with delays less than 10ms the buffer requirements are less than 10 cells. The buffer requirements can be reduced further by buffering only throughput dependent traffic such as data transfer which are susceptible to loss. The overall buffer requirements can be further improved if custom architectures such as [51] are used to reduce handoff rate. An observation we made with CBR traffic is that the size of the buffers remains stable after handoff due to similar incoming and outgoing rates at the buffer.
5.4.2 Performance of Varying Network Topologies

The results of the experiments on mesh, tree, and redundant tree topologies are shown in Table 5.5. The results shown in Table 5.5 are average values of performance parameters from ten simulation runs. The results show path reuse and optimization gain from each optimization stage. The objective of these experiments is to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme in achieving optimal path and maximal path reuse. The following items explain each performance parameter in Table 5.5:

- **Path Reuse (Partial Optimization)** is the percentage ratio of the number switches common to original path and partially optimized path, and the number of switches in the original path. If the value is high then full optimization is likely to yield significant optimisation gain.

- **Path Reuse (Full Optimization)** is the percentage ratio of the number of switches common to original path and fully optimized path and the number of switches in the original path. The path includes new ASs (if any) from BS1 to BS2. A high value implies a low optimization gain.

- **Optimized Gain 1** is the gain when full optimization is performed on the extended path before partial optimisation is performed. In other words, this gain gives an indication of how much shorter is the optimized path compared to the extended path. This value is calculated as:

\[
\frac{(\text{OrigPL} + \text{EPL}) - \text{OpPL}}{\text{OrigPL} + \text{EPL}} \times 100 \tag{5.1}
\]

- **Optimized Gain 2** is the gain due to the full optimization stage after partial optimisation has been performed on the extended path. This value is calculated as:

\[
\frac{\text{OpPL}}{\text{POPL}} \times 100 \tag{5.2}
\]

- **Optimized Gain 3** is a measure of the gain achieved after partial optimization is performed on the extended path. A high value means partial optimization is
sufficient in the given topology. The expression for this value is:

\[
\frac{(\text{OrigPL} + \text{EPL}) - \text{POPL}}{(\text{OrigPL} + \text{EPL})} \times 100
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

- Partial Optimization Runs is the ratio between the number of instances when the partial optimization is executed and the total number of simulations run.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path Reuse (Partial Optimization)</th>
<th>Mesh</th>
<th>Tree</th>
<th>Redundant Tree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path Reuse (Full Optimization)</td>
<td>77.11%</td>
<td>41.4%</td>
<td>58.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized Gain 1</td>
<td>39.3%</td>
<td>41.4%</td>
<td>40.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized Gain 2</td>
<td>42.0%</td>
<td>47.6%</td>
<td>43.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized Gain 3</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial Optimization Runs</td>
<td>18.3%</td>
<td>47.6%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: Performance parameters for network topologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum number of hops</th>
<th>Mesh</th>
<th>Tree</th>
<th>Redundant Tree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of hops</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum number of hops</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of hops</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: Number of hops for convergence.

The mesh topology has the highest path reuse under partial optimization. This is because in most cases during handoff the path is extended from switches local to BS\(_1\) and BS\(_2\). Therefore, we see all the ASs on the original path being reused in the extended path. Since the CX is the ASs local to BS\(_1\), partial optimization does not yield any optimization gain as shown by Optimized Gain 3. In the tree topology, the extended path traverses up the hierarchy to reach BS\(_2\). After partial optimization, ASs from the CX to BS\(_1\) are omitted, hence we observe fewer ASs from the original path being reused.

When full optimization is run we see that the mesh topology has the lowest reuse value. The values for path reuse for the tree topology are similar because no full optimization was needed. It is observed that partial optimization is sufficient, and full optimisation did not result in a shorter path.
In Optimized Gain 1 we see that full optimization results in significant reductions in path length. Furthermore, we see that a reasonable tradeoff is observed between path reuse and optimized path. This is important because the main problem with any rerouting algorithm is the drainage latency on the old path. As we have seen in Figure 5.12 high drainage latency would lead to high buffer requirements. To keep buffer requirements at a minimum we need to make a tradeoff between path reuse and optimal path. Maximisation of path reuse would entail more cells to drain. The buffer requirement at the BS is proportional to the propagation delay of the extended path. A high optimization gain means the extended path length is significantly longer than the optimized path. Therefore, an increase in drainage time will be observed if the path is significantly optimized\(^2\). From the results it is clear that the AN-handoff protocol provides a reasonable tradeoff between optimization gain and path reuse.

It can be observed that partial optimization is sufficient for the tree topology. This is shown by the 0.0% gain recorded for Optimized Gain 2. Both the mesh and redundant tree require full path optimization to be performed to yield a further 19.6% and 17.4% gain respectively.

The low Optimized Gain 3 value for the mesh topology indicates that partial optimization is not sufficient. A slightly higher value is observed for redundant tree because in most cases during handoff, the extended path needs to traverse up the hierarchy involving two or three ASs on the original path. As we can see partial optimization for both mesh and redundant tree is insufficient to yield total gains of 42.0% and 43.0% respectively.

In retrospect, we observe that in the partial optimization stage approximately 50% of the optimization gain is achieved. The proposed two-stage scheme has the advantage of limiting the end-to-end of the extended path. If full path optimization alone is performed, the extended path is significantly longer compared to the extended path after partial optimization. For example in the mesh topology, the extended path is 58% longer than the optimized path. Given that partial optimization does not require

\(^2\)Only the number of hops are considered. A shorter path might have longer delays given factors such as bandwidth and traffic on the given path.
any additional signaling overheads the cost incurred is minimal. Apart from that we can program the ASs to invoke full path optimization under given constraints. For example, full path optimization is omitted in tree networks or full path optimization is invoked after the MH has migrated across multiple domains.

Table 5.6 shows the rate at which the CX was found. At worst ACR needed 7 hops before the CX is found. On average we needed 4.4, 3.4 and 4.6 hops for the mesh, tree and redundant tree topologies respectively.

5.5 Discussion

Our results show a number of benefits in using the ANs approach to MH rerouting. As can be seen from the results, the optimization scheme is not biased towards optimal path or path reuse. This is mainly due to the incremental optimization process where only portion of the path that is sub-optimal is optimized. Therefore, the drainage delay of cells from the old path is kept at a minimum. This is important since we have shown in Section 5.4.1 that buffer requirements are a function of the propagation delay on the extended path. The use of ANs technology allows processing at each AS to determine whether optimization(s) are needed. This leads to an efficient rerouting scheme. For example, in partial optimization no additional signaling is required to optimize the path. Most importantly processing is done at the switches instead of probing the network for information and processed at end-host(s).

Traditionally, the use of path extension has been limited due to its increased end-to-end delay [42, 56, 47] and chances of introducing routing loops. The advantages of using path extension are preservation of cell sequence, minimal cell loss and fast handoff [56]. The incorporation of partial path optimization removes any looping which might occur during path extension. Path extension fits into the nature of handoff in wireless ATMs. Since cells need to be forwarded from BS$_1$, a connection has to be made to BS$_2$. By making path extension as the initial stage of the handoff protocol we were able to overcome problems encountered in other schemes. This takes the assumption that the application is intolerable to loss and all untransmitted cells at the previous BS
5.6 Conclusion

need to be salvaged.

The application of ANs enables the design of a generic protocol that works seamlessly with any network infrastructure. Other works [50, 194, 51] used a predefined topology to reduce the rate of handoff thereby reducing the number of path optimizations needed. The use of custom architectures does not provide a generic solution to all networks and the main limitation of these architectures lies in their CX discovery algorithm. In this study the main concern is with inter-domain migration. Therefore, the use of topologies such as that in [51] will maximise the performance of the handoff algorithm.

ASs along the path are able to resolve the MH's current location when a SETUP message is encountered. Consequently the FH experiences faster connection setup time. ASs can intercept any connection setup to the MH if required, hence reducing traffic directed towards the HA.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, the performance of ACR has been extensively studied through simulation and analytical studies. ACR provides the benefits of path extension without the side effects of increased end-to-end delay and looping. From the analytical study, the performance of ACR was found to be comparable to that of traditional path extension. Moreover ACR provides a reasonable tradeoff between optimal path and path reuse. Simulation results have shown that ACR works well in the mesh, tree and redundant tree topologies. Hence ACR is generic, scalable and efficient. By taking advantage of the intra-network, computation loops can be removed at the switches and the reuse of the connection can be maximised. Apart from that, ACR does not need to deploy CX discovery algorithms from end-host(s), hence reducing overall signaling messages overheads. Moreover, no additional computation are performed by end-hosts and also end-host(s) are not required to probe the network for information.

In this chapter, the effectiveness of ANs have been evaluated in enhancing traditional methods for connection rerouting in mobile ATM. Furthermore, the advantages of
performing connection rerouting within the network are shown and limitations of traditional methods are addressed. To emphasize further, ANs enable the following functionalities to be implemented: (1) the ability to efficiently determine which parts of the connection needs to be optimized and (2) automatic loop removal. The main advantage over an end-hosts based scheme is that no intensive probing is required and information is processed locally. These two steps reduce the signaling overheads considerably and more importantly results in fast adaptation to mobility.
Chapter 6

AMTree: Multicasting in Mobile IP Networks

In the past two chapters the problems of unicast connection have been addressed using ANs. One of the most significant contributions was shown in the previous chapter where it is possible to perform incremental optimization, resulting in high reuse. Hence, states allocated within the network are reused. The advantage of reuse is even more critical in multicast routing. Due to the large number of states required in multicast routing it is crucial that most of these states are retained during handoff. AN-based solutions preserve or update part of the multicast tree efficiently. In the past, work on applying ANs to multicasting has mainly concentrated on catering for heterogeneous receivers. In this chapter (and the next), the routing of multicast connections in the event of mobility is presented.

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1 there are four main problems concerning multicasting in mobile IP networks. In this chapter the main objective is to solve problems one and three. Problem one deals with source migration in a shortest path tree and problem three is concerned with receiver migration. The AN-based solution, called AMTree, addresses both of these problems. AMTree takes advantage of the processing capabilities at routers which enable MHs to continue sending packets to receivers after migration. Hence the multicast tree can be maintained with minimal modifications and minimal packet latency resulting in low handoff latencies and minimal disruptions to packet flow. Furthermore, due to intra-network processing, signaling overheads are low and
tree is updated dynamically in an efficient way. AMTree uses the source-rooted tree (SRT) approach. The multicast tree incorporates the bidirectional state of core-based tree (CBT) [64] and is not dependent on the state maintained by the underlying routing protocol. Although AMTree incorporates some features of CBT [64], no selection and management of cores are required. In AMTree, the term core refers to an active router (AR) that has a degree greater than one and its main functionality is to provide abstraction during handoff. In AMTree, the designated cores to send packets to are dynamic and distributed. Hence no traffic concentration is experienced. A core can be easily programmed with monitoring and traffic management protocols applied only to parts of the tree. Unlike DVMRP [62] where one separate tree is constructed for each source, in AMTree only one multicast tree is required for a given session. Furthermore, periodic messages are not required to acquire topology changes and routers do need to maintain prune information. Senders that are not members of the multicast session can send packets to the tree although in this work only one primary source is assumed. AMTree encompasses the advantages of both source-rooted and shared tree with adaptation to host migration. The work herein also can be compared to other work that uses the shortest-path tree\(^1\) such as protocol independent multicast (PIM) (sparse-mode)\(^2\). In PIM (sparse-mode) [65], receivers have the option to switch from an existing shared-tree to the shortest-path tree [65]. Therefore, if the source is mobile the problems discussed in the next section will need to be addressed. As mentioned, this chapter also considers receiver migration. The migration scheme proposed works in foreign networks where no multicast service is present and does not suffer due to rejoining delay. Furthermore, no packet loss and/or packet duplication are incurred.

A brief comparison of AMTree and existing multicast protocols is shown in Table 6.1, the term NC is short for New Connection and DNA means does not apply. In Table 6.1, \(S\) and \(R\) refer to the number of sources and receivers respectively. In Table 6.1, under the category mobility support, shared tree approaches support group members’ mobility indirectly. When a source is mobile, the source only has to form a new connection to the core. As far as the core is concerned the new connection formed is from a new source

\(^1\)Shortest-path tree and source rooted tree are used interchangeably

\(^2\)PIM is separated into dense and sparse mode
given that the mobile source has obtained a new care-of-address. At the receiving end, receivers may experience delays due to the reconnection but the multicast tree formed is still valid. Hence traffic can still flow to receivers whereas in approaches based on SRT, traffic flow ceases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>AMTree</th>
<th>DVMRP</th>
<th>MOSPF</th>
<th>CBT</th>
<th>PIM-Dense</th>
<th>PIM-Sparse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tree Type</td>
<td>SRT</td>
<td>SRT</td>
<td>SRT</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>SRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Sources</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of trees in</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Sources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Router's State</td>
<td>$O(R)$</td>
<td>$O(S \times R)$</td>
<td>$O(S \times R)$</td>
<td>$O(R)$</td>
<td>$O(R)$</td>
<td>$O(S \times R)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of Core</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Indirectly</td>
<td>Indirectly</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Effect to Tree</td>
<td>Adapts</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core's Adaptability to Mobility</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores' Position</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>DNA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: A brief comparison of AMTree with other multicast protocols.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. The next section introduces the AMTree scheme. This is then followed by the simulation methodology used to gauge the performance of AMTree. The results obtained from the simulations are presented in Section 6.3. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 6.4. For clarity, a table of signaling messages used in MCoRe is presented in Appendix B.3.

### 6.1 The AMTree Protocol

The rationale of AMTree is to enable the adaptation of multicast tree during handoff. Current methods [68, 69, 71, 72, 70] are inefficient, require significant computational overheads, or do not consider the source to be mobile. Updating the tree from the edge of the network involves signaling overheads and large number of updates, proving it to be inefficient. AMTree is an efficient solution that requires no modifications to the distribution tree after handoff. This enables a multicast source to be mobile while still being able to send data down the tree. Receivers have the option of optimising the tree wherever an alternative path to an optimal portion of the tree is found. Furthermore, no periodic control messages are used to catch topology changes. This is because
receivers are required to join the tree explicitly, thus data only flows over links that lead from the source to receivers. In the case where the link to the parent AR is down, an optimization process is executed to graft to another portion of the tree. AMTree does not suffer from traffic bottlenecks encountered in PIM [65] and CBT [64] since the tree is basically a source rooted tree. ARs dynamically filter out unnecessary control messages. For example join/optimization/NACK/ACK messages are filtered out by ARs nearest to the subscribing receiver.

The AMTree protocol is separated into three phases: (i) construction of active multicast tree (ii) update process during migration and (iii) tree optimization by active nodes.

6.1.1 Building the Multicast Tree

In the implementation of AMTree, a distributed location directory (LD) service is assumed to exist in the AN which maintains the contact point of a given group, in this case the source. The distribution and access to the LD can be implemented similar to the domain name service (DNS). The active router architecture used is similar to the router architecture presented in Chapter 4(Section 4.1). The construction of the multicast tree comprises three processes: join, leave and send.

6.1.1.1 Join Process

As in the traditional IP multicast protocol a receiver indicates its interest in a multicast session to its local router\(^3\). If an active session already exists then no request is made to the LD. Otherwise the local router queries the LD for the contact point. The contact point in this case is the source address or the router local to the MH and it is updated whenever the source migrates. A JOIN_REQUEST message is then sent hop-by-hop towards the contact point. Once the JOIN_REQUEST message is intercepted by an AR that is subscribed to the session, a JOIN_ACK is sent back to the initiating router. This completes the join process. If a receiver is the first to be subscribed then the processing AR loads the AMTree program and creates a state pertaining to

\(^3\)Assuming that this router supports the multicast protocol
the session. The router then is subscribed to the session. Each router does not know how many receivers are subscribed to its child nodes. An AR only knows how many subscribers (end-hosts or ARs) are directly subscribed to it. Each router maintains a link to an upstream AR and a list of subscribers (which can be a neighboring AR or end-hosts). The states created at each AR for each session are shown in Table 6.2. The corresponding number of bytes for each data stored are shown in Table 6.2. As can be seen from Table 6.2, properties can be easily associated to each subscriber which enable employment of service differentiation such as filtering and scoping to parts of the tree. Besides that each state (parent and subscribers) is allocated a TTL value. The TTL value is refreshed after data are forwarded or received. When the TTL expires, for example when the link leading to a downstream AR is severed, the corresponding states are removed. Interested readers are referred to [195] for an analysis and design of active multicast services. Of importance are the states required to store receivers. For a given multicast session, the number of receiver states maintained at each AR is less than or equal to its degree (i.e the number of neighbors an AR has).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upstream AR’s IP</td>
<td>A link to the upstream AR is required to return any responses from receivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscribers’ IP</td>
<td>The downstream ARs/end-hosts to multicast packets to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicast Address</td>
<td>The multicast address associated with the current session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to live</td>
<td>The maximum duration in which the state is maintained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact point</td>
<td>The root node of the multicast tree and is obtained from the LD or HOP_DISCOVERY message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forwarding IP</td>
<td>This is used to tunnel packets to a recently migrated receiver.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Data structure maintained by each AR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Bytes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upstream AR's IP</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscribers’ IP</td>
<td>Degree × 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicast Address</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to live</td>
<td>(1 × Number of Subscribers) + 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact point</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forwarding IP</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Number of bytes maintained at each AR.
In the multicast tree, ARs with at least one receiver are termed core routers. An example of a multicast tree with cores is shown in Figure 6.1. The main function of these routers is to provide an abstraction during handoff. In other words, no modifications are required to routers that are downstream from the core router during handoff. Furthermore, the shortest path from each connected receiver to a core is maintained given that migration happens higher up in the tree. In addition, control programs to monitor and customise traffic at a given subtree can be loaded at the core.

Although the cores in AMTree are formed dynamically they can be used to interconnect different networks using different multicast protocols. For example, if a network uses CBT then the $\text{core}_{CBT}$ (that belongs to CBT) becomes one of the cores in AMTree. An illustration of AMTree working with different multicast routing protocols is shown in Figure 6.1. Note that for a network using SRT, the source in the network is a pseudo root. As far as the receivers are concerned the source of the multicast is rooted at the pseudo-root. The only requirement is that $\text{core}_{CBT}$ understands the control messages sent by the root. Also $\text{core}_{CBT}$ is fixed unlike cores formed naturally in AMTree. Since in this chapter the main concern is with AMTree, the interoperation of AMTree with other multicast protocols requires further investigation.

MH migrations are generally local [183]. This means MHS more likely to stay within a domain, which translates to movement at the upper part of the multicast tree. Given this observation, modifications to the multicast tree happen more often at the upper part (i.e near the source’s subnetwork) than at the leaf nodes. For example when a multicast tree spans several clusters of networks. Modifications to the tree are confined to the cluster in which the MH is located. Furthermore, these core routers are responsible for filtering out optimization messages if an optimization has been completed or the core router is currently undergoing optimization. Since the tree is a source-rooted tree, no traffic concentration occurs and cores in AMTree are distributed. This improves the scalability of AMTree.

As can be seen from Figure 6.1, the cores within the multicast tree form a structure that is quite similar to a CBT. In contrast the cores in AMTree are dynamically assigned and receivers do not join using cores as rendezvous point. The tree is built with each
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Figure 6.1: Example of a multicast tree building using the AMTree protocol.

receiver having a shortest path to the source and subsequent optimizations are updated on a demand basis. After handoff, some receivers might experience lower latency while others might experience increased latency. For example, when a MH migrates to a domain containing leaf nodes, receivers in that cluster will experience lower delay while others may observe higher delays. Depending on the observed latency, a receiver can request for an optimization if the latency exceeds a threshold.

6.1.1.2 Leave Process

Leave operation in AMTree is explicit. Each subscriber wishing to stop receiving packets\(^4\) sends a LEAVE.MESG to its corresponding AR. As a result, the subscriber will be pruned from that AR. Apart from that each subscriber maintained at each AR then checks whether it has other subscribers. If no subscribers are found, then a prune message is sent upstream. The upstream AR then removes the downstream AR from its list of subscribers. A check is then performed to determine whether there are any subscriber(s) left, if none then a prune message is generated. AR has an associated

\(^4\)Applies to receiver migration as well.
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TTL value. The TTL value is refreshed after packets pertaining to the session are processed. When a TTL value for a given subscriber has expired, its entry is removed.

6.1.1.3 Send Process

A source interested in sending to the multicast tree indicates its interest in creating/transmitting to a multicast tree through its local router. The local router then registers with the LD stating the current contact point for the session (i.e specifying the root of the tree). The AR does not send any packets unless there is at least one receiver subscribed to the session. Once the AR has a subscribed member (either AR(s) or receiver(s)), it proceeds to multicast any packets sent by the source. When a packet arrives at an AR, the session details are accessed and a list of subscribers to the router is returned. The packet is then duplicated and forwarded to each subscriber.

In this discussion, only one source per multicast tree is considered although multiple sources are possible. Unlike DVMRP, AMTree is bidirectional and considers only one primary source. This simplifies the optimization algorithm which will be presented in Section 6.1.3. Due to the bidirectional nature of the state maintained at each AR, any non-member source that wishes to send packets to the session can do so. The storage space required at each AR is O(N), where N is the number of receivers subscribed to the session. This is similar to CBT [64] and PIM [65].

6.1.2 Handoff

The migration of the source entails two main processes: registration of the source's care-of-address and connection to the nearest core. Here the assumption is that the radio establishment between the base station (BS) and the MII is handled by the link-layer at the BS and MH. Also a mechanism such as dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP)[196] is used to allocate a new care-of-address to the MH. Once the connection to the BS is established, the handoff protocol executes the following:

1. A REG.COF is sent to the LD. This updates the source entry at the LD with
the MH's current care-of-address. If an AR that has subscribed to the session is encountered by the REG_COF message the intercepting AR sends a CORE_CONNECT to the MH's current location. The CORE_CONNECT message is used by the AMTree core discovery protocol to determine the nearest node/core to connect to after handoff. The details of the protocol will be explained in the next section.

2. A HO_UPDATE message containing the MH's care-of-address is then sent to the previous contact point. A HOP_DISCOVERY with the MH's current care-of-address is then generated and multicast along the tree (rooted at the old source). Cores on the tree receiving this message will then generate a CORE_CONNECT to the address specified in the HOP_DISCOVERY message. The HOP_DISCOVERY message continues to be forwarded along the tree until it reaches a leaf node where it is discarded.

3. A HO_COMPLETE message is returned to the MH once the local AR has processed the CORE_CONNECT message.

6.1.2.1 Core Discovery

Core discovery is performed after handoff and is initiated by the core routers within the multicast tree. The discovery protocol uses the computation at each AR to determine which core/router is nearest to the MH. The designated core is then used by the MH to unicast packets, the core in turn will multicast packets along the tree.

The CORE_CONNECT message contains four pieces of information: hop count, designated core, multicast address and MH's care-of-address. The message (destined for the MH) is then processed, by each AR between the core and the MH. At each AR the hop count is compared with the observed hop-count (given that it has processed another CORE_CONNECT message) and incremented if required before being forwarded. If the message is the first to be processed, a new state is created and information in the HOP_DISCOVERY message is copied. Furthermore, if the AR is not part of the multicast tree, data shown in Table 6.2 are created. Basically, the AR is now subscribed
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to the session. If an AR that has already subscribed to the tree is encountered and it is not a core router then the hop count is set to zero and the designated core field is set to the current AR's address. A release message is then sent back to the old designated core. Unlike shared-tree methods such as CBT [64] the MH does not need to connect to any of the predefined cores.

![Diagram of AMTree Protocol]

Figure 6.2: A network example showing hop count.

In Figure 6.2, $AR_1$ to $AR_4$ are core routers and $A$, $B$, $C$ and $D$ are routers. As can be seen, for core routers $AR_1$ and $AR_2$ hop counts to router $A$ are different. Consider $A$ and that a soft-state for $AR_1$ has already been created with a hop count of two. When the CORE.CONNECT message from $AR_2$ arrives at $A$, router $A$ compares the hop count within the message with the hop count stored in its soft-state (i.e the hop count for $AR_1$). Since the stored hop count for $AR_1$ is smaller, the CORE.CONNECT message from $AR_2$ is discarded. Then a RELEASE.MESG is sent to $AR_2$ and all soft-states allocated between routers $A$ and $AR_2$ are freed. Note that the release message only affects states created by the CORE.CONNECT message. At $D$ the CORE.CONNECT message from $AR_1$ has incurred a hop count of five. On the other hand, the message from $AR_3$ has only incurred a hop count of four. Therefore, $D$ updates its state with $AR_3$ and sends a RELEASE.MESG to $AR_1$ which unsubscribes all routers along the path to $AR_1$. As a result, multicast packets are then sent down the path D-C-B to $AR_3$. Note that the multicast tree is augmented with routers D, C and B. Apart from that if a CORE.CONNECT message passes through a core router, the message is dropped. Thus, unnecessary signaling messages are prevented from flooding the network during migration. For example if $C$ is a core router, clearly the shortest core to connect to is $C$, therefore any subsequent CORE.CONNECT messages received by $C$ are discarded.
and release messages sent. The pseudo-code in Algorithm 6.1 shows the core discovery process at the AR.

```plaintext
IF we are subscribed but not a core THEN {
    Generate a new CORE\_CONNECT message.
    Set hop count to zero
    Set designated core to our address
    Discard old CORE\_CONNECT message.
} ELSE
{
    IF no soft-state exists THEN {
        Create soft-state(hop count, multicast address, core address)
        Increment hop count value
        Forward CORE\_CONNECT message onwards to MH’s care-of-address
    } ELSE
    Get hop count from CORE\_CONNECT message
    IF hop count < hop count in soft-state THEN {
        Replace soft-state data with data from current message
        Increment hop count value
        Forward CORE\_CONNECT message onwards to MH’s care-of-address
    } ELSE {
        Discard message
        Send a RELEASE\_MESG back to originating core router
    }
}
```

**Algorithm 6.1: Discovery Process at AR.**

### 6.1.2.2 Packet Delivery After Handoff

Once the tree is augmented with the MH’s new location, the designated core router has to multicast packets up the tree as well as down. If a non-member source sends packets to the session the algorithm presented in this section applies. The change in direction of packets after handoff is shown in Figure 6.3. In Figure 6.3, the routers leading up to the old contact point do not have any receivers subscribed therefore they are pruned from the tree. The algorithm to forward packets is as follows:

- Make a duplicate of the message and forward each message to downstream subscriber(s).
- If the source message did not come from an upstream AR then forward the message upstream given that the upstream AR did not prune itself from the session.
• The message is terminated once it reaches the old contact point.

Figure 6.3: Example of packet flow after migration.

6.1.3 Optimization

Two questions arise with respect to optimisation: when should optimization be invoked? and how is optimization performed?. In the first question, optimization can be invoked when the receiver notices a significant increase in end-to-end latency.

In the receiver’s case, the optimization process is performed on a demand basis. This is due to some receivers having lower latencies after handoff or vice-versa. Therefore, based on a given receiver’s tolerance to delay, optimization might only happen periodically or randomly. Hence the optimization process is performed when QoS constraints are violated. Note that receivers are neither aware of source migration nor shorter paths. Without any probing of the network, the only indication (albeit not reliable) that a shorter path exists is when a significant increase in end-to-end delay is observed. In the periodic invocation case, core ARs invoke the optimization process periodically to determine whether an alternative path exists. The downside is that optimization may be performed when no source migration has taken place, thus causing unnecessary signaling messages. Finally, the optimization process can be invoked explicitly. After
source migration, a message is multicast to all cores to invoke optimization. Each core
determines whether the parent node is valid, given the source's new location. If not
then a new parent is found. The approach taken by us consists of on demand routing
and explicit notification. This means that receivers invoke the optimization when qual-
ity of service constraints are violated. For example when RSVP [197] is used, migration
of source may cause the agreed upon contract to be violated. As mentioned, AMTree
also adopted the use of explicit notification. For simplicity, the source invokes the op-
timization process explicitly when it migrates across LANs. This is because migration
within a LAN will not cause significant increase in delay. Moreover updating is only
required at the local core, thus subscribers downstream are not affected. Besides the
above, the optimization message is also used when topology changes and the link to the
parent AR is severed. Note that ARs themselves can choose to invoke the optimization
when necessary. At the AR, when the TTL of the parent node expires and the multicast
session has not ended yet\textsuperscript{5}, the core AR then invokes the optimization process. As a
result, given an alternative path, a new parent link is formed which links the core AR
to a different part of the multicast tree. In the following paragraphs the optimization
process is described from a receiver's point of view. Note that similar processes can be
invoked from a core AR as well.

The next question that needs to be addressed is: how is optimization performed? The
optimization process entails sending an OP_DISCOVER message to the MH's care-of-
address. If a shorter path exists then optimization is possible. The multicast tree is
then augmented and the original link pruned. In the optimization algorithm, only one
primary data source is considered. Since the multicast tree is bidirectional (i.e., the
receivers are able to send feedbacks to the source) there is no need to build a separate
tree for each source. Hence the multicast tree has the benefits of CBT but no discovery
is required to find the optimal core(s). Note that the OP_DISCOVER message is routed
based on the recorded MH's care-of-address at any given time. Therefore, if the source
migrates during the optimization process, and the OP_DISCOVER message and ARs
along the path do not have the updated MH's care-of-address then the message will
be routed to the recorded care-of-address. Therefore, the optimization process needs

\textsuperscript{5}Given that the session does not end when link failure occurs
to be repeated for the given receiver(s). To prevent the network from being flooded with OP_DISCOVER messages, only one OP_DISCOVER message is sent for a given core. This is sufficient to ensure an optimal path for other receivers that directly subscribe to the core. For example, if an AR receives an optimization request from its downstream subscriber and an optimization has already been performed, the request is discarded. The pseudo-code for the optimization process at a given router is shown in the pseudo-code of Algorithm 6.2.

Get AR_ADDRESS (neighboring AR's address) from OP_DISCOVER
Check if we are subscribed to multicast session

IF not THEN {
create new multicast session state and add AR_ADDRESS to subscriber list
Forward OP_DISCOVERY message with AR_ADDRESS set to our IP
}
ELSE {
Check if AR_ADDRESS is one of our subscriber
IF not THEN {
Add AR_ADDRESS to subscriber list
Send GRAFT_MESG to AR_ADDRESS
}
IF we have not optimized before THEN
Forward OP_DISCOVER message with AR_ADDRESS set to our IP
ELSE discard message
}

Algorithm 6.2: Optimization Process at AR.

![Algorithm Diagram]

Figure 6.4: Example of an optimization being performed.

When a receiver decides to perform an optimization, a request is made to the local AR.
The local AR then transmits an OP_DISCOVER message with the MH's care-of-address as its destination. As can be seen in Figure 6.4, R4 has initiated an optimization. The OP_DISCOVER message is relayed through other parts of the tree\(^6\). At each AR, a check is performed to determine whether it is subscribed to the session and if so whether its downstream link is where the OP_DISCOVER message originates from. If the AR is subscribed to the session (e.g. the parent of R4 in Figure 6.4) no computation is performed. Otherwise the session state in Table 6.2 is created. The AR now is subscribed to the session. In Figure 6.4, router B is subscribed to the session but it does not have router A as one of its downstream links. Clearly an alternative path exists. As a result, router B creates a new state for router A. A GRAFT_ACK is then sent back to A indicating a successful graft and the old link can be pruned. When the OP_DISCOVER message reaches C where no entry exists for router B as before a new state is created and a GRAFT_MESG sent. In this case, the GRAFT_MESG message is sent to router B. This process is also repeated at router D and resulting tree obtained is shown in Figure 6.5.

If a given router has already processed the OP_DISCOVER message, it assumes the route to the MH to be optimal. Therefore, any subsequent optimization requests by subscribers are dropped. If the subscriber requesting the optimization does not have an entry then an entry is created for the subscriber and GRAFT_ACK is sent. As shown in Figure 6.4, receivers R1 to R3 do not require any optimization once the optimization from R4 has been performed. If an alternative path exists for R3 then the optimization process is carried out.

### 6.1.3.1 Pruning

Upon receipt of a GRAFT_ACK message, an AR transmits a PRUNE_MESG on the up link to its parent AR. At the parent AR the corresponding subscriber specified in the PRUNE_MESG is unsubscribe. If no subscriber(s) is left then the AR prunes itself from its parent AR. In the case where the prune message reaches an AR that has

\(^6\)Here the assumption is that the underlying routing protocol will route the message through the shortest path. If an alternative path exists then the path is assumed to be optimal.
already pruned itself the message is discarded.

The PRUNE.MESG may be lost because the services provided by IP are unreliable. Therefore, upstream ARs continue to multicast packets even though a prune message has been sent. As a result downstream ARs receive duplicate packets and loops may form. To overcome this problem, when a packet arrives from the parent node in which a PRUNE.MESG has been sent, the packet is discarded and a PRUNE.MESG retransmitted. If the packet contains sequence number, then it is also used. For example when an AR receives packets with similar sequence number from two or more neighbors. A copy of the packet is then multicast to all subscribers and a PRUNE.MESG sent out to all neighbors (except the parent AR) responsible for the duplicate packet.

6.1.4 Receiver Migration

So far only source migration process has been described. In this section, a simple scheme for receiver migration that does not assume the existence of multicast service at the foreign network is outlined. The AMTree scheme minimizes rejoining delay, packet duplication and packet loss for receiver migration as well. Note that the scheme proposed here is different to those of reliable multicasts where the aim is to ensure a given packet is received by all group members. Here the aim is to enable seamless handoff. From the receiver's view, during handoff it remains subscribed and causes little disruptions to traffic flow.
To ensure that the receiver continuously receives multicast data, a forwarding pointer is used. This means that after handoff, a receiver sends a notification to the previous BS while waiting for a rejoined notification at the current network. Once the receiver rejoins the multicast session successfully, the forwarding pointer is terminated. The advantages include:

- Receivers are able to receive multicast traffic in networks that do not support multicast service.
- A fast rejoin is possible since there is no need to wait for IGMP query request.
- Receivers are not susceptible to lengthy rejoin process in networks where no group membership exists.

6.1.4.1 Handoff

Figure 6.6 gives an illustration of the processes involved during receiver migration. When $MH_1$ migrates to $FA_2$ a check is performed to determine whether the current network has any members subscribed to the multicast session. If so, the receiver notifies the local multicast agent (FA or a multicast router) to update its multicast table. Otherwise, a binding update is sent to $FA_1$. The receiver also makes a request to rejoin the multicast session. Once $FA_2$ has intercepted the binding update message, it is considered subscribed to the session, therefore any subsequent receivers of the same group migrating into the current network are not required to send a binding update. As a result at any given time only one forwarding path exists, thereby avoiding the tunnel convergence problem. After processing the binding update message $FA_2$ forwards the message to $FA_1$.

The binding update contains the receiver’s new care-of-address. If an AR that is subscribed to the multicast session intercepts the binding update message (as the case in Figure 6.6), the AR ($C_1$) updates its Forwarding IP state to the care-of-address stated in the binding update message. In this case, the binding update is not forwarded to the $FA_1$ but any multicast packets received by the AR will be tunneled to the MH until
a STOP_FORWARD message is received. The STOP_FORWARD message is sent by $FA_2$ once the rejoin process is completed.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 6.6: Illustration of receiver migration and rejoining multicast session

The receiver is not considered to be part of the multicast session until its rejoin request has been acknowledged. Since the destination address of multicast packets contain class D addresses, the packet has to be tunneled to the receiver. Therefore, the receiver needs to perform a check (Forwarding IP field) to determine whether forwarding is required, if so a copy of the multicast packet is encapsulated and forwarded to the care-of-address stored. This means if the Forwarding IP field is set, then forwarding is required.

Consider Figure 6.6 where a join message is heading up to the source. The join process is similar to that described in Section 6.1.1.1. Once the receiver has rejoined the multicast session, a STOP_FORWARD message is sent to $FA_1$. Upon receiving the STOP_FORWARD message, $FA_1$ or an AR removes the receiver from its Forwarding IP list.

Since the receiver does not need to wait for IGMP query or delay incurred by the rejoining process, a fast handoff is achieved. In networks, where no multicast service is available, the proposed handoff method is not affected since it is not a requirement that multicast service exists. The main advantage offered by AMTree is that while receiving packets from the previous BS, multicast service can be installed. Recall that in AMTree, services provided by ARs can be augmented. Due to the join request a
foreign network that does not have multicast service will be able to support multicast service. As a result subsequent receivers migrating into the network can utilise multicast service. Unlike approaches such as [72] where a HA handoff is required, in AMTTree the branch created by the first receiver persists until all group members have left the network. Since at any given time only one branch leads to a given network and the branch persist until all receivers leave, the problems associated with tunnel convergence are avoided.

6.2 Simulation Methodology

The simulation studies were done using Opnet [192] and the following investigations are carried out:

- A comparison between AMTTree and bidirectional HA method. Performance metrics measured were, the resulting end-to-end latency incurred before/after handoff and after optimisation. Furthermore, the handoff latency incurred for both schemes are investigated. In AMTTree the handoff latency is calculated from the time the MH establishes a link with the BS to receiving a HO.COMPLETE message from the local AR. These experiments looked at how the latency varies with different receiver sizes.

- The resulting end-to-end latency after handoff due to the resulting non-optimal tree. This is to show that while no immediate modifications are done to the tree the end-to-end latency is tolerable.

- The effects of receiver sizes on the number of cores formed within a multicast tree. This is significant in that the number of cores represent the varying degree of abstraction achieved.

The network used is modeled after traditional networks with several enhancements. These enhancements allow customised programs to be injected into routers. Here the programmable approach is taken where a multicast join message loads the AMTTree algorithm into routers. The join message issued by receivers are active packets in that
they hold a flag which loads the appropriate active program in each router it traverses through. Once a program is loaded the router passes all packets related to the multicast session to the AMTree program accordingly. Furthermore, the router provides predefined interfaces for accessing routing information, creating soft-state and forwarding of capsule/packets. As in traditional network models the network modeled in this study provides "best-effort" packet delivery in that the underlying network is unreliable where packets can be lost, duplicated or delayed. Hence multicast applications are needed to provide reliable transport of data packets. The assumption is that for each subnet connected to the network there exists a base station (BS) which enables MHs to connect to the network. MH migrations in the simulation model are random in that they can migrate locally or globally.

The receivers are considered static in the simulation and each receiver that is interested in joining a multicast session contacts its local router. IGMP[66] is used to relay membership information. RIP [198] is used to route control messages such as join/leave and assume that given a destination address will route packets on the shortest path. The multicast tree built is symmetric in that each router only knows who its upstream and downstream routers are. Therefore, upstream and downstream packets will follow the same route.

The simulation was done on a 50 node mesh topology with degree ranging from three to six. The data rate of interconnecting links between ARs is set to 10Mb/s. The wireless links have a data rate of 2Mb/s. Bit errors at the wireless link are assumed to be handled by a data link layer protocol. Each FA (or BS) is assumed to manage a cell and overlapping of cells means there are no silent areas. The MH controls the time of handoff, meaning the time of handoff and the duration of the handoff procedure can be measured. The MH migrates randomly to any of the receiver's subnet. Hence the migrations are not necessarily local. The BSs broadcast advertisement messages at intervals of one second. The advertisements are needed to enable MHs to detect that they are in the cell area of a given BS.

The only traffic in the network are those solely of the multicast session and the AMTree protocol. At any moment in time there is only one ongoing session. This is in accordance
with the design specification where a specific tree is built for a unique session. The packets generated by the source are of size 1024 bytes at a rate of one packet per second.

At the start of a simulation each receiver is randomly connected to the topology. The performance of AMTree on varying number of receivers (ranging from 10 to 50) was then determined. This serves to simulate low to high density multicast tree. The AMTree algorithm is loaded into ARs at the start of simulation. Ten simulation runs were performed for each case and the results averaged.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Handoff Latency

The handoff latencies for different number of receivers are shown in Figure 6.7. The latencies range from 4.4ms to 4.8ms. As can be seen the handoff latency achieved by AMTree is much lower than that of bidirectional HA method [10]. In the bidirectional HA method the increase in latency when the number of receivers reaches 30 is mainly due to the increase in traffic. The latencies measured in AMTree are for cases where the full core discovery protocol is employed rather than of connection to a core encountered during registration of care-of-address (i.e core encountered from REG_COF message). A significantly lower handoff latency will be observed in highly dense groups due to the higher probability of encountering a core during registration. A significant feature of AMTree is that the discovery protocol does not stop in finding a core. The discovery protocol is executed further to determine the shortest path possible to a core.

6.3.2 Number of Cores

The number of cores discovered for different number of receiver sizes are shown in Figure 6.8. The higher the number of cores the higher the degree of abstraction. This means that less modifications are required, which leaves a large proportion of the tree unaffected after handoff. Although according to results in Figure 6.8(a) the number of cores is proportional to the number of receivers, the increase in cores does not translate
to a higher consumption of bandwidth due to core discovery and/or optimization. On the contrary, it increases the number of messages filtered out thereby conserving the overall bandwidth. As can be seen from Figure 6.8(b), as the group size increases with group size, the number of messages filtered increases. By observing Figures 6.8(a) and (b), when the multicast group size is at 45, there are 22 cores and on average two messages are filtered. That translates to 44 messages filtered in the entire network.

Table 6.9 show the number of subscribers (which include routers and end-hosts) main-
Figure 6.9: Number of subscribers maintained by each core with respect to multicast group size.

obtained by each core router. The storage requirements for a given session are distributed across 20 cores. Note that ARs are also classified as subscribers. From observation, as the multicast group size increases, ARs at the edge of the network maintain a higher number of subscribers. This fact is only true in dense mode situation where most ARs will have at least one subscriber downstream and subscribers will join the multicast session at the AR that the *join message* first encountered.

### 6.3.3 End-to-End Latency

In this subsection a comparison of AMTree's end-to-end latency to the bi-directional HA method specified in the Mobile IP's specification [10] is described. Figure 6.10 shows the latency incurred by each receiver (40 receivers scenario) in the simulation.

It is shown in Figure 6.10, the bi-directional method incurs a high latency due to triangle routing. On the other hand, with AMTree the latency after handoff registered a slight increase. This increase is partly due to an increase in hop count to the migrated subnet. For example when the MH is at subnet 1, receiver i might have a latency of
4ms. After the MH migrates to subnet 2, the best possible latency obtainable is 4.5ms. Therefore, a slight increase in end-to-end latency is observed. This slight increase is unavoidable and video applications need to adapt to this slight increase in delay.

![Graph showing latency comparison](image.png)

Figure 6.10: Comparison between AMTree and bidirectional HA method. The number of receivers in this 50 node topology is 40.

Apart from that a comparison between AMTree to shared-tree approach was carried out. Figure 6.11 shows a comparison between AMTree, Bi-HA and shared-tree with regard to end-to-end latency. The number of receivers is 40 in a network topology with 50 nodes. As can be seen from Figure 6.11, shared-tree generally has a stable end-to-end latency given that the RP is positioned in a strategic location. AMTree outperforms shared-tree on most occasions in terms of end-to-end latency. Also for shared-tree the results showed that the end-to-end latency observed does not vary as much as Bi-HA or AMTree. This is due to the position of the core/RP. Since the core/RP is manually positioned in the centre of the topology, all BSs have approximately equal distance to the core. Hence as the source migrates to each BS, the distance to the core will be approximately equal to that of its previous BS. Therefore, the delay experienced by the shared-tree approach in the experiment represents a “perfect” situation where end-to-end delay is not affected considerably by source migration. When receivers/sources migrate further away from the core, the performance of the shared-tree is similar to that of the Bi-HA method.
Figure 6.11: End-to-end latency of AMTree (no optimization) to shared tree approach.

6.3.3.1 Hop Count

The performance of AMTree in cases where the MH migrates with an increasing number of hops was also analysed. From Figure 6.12 the delay after optimization remains fairly constant and is significantly lower than the bidirectional HA method and also AMTree with no optimization. As the MH moves further away from its HA, the Bidirectional HA scheme's end-to-end latency increases rapidly due to triangle routing. On the other hand, in AMTree protocol, the increase in latency is restricted because the probability of encountering ARs is high with increase in the number of receivers. This is because AMTree takes advantage of the geographical placement of ARs in the tree and connect to the closest one. Therefore, as the number of receivers increases the probability of encountering an AR is high.

6.3.3.2 Optimisation

The optimization metrics measured are the end-to-end latency and hop count. Here results for a network with 40 receivers is shown in Figure 6.13. As can be see from Figures 6.13(a) and (b), a significant reduction in number of hops is observed. Hence a lower end-to-end latency is observed. Note that in Figure 6.13 some receivers do

7Tests for receivers ranging from 10 to 50 was also carried out.
not gain from the optimization process and may suffer from a slight increase in latency. Certain cores sustain an increased number of receivers thereby increasing the processing time after optimization. Note that in AMTree the receivers join the multicast tree at the start and they are static throughout the simulations. If receivers are dynamic and some receivers join after source migration the path from those receivers to the source would be optimal.

Figure 6.13: Hops and end-to-end latency after optimization on a 50 node mesh topology with 40 receivers.

Besides that an investigation was carried out to compare the AMTree's optimization
algorithm to that of remote subscription where the entire multicast tree is rebuilt to accommodate the MH’s new location. Hence the latencies incurred should be the best achievable for the given MH’s location. The latency incurred for both algorithms are shown in Figure 6.14. From Figure 6.14, some receivers achieve better latency compared to remote subscription. Therefore, at best the AMTree’s end-to-end latency is lower than remote subscription.

![Graph showing latency comparison between Rebuild and AMTree_Optimization](image)

Figure 6.14: Compares the latency of AMTree's optimization to rebuilding a new multicast tree

### 6.3.4 Tree Efficiency

Table 6.4 shows the tree efficiency achieved by AMTree. Essentially the results in Table 6.4 justify the arguments that most of the tree can remain unmodified. Due to the fact that ARs only maintain the parent node, any changes due to source migration will only update the given state leading to the parent node. Downstream receivers are unmodified. As can be seen in Table 6.4, the group density increases the efficiency. This means that for a receiver size of 40 there is only 4.4% difference between our multicast tree and Total-Rebuild. Note that this high efficiency is due to increasing number of cores which modify the tree structure without requiring changes to downstream subscribers. Also note that due to the increased number of receivers, most subscribers will be concentrated at edge routers, therefore for most cases these receivers are unaffected.
6.3 Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Receivers</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>73.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>68.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>76.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>94.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>97.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Efficiency of the AMTree.

6.3.5 Qualitative Comparison With Other Approaches

In Table 6.5, a comparison between the features of AMTree with those of other mobile multicast approaches is presented. The category *Join and graft delays* refers to the time it takes for receivers to rejoin the multicast session. For Bi-HA and MoM the join delay is dependent on the receiver’s distance from its HA. As for RBMoM the join delay is range dependent. As mentioned in [73], the worst case and ideal performance of their scheme is that of Bi-HA and Rebuild respectively. In AMTree, the join latency is dependent on the distance to the previous BS. Since migration is generally local, the rejoin process incurs minimal delay. Note that in AMTree the second rejoin process was not taken into account because it does not affect the disruptions observed by the receiver. Table 6.5 also shows the transparency of each scheme. Transparency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Rebuild</th>
<th>Bi-HA</th>
<th>MoM</th>
<th>RBMoM</th>
<th>Shared-Tree</th>
<th>AMTree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optimal routing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Range dependent</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunnel Convergence</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunneling</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Minimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Join &amp; graft delays</td>
<td>Minimal</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Range dependent</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Minimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seamless Receiver Migration</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Range dependent</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agents Involved in Routing</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>HA,FA</td>
<td>HA,FA</td>
<td>HA,FA,MHA</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>FA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: This shows a comparison between AMTree and other mobile multicast approaches.

Here means whether subscribers experience any disruptions due to mobility (source or receiver). Only Rebuild and Shared-Tree do not provide transparency. Shared-tree
6.4 Conclusion

is included in Table 6.5 because it supports mobility indirectly and no modifications to the current protocols are required. The problems that arise with CBT and PIM are, (i) receivers suffer from high disruptions delay (ii) high packet loss during handoff (iii) possibly increased end-to-end delay. Further, packet duplication may occur when receivers rejoin the multicast session after migration. Despite these problems, packets do reach multicast group members after handoff unlike SRT approaches.

With regard to tunneling, note that unlike Bi-HA, AMTree requires minimal tunneling because tunneling is only used during receiver migration. Since tunneling is only used when there are no members at a foreign network and cease to exist after the receiver has rejoined the multicast session, the tunnel convergence problem is avoided.

As for seamless receiver migration, current multicast protocols do not ensure smooth handoff and rejoin. Bi-HA and MoM suffer from rejoin latency which is dependent on the HA’s distance from the receiver’s location. In Rebuild and Shared-Tree, the existence of multicast services is assumed and considerable delay is incurred if the foreign network does not have group members. RBMoM’s rejoin latency is range dependent. Depending on the range, at worst, its performance may be similar to Bi-HA and at best similar to Rebuild.

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, an active multicasting protocol that enables the adaptation of the multicast distribution tree during handoff has been presented. AMTree enables the multicast tree to remain intact after handoff. The end-to-end latency incurred after migration is shown to be minimal and significantly lower than that of bidirectional HA and comparable to that of remote subscription after the AMTree optimization. The handoff latency is shown to scale well as the number of receivers increase. The handoff latency will remain fairly constant as the number of receivers increase due to higher probability of finding an AR that is subscribed to the session. In the bidirectional HA method the handoff latency is proportional to the round trip time from the MH’s current location to its HA. AMTree can be easily optimised and end-to-end latency achieved is
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comparable to rebuilding the tree from the new location. Unlike remote subscription no new tree is constructed at the MH’s new location. Apart from that AMTree’s storage requirement is kept at a minimum and ARs take an active role in reducing unnecessary control packets. Furthermore, AMTree has demonstrated how the advantages of source-rooted tree and shared-tree can be incorporated to handle MHs. The functionalities embedded in ARs can be extended easily to include bandwidth adaptation programs if any of its subscribers are mobile. Besides that the problems associated with receiver migration have been addressed. The algorithm is simple, fast and does not assume the existence of multicast service at foreign networks.

An intermediate follow up of AMTree is to investigate the incorporation of multiple sources. The multicast aspects of having multiple sources are trivial but the challenge is in the optimization process. Another avenue in which AMTree can be extended is to overcome the problem of scoping, QoS and security.

In this chapter, the main objective of ANs was to determine a node (subscribed to the multicast session) that is nearest to the MH after migration. As can be seen the determination of this node is straightforward where routers cooperatively work out which node is closest. Another important aspect of this chapter is the filtering of messages so as to eliminate unnecessary optimization requests and hence improve the scalability of AMTree. Also, multicast states within the network are updated on-demand. This means that most of the multicast tree remains unchanged.
Chapter 7

MCoRe: Rerouting Multicast Connections in Mobile ATM Network

In the previous chapter AMTree was shown to be an efficient solution and adaptive to mobility. In this chapter rerouting of multicast connections in connection-oriented networks will be considered. Unlike the rerouting of unicast connection, in a connection-oriented multicast environment more issues need to be considered. These issues will be addressed in Section 7.1.

In ATM networks, the problem of unicast connection rerouting in the event of host migration is well studied. This can be seen in the numerous rerouting categories cited in Section 2.1.2. In contrast, rerouting multicast connections in the presence of mobile sources and receivers is an area that has not received adequate attention by researchers in the past. As can be seen in Section 2.2.2, existing multicast protocols such as UNI 3.0/4.0 [75][82] assume fixed end hosts. An existing work proposed by Toh [84] which considers MHs, suffers from sub-optimal path and assumes a LAN.

To overcome the aforementioned problems, this chapter outlines a protocol, called multicast connection rerouting (MCoRe), which provides flexibility to a source rooted tree (SRT) and is designed for rerouting multicast connections in WANs. SRT is ideal for delay sensitive applications, therefore it is crucial that the problem of mobility is addressed. MCoRe uses information within the switches for rerouting multicast con-
nections. This chapter shows how MCoRe utilises intra-network processing to reroute multicast connections dynamically after source/receiver(s) migration. The MCoRe protocol has low signaling overheads, maintains cell ordering, incurs minimal cell loss, low handoff latency, low buffering requirements and requires minimal state (amount of information recorded) at switches. MCoRe is efficient and simple and does not employ complex algorithms in order to update the multicast tree after each migration. The most important aspect of MCoRe is that the existing multicast tree does not have to be reconstructed after source migration. Moreover, a majority of the states allocated before migration are reused.

The SRT referred to in this chapter is independent of the underlying unicast routing algorithm and is receiver initiated. In SRT approaches, traffic concentration at the core or RP and suboptimal path are avoided. Traditionally, the main drawback of SRT is scalability [199]. This is due to the fact that a separate tree has to be constructed for each host interested in transmitting to the multicast session. Thus, the amount of state at routers/switches is \( O(S \times R) \), where \( S \) and \( R \) are the number of sources and receivers respectively. Later in this chapter, a discussion on making SRT scalable and adaptive to multiple sources will be presented. Unlike the unidirectional tree of UNI 3.0 [75], the connections in the MCoRe approach are bidirectional. Hence receivers are able to send feedback messages back to the source.

The problems addressed in this chapter are illustrated in Figure 7.1, where a MH, the source of the multicast, migrates from \( BS_1 \) to \( BS_2 \). Each receiver interested in joining the multicast session sends a request to the session source. The multicast tree shown in Figure 7.1 is receiver initiated and classified as a SRT. When the MH migrates to \( BS_2 \), some connections of the multicast tree are no longer valid and some multicast cells from \( BS_1 \) may be lost. As we can see, rebuilding the tree would prove to be highly disruptive due to the time taken to setup up all the necessary connections. Furthermore, the rebuilding and tearing of connections would be costly in terms of signaling overheads. In receiver handoff, when receiver migrates to a different tree branch, no cell duplications may occur. At the new location, the receiver may receive cells already received before migrating. The problem is aggravated because ATMs
Figure 7.1: An example showing the effects of handoff in connection oriented networks.

do not incorporate the notion of sequence number in the cell structure. Therefore, a
synchronization process is required to determine whether a given receiver has received
a particular cell. Moreover, the synchronization process must be generic in that it must
be independent of higher layer protocols. Another problem with receiver migration is
that the network in which the receiver migrates to may not have multicast capabilities
or does not have group member(s). If no multicast capabilities exist then the receiver’s
session will be interrupted until it moves out of the current network. In networks which
support multicast but currently have no group members, the receiver experiences a high
disruption time due to the rejoining process. On the other hand, if predictive handoff
is used, a rejoin can be initiated in advance thereby minimizing disruption time.

This chapter is structured as follows. In the next section a generic design specification
is presented. The specifications provide requirements for future work in this area. Then
the MCoRe scheme is presented in Section 7.2. This is then followed by a simulation
methodology and the corresponding results. These are presented in Section 7.3 and
7.4 respectively. A discussion on future work and open research issues remain to be
investigated are presented in Section 7.5. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section
7.6. For clarity, a table of signaling messages used in MCoRe is presented in Appendix
B.3.
7.1 Design and Assumptions

In the design phase of the MCoRe protocol a set of requirements were adhered to. These design requirements serve to provide a generic design specification for future work in this area. The requirements identified in this study are:

- Low handoff latency
- High reuse
- Low signaling overheads
- QoS
- Low cell loss and ordering
- Minimal state at switches
- Transparency
- Loop avoidance

Handoff latency should be minimal to ensure smooth handoff. High reuse of existing connections conserves resources because new connections entail overheads in terms of additional states and signalling. With regard to signalling, a scalable solution should not require the probing of switches for information, for instance to obtain a map of the multicast tree. Probing the network incurs high signaling overheads. By reducing signaling overheads, handoff latency due to delay in probing and computation of data collected can be minimised. Besides that, the QoS established in the original tree must be maintained across handoff. Therefore, during connection rerouting or when the multicast tree is rebuilt, the QoS agreed upon must be satisfied.

After handoff, cells that are in-transit must be salvaged. This depends on whether the application can tolerate losses. But depending on the speed of transmission and size of the multicast tree there maybe a significant number of cells in transit. Tearing
down connections without salvaging cells in-transit may significantly affect QoS observed at receivers, hence resulting in high disruption time. The salvaging operation must preserve cell ordering. After handoff, once a new tree or connection(s) has been established, the solution must ensure that salvaged cells are forwarded first before new cells are forwarded to the receivers. In the case of receiver migration, when a receiver rejoins the multicast session it may receive duplicate cells or the next expected cell may have already passed. Therefore, a multicast protocol should have a mechanism to overcome the aforementioned problems when receivers rejoin the multicast session after handoff.

Switches that are part of a multicast session should maintain minimal state information regarding the session. Moreover, the state does not scale as the multicast group size increases. Furthermore, rerouting algorithm should make use of available information within the switches, for example information acquired from the underlying routing protocol. Moreover, the rerouting process must be transparent to the source and receivers of the multicast group. Hence receivers and sources are not required to rejoin or rebuild the multicast tree after migration. Transparency is attained by having the network adapt to host movement without requiring the intervention of end-hosts.

Loops cause cell misordering and cell duplication. It is imperative to eliminate loops in rerouted connections. Loops arise because a given switch does not know which downstream/upstream switches are already subscribed to the multicast session. Therefore, merging of connections without prior knowledge of switch subscriptions results in the occurrence of loops.

In MCoRe, switches within the network are programmable and there exist standard sets of interfaces for manipulating VCs related to the current multicast session. In the active switch architecture used, the programs injected into ASs, reroute VC(s) or VP(s) pertaining to a given multicast session as mentioned in Chapter 5. The interfaces at ASs include functions for tearing and setting up connections, updating of translation table and control over which VCs are multicast. Note that in this paper issues such as security (in ANs) and QoS adaptation will not be addressed. These issues require further investigation and are beyond the scope of this paper. Besides the above, the
work presented here does not attempt to map IP multicast models over ATM networks.

7.2 The MCoRe Protocol

In this section the MCoRe protocol is presented. The main objectives of MCoRe are to satisfy the design requirements introduced in Section 7.1 and show how programmability within switches can be used to reduce signaling overheads involved during rerouting. In this section, the operations that allow the multicast tree to be updated after source migration are presented. The update process causes no disruption to traffic flow, thus allowing for a seamless multicast session.

An overview of the MCoRe protocol, is illustrated with the help of Figure 7.2. As can be seen from Figure 7.2, a multicast session is rooted at $BS_1$. The receivers are represented as logical domains (LDs). Basically a LD represents a subnet and it contains at least one receiver. The role of a LD will be elaborated further in the next section. After handoff, the MH sets up a connection back to $BS_1$. In other words, a path extension process is performed from $BS_1$ to $BS_2$. Therefore, after handoff the MH is able to multicast and receive packets through the extended path. After handoff MCoRe invokes an optimization process that updates the multicast tree. The MH notifies all LDs of its new address. In response, the proxy root (PR) of each LD sends out a tree update message back to the mobile source. As the tree update message traverses, the network to the mobile source’s current location, each AS on the path checks whether the next hop being forwarded is the parent node. In Figure 7.2, $AS_x$ determines that the update message will not be forwarded to its parent node. Hence a new connection is setup as shown in Figure 7.2. Once the update message arrives at the source, the extended connection and connections that are invalid are torn down. In Figure 7.2, these connections are labelled $VC_a$ to $VC_c$. Before tearing down any connections, cells that are on the old path must be drained properly to preserve cell ordering. This is done by injecting a marker cell along the old tree which signals core ASs to update their multicast state and start forwarding cells from newly created connections. Core ASs have more than one receiver subscribed to them.
Receiver migration also involves path extension. Other than the advantages such as fast handoff, path extension enables a receiver to continuously receive cells in networks that do not have multicast service. The next stage of receiver migration involves a rejoin of the multicast tree at the current network. Therefore, the extended path is maintained for a short period of time and is torn down after the MH has rejoined the multicast tree at the foreign network. The main problem that needs to be addressed is cell synchronisation to ensure that the receiver obtains the next expected cell after it has rejoined the multicast session.

7.2.1 Logical Domain

As mentioned in the previous section MCoRe assumes the notion of LD. LD is a logical grouping of receivers and possibly with its own multicast protocol. For example, all receivers belonging to a peer group can be classified as a LD. By introducing LD, migration within a LD can be handled using algorithms such as those in [84] and reduce handoff rate considerably. Another advantage of having LD is that connection rerouting process is transparent to those receivers within the LD since they are not required to participate in the rerouting process. In Figures 7.3 (a) and (b), two LDs are shown running two different multicast protocols. MCoRe assumes the existence of a PR within each LD. The PR of a LD can be the MCS or core (or rendezvous point)
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if shared tree is used. The role of the PR will be explained in the next section.

(a) MCS approach.

(b) Source-rooted

Figure 7.3: Logical Domain with (a) MCS approach and (b) Source-rooted

7.2.1.1 Proxy Root

The PR handles all join requests on behalf of receivers within the domain. Further, the PR keeps track of receivers within its domain and administers the setting up and tearing down of connections. PR is programmable and responds to signaling messages sent as part of the MCoRe protocol. Depending on the multicast used, the PR may be setup dynamically or administratively. For example a PR might be set to the MCS which is handling the given multicast session. The process by which a PR is chosen within a LD is beyond the scope of this paper.

The PR must have the following functionalities in order to support the MCoRe protocol:

- Send ADD_PARTY message: to initiate a join to a multicast session. Source address of the multicast session is obtained from a session directory.

- Process join requests from receivers: new join requests are not forwarded beyond the LD if the PR is already subscribed.

- Tear down connections: if no receivers are subscribed within the domain, a prune message is sent to its parent node. This means the PR has to keep track of receiver(s) within its domain since a MH may migrate without explicitly unsubscribing from the session.
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- Respond to HO.UPDATE message: upon receipt of this message the PR updates its mobility binding by recording the source's current care-of-address. Once the mobility binding is updated, the PR then sends a TREE.UPDATE message back to the source. If the PR is an AS, then the operations outlined in Section 7.2.4 are performed. Otherwise the TREE.UPDATE message is simply forwarded on the VC allocated (leading to the parent node) for the multicast session.

7.2.2 Tree Creation and Maintenance

In this section the joining process initiated by PRs is outlined. In MCoRe, the SRT is bidirectional and a single VC is used for receiving and sending. Hence receivers are not required to setup connections back to the source in order to send acknowledgements for received data. Each connection on the multicast tree is constructed using a single VC. This conserves resources and reduces the number of connections involved during connection rerouting. One of the main problems with the use of a single VC is cell interleaving, which occurs when cells from receivers are interleaved with cells from other receivers/source(s) at merge points (i.e., node degree greater than one). The problem of cell interleaving has been addressed in [200] and [77].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ParentVC</td>
<td>The data structure containing information about parent node. Information stored are: VCI/VPI, address, port and QoS allocated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RD_i$</td>
<td>This list contains information for each subscriber downstream. VCI/VPI, QoS allocated and prune flag.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GrpID</td>
<td>The multicast group identifier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAddr</td>
<td>The source's current care-of-address.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NConn</td>
<td>The VCs corresponding to new connections created or received during the optimization process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExConn</td>
<td>The VC information of the extended path during handoff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LastRM</td>
<td>The sequence number from the last resource management (RM) cell seen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CellCount</td>
<td>The $k$th cell after the RM cell has passed. The counter is reinitialized to zero each time a RM cell is processed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Data Maintained by AS for a given multicast session.

Each switch subscribed to the multicast session maintains the information shown in
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Table 7.1. Basically each switch knows which of its immediate downstream ASs are subscribed to the multicast session. Note that the number of subscribers maintained for a given AS is minimal. This is because states for each receiver belonging to a multicast group are distributed among ASs in the network. Each AS is aware of subscriptions at downstream ASs and it does not need to store information of all subscribers of a downstream AS. During optimization, ASs distinguish between newly created VC and old VC on the old tree to prevent cells from being forwarded on the optimized VC. VCs which belong to new and old trees must be distinguishable in order to prevent loop(s) from occurring. This will be shown later in Section 7.2.4 how the optimization process takes advantage of the NConn variable and how different VCs are differentiated.

7.2.2.1 Initiating a Multicast Session

To start a multicast session, the source registers its intention with the PR of its LD by sending a packet with the following tuple \{source permanent address, multicast address, services\}. Note that the source’s permanent address (i.e., home address) is used. When receivers interested in joining the multicast session transmit join requests, the source’s permanent address is returned during multicast address resolution. Therefore, receiver requests will be directed to the source’s home network. If the source has left its LD then a care-of-address is returned in the release message. The corresponding receiver then uses the care-of-address in a subsequent join request. The problem of location management has been addressed by Acharya et al. [49]. The approach taken by Acharya et al. [49] is similar to that in Mobile IP [10] where a home agent manages all MHs that have migrated from its domain. However, in [49] a MARS service is required to provide a mapping between multicast address and source’s home address.

Upon receipt, the PR relays the registration to a multicast directory server (MDS). Here MDS refers to server that maintains a mapping between multicast address and source’s ATM address, for example MARS. Here, the assumption is that multiple MDSs exist which provide distributed mappings of multicast addresses. When MDS confirms registration, an acknowledgement is sent to the initiating PR, which is relayed to the source. Unlike MCS [78], the PRs in MCoRe are not required to maintain a connection
with the MDS for any information regarding group membership. Therefore, in the MCoRe model, the source is neither aware of the multicast size nor is it required to add receivers one at a time. This is because the management of multicast group members has been implemented in ASs and PRs are notified of the source's care-of-address.

After registration, the source's PR waits for join request(s) from receiver(s). When a join request arrives, the PR sets up a new connection to the source if one does not exist. Then an active setup message augmented with an active tag is sent to the receiver. The active tag is used by each AS to load the MCoRe program. The MCoRe program then creates state information as shown in Table 7.1. The MCoRe program controls VCs, signals and maintains states pertaining to the given multicast session. After the connection is setup the source starts transmitting. Readers interested in AS architectures are referred to [201][169].

### 7.2.2.2 Join Process

The signaling process in which receivers join the multicast session is adapted from ATM's native multicast mechanism, specified in UNI 3.0 [75] and UNI 4.0 [82]. Note that due to the limitations of the native ATM multicast mechanism, modifications to the signaling messages are required. These modifications allow the programming of ASs which enable bidirectional connections and installation of necessary states for connection rerouting.

A PR interested in joining a multicast session first makes a query to the MDS. In response, the MDS returns the multicast session source's ATM address. A LIJ message is then sent to the source containing the multicast group identification. Each AS checks whether it is subscribed to the multicast group specified in the LIJ message. If so a setup message is returned, which results in a new connection (branch) to the LD initiating the join request.

Consider Figure 7.4, here $LD_1$ has joined the multicast session. When the join request from $LD_2$ is intercepted by $AS_z$, a setup message is sent to the PR of $LD_2$. At $AS_z$, a new entry is then added to the multicast table (see Table 7.1) reflecting the new
connection to $LD_2$. Once added, incoming cells from the ParentVC are multicast accordingly. Thus, the latency of join process is the time for the join request to encounter an AS subscribed to the multicast session plus the connection setup time.

In a LD where no proxy root is assigned, the adjacent AS (programmed with MCoRe) takes the role of the PR. The receiver does not need to be equipped with the MCoRe protocol. This is because the intermediate switch from the receiver is already programmed with the MCoRe program. One of the main advantages of ANs is dynamic augmentation of functionalities. When a receiver migrates to a LD that does not support multicast, ASs within the LD can be programmed with the MCoRe protocol. Subsequent receivers migrating into the LD will be able to utilize the programmed ASs. In this scenario, one of the ASs programmed within the LD will have to be selected as a PR. For simplicity, the designated PR is the AS located at the boundary of the peer group.

An exception in the joining process is that join messages originating from receivers in the same LD as the source must not graft a new branch on the connection that connects the source to the PR. When the source migrates, the connection from the source’s previous location to the PR will be torn down. As a result, all receivers grafted on the branch will be dropped from the session. Alternatively the PR could perform an update on the source’s old connection after migration. But since the assumption is that the rerouting process within LD is independent of MCoRe, the update of connections is left to the rerouting protocol employed in the domain.
7.2.2.3 Leave Process

The leave operation is performed by sending a prune message. When the PR detects that it has no receivers subscribed to a given multicast session it sends a release message on the outgoing VC for the multicast session (i.e. the connection leading to the parent node). At the merge point, upon receipt of the release message, the AS removes states allocated for the given subscriber.

In the leave process it is assumed that the PR has a mechanism for detecting whether it has any receivers subscribed within its LD. This is crucial when receivers are mobile. A MH may migrate out of the current LD without explicitly tearing down its connection to the PR. A solution to this may involve a soft-state VC approach. Each VC is associated with a timer which is refreshed each time cells are received. Once the timer expires, the corresponding VC is torn down. The advantage of using soft-state is that no additional signaling needs to be invoked to tear down connections.

When tearing down connections, care must be taken because unlike connection rerouting in unicast communications, an old connection cannot be torn down without first checking whether there are receivers relying on the connection for data.

7.2.3 Handoff

The handoff process in MCoRe is a simple path extension process. This means that a new connection is setup from the source's new location to the source's old location. It has been shown in [56] that path extension has a low handoff latency, maintains cell ordering and has minimum cell loss. There are two main disadvantages with path extension: increased end-to-end delay and likely formation of loops. The problem of end-to-end delay will be addressed in the next section. As for preventing the formation of loops the partial optimization process proposed in Chapter 5 is used. MCoRe adapts partial optimization scheme to suit multicast connections.

To illustrate the partial path optimization process consider Figure 7.5. When the source migrates to LD2 it sets up a path to BS1. As can be seen in Figure 7.5, the
extended path can be short-circuited at ASₓ, given that there are no receivers in LD₁ and on the branch leading to LD₁. If there are receivers in LD₁ then the path is short-circuited at the PR for LD₁. This is the reason why receivers in the same LD as the source are not allowed to create a branch on the connection between the source and PR. The partial optimization process is performed after the extended path has been established. Note that the partial optimization process is performed automatically by ASs without the knowledge of PRs. Moreover, no additional signaling are generated to invoke the optimization process. The only signaling involved are those used for tearing down connections.

The process in which the path is partially optimized is as follows. Firstly a check is performed by PR of LD₁ to determine whether there are any receivers. If there are receivers subscribed then the connection PR-BS₁-AS₁-PR is torn down after cells from the path are drained. Thus, the resulting path ranges from BS₂ to PR of LD₁. The tearing down process is similar to those in [202][203]. If there are no receivers subscribed, a PARTIAL_OP is sent by the PR on the extended path. At each AS, a check is made to determine whether the extended path has diverged from the current AS. From Figure 7.5, it can be seen that the extended path has diverged at ASₓ, hence ASₓ is chosen. In general, the AS with a degree more than one is chosen. This differs from Toh [84]'s scheme where a snapshot of the multicast tree is required.

The computation for determining whether the path has diverged is trivial. Since downstream AS(s) are subscribed to the multicast session, a path to the source’s current location can be computed. This is similar to PNNI [58]'s computation of designated
transit list (DTL). Here the DTL is computed for the source’s current location. A check is then made to determine whether the next hop matches one of the entries in \( RD_i \). If the next hop is not the parent node, the AS performs connection rerouting, hence draining and tearing down the original path from the AS to \( BS_1 \) and the extended path. In case the AS encountered is a branch point such as an AS with degree greater than one, referred to as \( AS_{br} \), then the partial optimization process is performed by \( AS_{br} \).

### 7.2.4 Optimization

The optimization process is initiated by PR of the LD in which the source is in. To optimize the multicast tree a HO_UPDATE message is multicast by the source (see Figure 7.6(a)). The HO_UPDATE message contains the source’s current care-of-address. The main purpose of the HO_UPDATE message is to notify PRs of the source’s care-of-address and begin the optimization process. When PRs receive the HO_UPDATE message, they note the source’s care-of-address and transmit a TREE_UPDATE message. The TREE_UPDATE contains the source’s address and is used by ASs to compute the corresponding DTL. Upon receipt of the TREE_UPDATE, the AS determines whether there is an optimal route to the source’s current location.

![Figure 7.6: (a) The flow of HO_UPDATE message (b) New connections created after transmitting TREE_UPDATE](image)

**Figure 7.6:** (a) The flow of HO_UPDATE message (b) New connections created after transmitting TREE_UPDATE message.
a PR has sent the TREE.UPDATE message, each AS computes a DTL using the source's address within the TREE.UPDATE message. The route obtained is then used to determine whether the next hop is the parent AS. If so, then no new connection setup is required. For example, ASs after $C_3$ to $LD_1$ do not have to create a new connection because the TREE.UPDATE message is being forwarded to the parent AS. If the next hop is not the parent AS, then a new connection is setup, for example $C_3$ in Figure 7.6(b). At $C_3$ the AS determines from the computed DTL that the next hop is not the parent AS. Therefore, it sends a setup message to the source with the MCAST_TYPE field set to NEW_TREE. As a result, a new connection is setup\(^1\) towards the source.

ASs that create new connections or have new connections incident on them are referred to as core ASs. In Figure 7.6(b), both $C_2$ and $C_3$ have created new connections to the source's current address. At $C_2$ and $C_3$ these new connections are marked as NEW. This is to prevent cells from being forwarded to any VCs marked as NEW and the occurrence of loops. Note that $C_1$ needs to update its multicast table during optimization because currently its parent node variable is referred to $LD_1$. Here a new connection is not required because the extended path is reused.

When the setup message reaches an AS (e.g., $AS_1$ and $AS_2$ in Figure 7.6(b)) subscribed to the multicast session, the AS proceeds to merge the connection. The connections are merged using the following policy. If the AS contains a state for the extended path, in other words the extended path passes through it, then the connection is merged with the extended path. The newly formed branch is then marked as NEW. Once the connections are merged, the setup process for the new connection is terminated. A TREE.OP_ACK is then generated and transmitted to the source and the initiating core AS is informed of the successful creation of an optimized path. This confirms the optimization process from the corresponding LD. Note that the TREE.OP_ACK messages are dropped by an AS if the AS has previously processed the TREE.OP_ACK message. This reduces the amount of signaling involved, thus resulting in a scalable solution. As shown in Figure 7.6(b), $AS_1$ and $AS_2$ have merged connections from $C_2$ and $C_3$ onto the extended path. At this point, cells are still being forwarded on the old multicast tree. Note that these cells are not routed onto the new connections at $AS_1$.

\(^1\)Given the required QoS requirements are met.
\( AS_2, C_2 \) and \( C_3 \).
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Figure 7.7: (a) The connections to be pruned after receiving marker cell. (b) Resulting tree after optimization.

Once a core AS has setup a new connection, it sends a PRUNE.RDY message upstream. This message tells the upstream ASs to mark the VC on which the PRUNE.RDY message arrived for tearing down after a MIG.CELL is received and forwarded. In Figure 7.7(a), \( C_3 \) sends a PRUNE.RDY message upstream. Note that this message is only sent on the link leading to the parent node. All ASs such as \( C_3 \) and \( C_2 \) that are not designated as core mark the incoming VC as PRUNE. The PRUNE.RDY message from \( C_3 \) is terminated at \( C_2 \) and that from \( C_1 \) is terminated at \( AS_1 \).

### 7.2.4.1 Tree Transition

Once a new connection has been setup, the source can proceed to update the multicast tree. To preserve cell ordering all cells from the old tree must be drained first before new cells arriving on the new path can be forwarded. In order for a smooth update where cell ordering is preserved, MIG.CELL is multicast on the old tree. The MIG.CELL marks the end of cells flowing on the old tree and signals core ASs to update their multicast state. Also, core ASs tear down connections marked PRUNE. Furthermore, MIG.CELL is used to determine whether buffering is required at the core ASs.

As the MIG.CELL traverses the old tree, each core AS receiving the marker cell un-
marks VCs that have been previously marked NEW. As a result, cells will be forwarded on the unmarked VC(s). Cells arriving on 'new' connections before MIG_CELL are buffered. For example in Figure 7.7(a), cells may arrive at $C_3$ before the marker cell is processed by $C_3$ since the MIG_CELL has to traverse through the sub-optimal path. Once the marker cell is processed, buffered cells are forwarded ensuring preservation of cell order during the transition process.

Upon receipt of MIG_CELL, connections previously marked as PRUNE are torn down. Note that the connections are torn down after the MIG_CELL has been multicast. This enables downstream ASs to tear down any marked connections. The pruning process avoids the problem of introducing duplicate cells during the transition process. After forwarding the MIG_CELL to downstream subscribers, the core checks whether the incoming VC in which the the MIG_CELL was received is marked PRUNE. If so then a release message is sent and the VC is torn down. Referring to Figure 7.7(a), connections that are marked PRUNE and torn down by the corresponding core after processing of MIG_CELL. The resulting tree after pruning down of connections is shown in Figure 7.7(b).

In the unlikely case where the MIG_CELL arrives before the “new” connection has been setup, a prune message is sent to the parent node once the “new” connection has been setup and synchronisation of cells have been performed. Once the the parent node receives the prune request, it removes the subscriber from its multicast subscribers list. Before the old parent connection is removed, synchronisation of cells arriving from the “new” and parent connection has to be performed. This is to ensure that receivers downstream do not get duplicate cells. The synchronisation process will be explained in Section 7.2.5.2.

7.2.4.2 Updating Multicast State

Apart from tearing down of connections, the states pertaining to the multicast session are updated. At each AS, new connections marked as “new” are unmarked. Referring to Figure 7.7(a), $AS_1$ and $AS_2$ have connections marked as “new” incident on them.
Upon receiving MIG CELL, AS$_1$ and AS$_2$ update their multicast state and clear any connection marked NEW. As a result, subsequent cells will be multicast along the new link. Consequently C$_2$ and C$_3$ may receive cells from the optimized connection before receiving MIG CELL. In this case, the cells from the optimized connection are buffered until the arrival of MIG CELL. Note that the extended connection is reused.

During the processing of MIG CELL, a check is necessary to determine whether the MIG CELL arrived from the extended path or from the parent node. If the MIG CELL is at an AS with only extended path information then a new multicast state is created (see Table 7.1). States from the extended connection are then incorporated into the newly created multicast state. Any "new" connections are also incorporated.

At an AS where multicast table exists and the MIG CELL does not arrive from the parent nodes no update is performed. This is because updating multicast table would cause cell loss and infinite buffering. Furthermore, if the ASs have connections marked for pruning, these connection will be prematurely pruned. As a result, the MIG CELL does not get forwarded when it arrives from the parent node since the connections leading to downstream receivers have been pruned. This results in infinite buffering at ASs downstream.

A buffer limit is set at each AS, while waiting for the arrival of MIG CELL. This is to ensure that infinite buffering does not occur when MIG CELL is lost. Setting a buffer limit provides for a simple solution since it can be determined based on the available resources at a given AS.

### 7.2.4.3 When does the MIG CELL gets sent?

The roles played by the MIG CELL have been mentioned but one question remains, when should the tree transition take place. The transition process can be invoked when the PR of LD$_2$ receives a TREE_OP_ACK message. The side effect of this is that some connections may not be setup thus causing cell loss. For example, a neighboring TREE_OP_ACK message is bound to arrive sooner than those LDs which are a few hops away. Alternatively, MCoRe could wait $t$ amount of time. Note that the waiting time
does not result in cell loss because cells are still being multicast on the old tree. The
only side effect is that additional resources (connections) are held up in the network.
A more complicated approach involves estimating the number of LDs. The transition
takes place once the TREE.OP_ACK of all LDs have been received, incurring additional
signaling overheads.

The approach taken in MCoRe is to send a MIG_CELL once the PRUNE_RDY and
TREE.OP_ACK messages are received. Since a prune message is only generated upon
creation of a new connection and the message has to traverse through the elongated path
(up to old source's point of contact and extended path), the time taken by the prune
message provides a simple way for all core ASs to complete any optimization required
prior to update. While waiting for the PRUNE_RDY and TREE.OP_ACK messages,
there is no need to keep track of multicast group members. For example, informing
upstream parent node about the number of subscribers (or core ASs) downstream.
This means that periodically signaling messages flood the source of the multicast tree.
In order to make MCoRe scalable, MIG_CELL is sent when the PRUNE_RDY and
TREE.OP_ACK messages are received. This method is unreliable in that for some cases
both messages may arrive before "new" connections are setup properly. Note that this
is not in any way detrimental to the transition process because synchronisation is done
at the core AS if a MIG_CELL is received before a "new" connection is setup. Further,
since a prune is only sent after synchronisation, no cell loss occurs. Also buffering
is required to ensure cell ordering. It will be shown later in the results section that
buffering required is minimal, therefore buffering does not compromise the scalability
of MCoRe.

7.2.5 Receiver Migration

So far only source migration was considered. In this section, the problems and solutions
to receiver migration are presented. The main problem of receiver migration is that of
cell ordering. Assume that cells have sequence numbers incorporated, at the previous
LD the MH has received cells with sequence numbers up to \( i \). When the MH migrates
to a new LD and rejoins the multicast session, in the absence of a scheme such as
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MCoRe, the MH may receive cells with sequence numbers less or more than \( i \). The problem is aggravated because ATM cells do not have sequence numbers. Therefore, ASs are unable to determine whether a receiver has received a particular cell by looking at the header unless there is a global mechanism for distinguishing cells. To overcome the aforementioned problems the source (or the PR of the source's LD) sends resource management (RM) cells every \( k \) cells. Included in each RM cell are: sequence number and \( k \) (the number cells preceding the RM cell).

7.2.5.1 Handoff

As in source migration, to avoid cell loss and preserve cell ordering during handoff, a simple path extension is made. This is illustrated in Figure 7.8. After migration, the MH sends a rejoin request to the local PR. Once receiving the rejoin request from the receiver, the new PR sets up a connection to the receiver's previous location. Once the connection has been setup, the handoff process is finished. At this point in time, the receiver is receiving cells from the extended path, therefore from the receiver's point of view it is still in multicast session. The next phase is for the PR to send a rejoin message to the multicast session specified in the rejoin request. If the PR has already joined the multicast session then no rejoin is required. In this case the synchronisation process outlined in the next section is performed.

![Figure 7.8: The handoff process of a mobile receiver.](image)

The information available in the rejoin message sent by receivers are shown in Table
### Table 7.2: Information within the rejoin request.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McastGrp</td>
<td>The multicast group to rejoin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM_seq</td>
<td>The last received RM sequence number at the previous LD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old_COF</td>
<td>The previous care-of-address.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2. Once the AS receives the rejoin message and the QoS conditions are agreed upon, a new branch is setup to the initiating PR.

#### 7.2.5.2 Synchronisation

As a result, of rejoining the multicast session, the PR starts receiving cells from both the newly created branch and the extended connection. Upon receiving cells from the new branch, the PR prepares to tear down the extended connection. The synchronisation process must ensure that there is a seamless transition of cells from the extended and new connection. Figure 7.9 illustrates the synchronisation process performed by a PR. The PR has two connections incident on it and is receiving cells from both connections, new and extended. The RM cells from both connections are used to determine when the PR should switch connections. When a RM cell is received from a new connection all subsequent cells are buffered. Once the a matching RM cell from an extended connection is received, the PR switches connection and starts forwarding buffered packets. All subsequent cells from the extended connection are discarded and the extended connection is torn down.
In the case where the next RM cell number received from the new connection is less than that of the extended connection, cells from the extended path are forwarded until matching RM cell from the extended path is received. After that, the extended connection is torn down. Cells from the new connection are forwarded only when the RM sequence number is equal to cells from the extended path. An alternative solution may involve maintaining the extended path but this introduces the possibility of loops. The maintenance of extended path is useful in LDs with no multicast capabilities. If the receiver discovers that the LD does not support multicast then the extended path is maintained until it migrates to another LD which does. The algorithm for the synchronisation process is shown in Algorithm 7.1.

```plaintext
IF RM cell THEN {
    IF RM cell from new link THEN {
        opRM_seq = Get_RM_sequence_number
        opCellCounter = Get_RM_cell_counter
    }
    END
    IF RM cell from Extended link THEN
        extrRM_seq = Get_RM_sequence_number
    END
    IF opRM_seq != 0 AND extrRM_seq != 0 THEN
        IF opRM_seq > extrRM_seq THEN
            set BUFFER_REQUIRED true
        ELSE IF opRM_seq < extrRM_seq THEN {
            Send STOP_SENDING signal to previous BS
            set Discard_From_Ext true
        }
        ELSE {
            set RMS_EQUAL true
        }
    } ELSE {
        IF cell from extended path AND NOT Discard_From_Ext THEN
            extCellCounter += extCellCounter
        IF RMS_EQUAL THEN {
            IF opCellCounter > extCellCounter THEN
                set BUFFER_REQUIRED true
            ELSE IF opCellCounter < extCellCounter THEN
                Remove cell if from extended path
            ELSE
                Optimization process done
        }
        IF BUFFER_REQUIRED &&
            (opRM_seq != extrRM_seq || opCellCounter != extCellCounter) THEN {
            IF cell from optimized path THEN
                buffer_cell(cell)
            ELSE
                send_to_receiver
        ELSE
            Forward buffer to receiver
    }
```

Algorithm 7.1: Cell Synchronisation.
Apart from the handoff procedure described above, a fast handoff is achieved by including the last RM sequence received as part of the path extension process. When a path extension is initiated, a join message containing the next cell sequence, the receiver is expecting is sent to the local PR. If the PR has the next expected cell (assuming the PR is already subscribed) then the PR forwards the cell and the path extension process is terminated. This results in conservation of resources.

As mentioned above, RM cell is used for synchronisation. The downside is that if the application decides to define \( k \) to be a large value then the synchronisation process may take considerably longer before another RM is received. To enable a faster synchronisation, AS and PR keep track of a counter call \( CellCount \). This counter is incremented each time a normal cell is received and reinitialized to zero when a RM cell arrives. During the synchronisation process if both the RM cells received from the newly joined connection and extended path have the same sequence number then the \( CellCount \) is used. As part of the rejoin acknowledgement, the acknowledgement message contains the \( CellCount \) value of the AS that intercepted the rejoin request. Once the PR receives the \( CellCount \) value it compares with the \( CellCount \) from the extended path (given the RM sequence number is equal). Then the PR proceeds to cell synchronisation as in the RM case.

### 7.3 Simulation Methodology

To investigate the performance of MCoRe, the NIST ATM/HFC network simulator [204] was used. With the NIST ATM simulator, routes between two end-hosts have to be hard-wired, no call setup mechanisms and no mobility support are available. So the simulator was augmented with the link-state routing protocol and a simple call setup protocol was implemented. The call setup protocol does not involve any call admission algorithms. During a call setup, a VPI is allocated for the connection followed by the setup of translation table. If the translation table has already been setup, then it is updated with the connection’s information shown in Table 7.3. As for mobility support, since this study is not concerned with the wireless link characteristics, handoffs are modeled by severing a particular link and restoring another. Once a particular link
is up, the MH hears a beacon broadcast from the BS and assumes occurrence of a handoff. Here the BS is set to transmit on the link (maybe severed initially) leading to the MH once every second.

A mesh topology (degree of four) consisting of 36 ASs was used. The links interconnecting ASs are set to 155Mbits/s with a distance of 0.5 kilometers. The link connecting the MH is set to 2Mbits/s. The delay to process a cell at switches was set to one millisecond. The source of the multicast session uses the constant bit rate (CBR) service and transmits at \( m \) Mbits/s. The value \( m \) ranges from 5 to 50 depending on the experiment involved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VPI</td>
<td>The virtual path identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InPort</td>
<td>Incoming port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OutPort</td>
<td>Outgoing port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conn-Type</td>
<td>Connection type (e.g., CBR)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Input parameters.

Each switch was injected (pre-loaded) with the MCoRe program to facilitate recognition of signaling messages pertaining to the MCoRe protocol and also to maintain necessary states. During the join process, the injected program is activated and after processing each join message the AS is considered subscribed to the multicast session. In the simulations only one multicast session is running at any given time. Furthermore, all receivers join the multicast tree at the start of the simulations. In the simulations a total of 10 receivers were used corresponding to 10 LDs. A total of 10 simulations were run for each experiment with the MH migrating randomly. In the experiments, the data recorded were end-to-end latencies of receivers, signaling messages filtered and buffer requirements at the PR and ASs.

The performance of MCoRe is compared with that of CBT [64]. The core is manually positioned at the center of the topology with all receivers having an approximately equal distance to the core. The core remains fixed for the duration of the simulation. When the source migrates, a new connection is setup to the core and core proceeds to multicast any cells received from the new link. The old link is then torn down.
In the implementation of CBT no connection rerouting algorithm such as [60] was implemented. Since the connection is reestablished after handoff, the path from the MH to the core is thus optimal although a high disruption time to receivers is observed. A possible solution is to employ connection rerouting methods such as those investigated by Bui et al. [205]. The use of connection rerouting and the adaptation of shared tree approach to handle mobile group members is beyond the scope of this paper and will not be discussed further.

7.4 Results

7.4.1 End-to-End Latency

Figure 7.10 shows the end-to-end latencies observed by each receiver before and after handoff. A significant increase in end-to-end latencies is observed after handoff due to the path extension process. Once the path has been extended, optimization is performed and the resulting end-to-end latencies dropped significantly. For some receivers the observed end-to-end latencies increase because the MH’s new location maybe further away from where the MH was previously. Therefore, as can be seen in Figure 7.10, receivers one, six and ten observed a higher end-to-end latency after optimization.

![Average end-to-end latencies](image-url)
7.4 Results

7.4.2 Buffer Requirements

In this experiment buffer requirements at ASs during the optimization process are measured. Here the size of the buffer required is plotted against different transmission rates at the source.

![Graph showing buffer requirements vs core identification](image)

Figure 7.11: Average buffering requirements at core ASs, with source transmitting at 10Mbits/s

Figure 7.11 shows the number of cells buffered at each core given varying transmission rate. The buffering required is dependent on two factors: rate and the delay from a given core to the MH’s current location. The delay from the core, the MH’s current location determines the delay of the MIG_CELL. As a result, this delay determines the number of cells buffered. If the source transmits at a higher rate, the number of cells buffered will be higher since the arrival rate of cells from optimal link will be higher. In the simulation environment, the average number of cells buffered at core ASs range from 2 to 23 when the source transmits at 10Mbits/s.

7.4.3 MCoRe vs. Shared-Tree

Here a comparison between CBT and MCoRe is presented. Two experiments were performed. In the first, the MH is set to migrate increasingly away from its previous LD. The second experiment looks at the end-to-end latency in general for both MCoRe and CBT on varying topologies with receivers attached randomly.
Figure 7.12: (a) End-to-end latency vs. Migration Distance. (b) Average end-to-end latency comparison between shared-tree and MCoRe.

As shown in Figure 7.12(a) as the MH migrates further away, the end-to-end latency increases with each migration. After migration it can be seen that the end-to-end latency dropped significantly. For CBT the end-to-end latency increases in a similar manner to that of MCoRe. Given that the core in CBT does not change after each migration, receivers are unable to improve on the observed end-to-end latency. This means that if CBT is used, the source has to stay within a certain range for the delay to be acceptable. In MCoRe the end-to-end latencies only persist, while the MH is receiving cells from the extended path. After optimization, the end-to-end latencies dropped dramatically as shown in Figure 7.12(a).

The comparison of the end-to-end latencies of CBT and MCoRe is shown in Figure 7.12(b). On average the end-to-end latencies observed by MCoRe are lower than those of CBT due to the sub-optimal path between the source and receivers in CBT. Note that the use of connection rerouting algorithms only reduces the disruption time due to handoff and does not improve end-to-end latencies. This is because the position of the core is the determining factor in the perceived end-to-end latencies by receivers.
7.4 Results

7.4.4 Receiver's Migration

The performance under receiver's migration is dictated by the rate at which the multicast source transmits data and also how far the MH has migrated from its previous position. Other than that, the bandwidth available at the LD in which the MH migrated to affects the disruption time.

Figure 7.13: (a) Buffer requirements given different rates (b) Tree update time given different rates

As shown in Figure 7.13(a), with increasing rate the buffering requirement when the MH is 10 hops away is at a maximum (14 cells). This is due to the delay of the extended path where the PR has to buffer all incoming cells from the newly joined connections. The fact that MH migration is usually local only holds true when the migration is within a LD. During inter-LD migration, the extended path maybe traversed through a number of ASs. On the other hand, for local migration, it is likely that the extended path is relatively short. Therefore, at hops ranging from one to four the buffering requirements range from zero to six.

Apart from that, an investigation concerning latency of the synchronization process given increasing transmission rates. From Figure 7.13(b) it is shown that the update time is at its maximum at 5 Mbits/s. The update time increases when the MH migrates away from its previous LD. From 10Mbits/s onwards the synchronization time is relatively stable and is only affected by the length of the extended path.
7.4.5 Scalability

In this section the role played by ASs in reducing the number of signaling messages involved is investigated. Various experiments were run with increasing multicast group size (5-50) and recorded the number of TREE.Update messages filtered during the tree optimization process. Further, the number of hops traversed by each message is recorded to determine how far a message has to traverse before being filtered. This means that if a message can be filtered as soon as possible then the traffic induced by signaling is reduced. As can be seen from Figure 7.14(b), when the group size is at 45 or 50, the signaling messages are removed once they arrive at the first switch.

Figure 7.14: (a) Number of messages filtered. (b) Average Hops traversed by signaling messages.

Figure 7.14(a) shows the number of messages filtered as the multicast group size increases. Here, the number of messages filtered by core ASs is considered. For example the AS with an identification of 5000 has filtered five messages when multicast group is of size 50. Combining with other ASs (e.g., 5 ASs) assuming all of them have filtered out five messages, the total number of messages filtered is 25. Note that as the multicast group size increases the number of core ASs increases as well. Therefore, more signaling messages are likely to be filtered. This is shown in both Figures 7.14 (a) and
(b) where, as the multicast group size increases, the number of messages filtered increases. In Figure 7.14(b) the average number of hops traversed by signaling messages is inversely proportional to multicast group size. As a result, the signaling messages generated during handoff or optimization can be reduced dramatically.

### 7.5 Discussion

In the following paragraphs outline a list of areas that require further investigation.

- **Multiple sources:** As mentioned previously, currently MCoRe only supports one source. Given the data structure shown in Table 7.1 it is possible to have more than one source. The MCoRe program within ASs can be modified to multicast cells received from a given connection to all outgoing connections.

- **Security:** Currently MCoRe does not have security considerations incorporated and it remains to be investigated further. One of the main reasons for not dwelling on security at this stage is partly due to the immature nature of AN security technologies. Interested readers in AN securities are referred to [165]. The main concern here is on rerouting multicast connections, the issues concerning securities are beyond the scope of the work presented here.

- **Adaptive Shared-Tree:** Shared tree approach provides a simple solution to handling mobility but modifications are required to handle mobility. For example the core needs to be mobility aware. This means the core must contain a protocol in which it is able to perform handoff from an old connection leading to the mobile source's previous location onto the new connection to the mobile source's current location and vice-versa for receiver handoff. Furthermore, the core has to distinguish whether a new connection belongs to a source that just migrated or a new source. The handoff process can be improved if connection rerouting algorithms are incorporated. The incorporation of connection rerouting becomes more difficult when rerouting connections leading to receiver. Due to the dynamic nature of multicast group members, after each source/receiver migration the core’s position may cause some receiver’s QoS to be violated. To overcome this
problem we plan to look at the possibilities of applying active based solution in which a new core is computed given predetermined constraints.

- QoS: The issue of maintaining QoS after each MH migration requires further investigation. Some of the issues involve incorporating MH's QoS into the rerouting process and QoS adaptation. Current work in connection rerouting, both unicast and multicast, has not incorporated QoS policies.

7.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, the problems of rerouting multicast connections using an AN-based solution have been addressed. MCoRe utilises the computation at switches, resulting in a simple, efficient and scalable solution. Moreover MCoRe enables connections in a CIR to be adapted efficiently due to source/receiver mobility. MCoRe preserves cell ordering, prevents cell duplication and has minimal cell loss. Results have shown that MCoRe requires minimal buffering. Also the number of signaling messages is kept low with increasing multicast group size with the help of ASs. Moreover, compared to shared-tree approach MCoRe has lower end-to-end latencies and adapts to source migration. This means the multicast tree is always rooted at the source's current location whereas in shared tree the core is chosen during the initial setup of the multicast session and choosing another core after each host migration would prove to be an expensive process.

As can be seen programmability plays an important role in this chapter. These benefits outlined in this chapter were mainly realised using the programmability of switches. The most important factor that allows the rerouting of connections efficiently is the ability to distinguish between old and new connections. By differentiating between these two types connections, cells can be prevented from being forwarded onto new connections during optimization process and also allow tearing down of old connections. Another advantage of MCoRe is that all the operations performed do not require a snapshot of the multicast tree. This has added advantage since less signaling is required. Another benefit is the computation performed at each switch, which determines which connections remain intact after handoff.
Chapter 8

Conclusions

This thesis investigated the viability of applying active networking technologies to routing in mobile communications. Contributions to the mobile communication and ANs research areas have been outlined in detail. Various benefits of ANs in unicast and multicast routing for IP and ATM networks were demonstrated through extensive simulation studies. AN-based protocols presented in this thesis manifest in the following benefits: (i) efficient adaptation to mobility, (ii) reduced signaling overheads, (iii) high reuse of allocated network states, (iv) extensibility, (v) topology independence, and (vi) scalability.

As can be seen from the AN-based protocols presented in Chapters 4 to 7, updates are only performed on parts of the connection or multicast tree. Hence, ANs promote iterative update and reuse of allocated states. This was clearly demonstrated in both connection-oriented and multicast communications. In Chapter 5, it was shown that a connection in mobile ATM networks can be iteratively updated to maximise reuse. Similarly in Chapters 6 and 7, multicast states at routers (switches) were preserved and only parts of the multicast tree were affected. The ability to update portion of tree or connection is enabled by the computation at each router (switch) since routers (switches) can make their decisions based on the available information residing at their site and from neighboring routers (switches), they can determine locally whether updates are necessary under current situations. Therefore, routers (switches), in other words the intermediate network elements make the decisions rather than the end-host(s). The
benefits of such intra-network computing capabilities in mobile environments have been demonstrated throughout this thesis.

It was shown that signaling message overheads are minimal compared to solutions deployed from end-hosts. This is due to the fact that computation is distributed among routers (switches). The main source of signaling overheads, that is, probing of routers (switches) for data to be processed at end-hosts is not required. For example, there is no need to obtain a snapshot of the multicast tree before any adaptation can be performed. Local computation can be performed when events happen and not after. This has obvious advantages in the area of congestion control where it is important to isolate the congestion and also notify end-hosts of the congestion state. In mobile networks, especially routing, routes need to be updated frequently, even more so in multicast communications, particularly when the host migrates. Therefore, it is crucial these updates are performed as soon as possible. The fast update process has been demonstrated in Chapter 4 where TCP's performance was shown to improve significantly with the faster arrival of binding updates. In the near future, the case for local computation is even more prominent where QoS issues are to be addressed. This is because we may want to preserve the allocated QoS during connection start-up, since re-determining QoS may not be feasible; for example solutions that reallocate QoS after each migration are not useful when there are a large number of subscribers of a multicast session.

In both AMTree and MCoRe we see that active routers (switches) take an active role in filtering out redundant signaling messages. As can be seen, unnecessary optimisation and join messages are removed by core nodes, thus conserving bandwidth. Note that core nodes are not limited to filtering service but can be extended to include other services such as providing different QoS to different parts of the multicast tree. The ability to filter out redundant messages is crucial in ensuring the scalability of the protocol as the number of subscribers increases.

Another advantage in using ANs can be seen in unicast and multicast connection rerouting of connection-oriented networks. The main reason is that programs can distinguish between 'old' and 'new' connections. In Chapter 7, switches distinguish between the new and old tree, thus preventing forwarding of cells on new connections which may
cause looping or duplicate cells. The process of transition from the old to new was made efficiently without incurring high overheads due to the use of ANs. Note that the main signaling involved was due to connection setup and no other signaling is used to maintain the active programs instantiated. In Chapter 6, active routers help to determine the closest core. The routers subscribed are removed or added dynamically when they receive hop updates. This is an improvement over schemes which use a ping like mechanism to determine which subscribed router(s) has the minimum round-trip time.

The way in which active programs are positioned within the network has not received much attention in active networking communities. The deployment model presented in this thesis only programs routers (switches) that are on the communicating path. As a result, strategic positioning of programs is not required. Moreover, these programs can be unloaded easily after each migration. Since one of the many benefits of active solutions is topology independence, strategically positioning active programs would defeat the purpose of having ANs. As can be seen from the solutions presented in this research, frequent host migrations render strategic positioning services infeasible. Deployment of active programs alongside signaling messages, on the communication path facilitates identification of strategic points. For instance, in AMTree, the cores in the multicast tree are dynamic and in essence become strategic points based on group membership. Moreover, adaptive programs can be installed at these cores to cater to varying requirements of each downstream subscriber. Dynamic strategic points are crucial in mobile networks due to host movement. As shown in Chapters 6 and 7, the cores in the multicast tree remain dynamic. They can be unloaded or loaded based on group membership changes. As the cores in the AN-based solutions are dynamic, customisation programs are invoked when and where they are needed. In this thesis, the programs were deployed alongside the operation of the protocol, for example Mobile IP [10]. The goal of deploying programs alongside signaling messages used by a given protocol is that only routers (switches) that are involved with the session are programmed.

In order to have centralised source control, the active programs in this thesis are de-
ployed from a single source which allows different domains to deploy their own unique protocols. The implications of the deployment model used in this thesis are that services can be downloaded from a known third party server, followed by any customisation by the deploying host (e.g., HA). This means that third party active program developers do not need to scatter their programs strategically within the network. As can be seen throughout the thesis, no external mechanisms are used to discover other active services corresponding to the communication session. This is in contrast to the proposal by Sivakumar et al. [206] where a specific infrastructure was introduced to track active services so that they may cooperate with each other.

Topology independence is another important feature of using ANs. Some schemes employed tree topology or dedicated LANs such as cellular IP [37] to reduce signaling messages and shield the correspondent host from the wireless/mobile characteristics. It was shown that AN-based solutions do not rely on network topology and can be dynamically customised to form a specific topology. This is evident from the solutions presented in Chapters 4 to 7. No assumptions were made regarding network topology. Hence the proposed AN solutions are generic in that they work across different topologies.

It can be argued that the solutions presented in previous chapters can be hard-coded into current routers thus facilitating immediate deployment of the proposed protocols. This certainly provides an immediate solution to the problems faced by protocols today. However, in the long run, ANs based solutions can be easily extended to address other issues such as QoS, security, network management, and others. We have also demonstrated how existing protocols can be upgraded or new protocols can be built to handle mobility.

To summarise, this thesis has investigated a niche area in mobile computing, that of employing AN technology in routing and multicasting in connection-less as well as connection-oriented networks. The exhaustive studies have demonstrated that ANs can be successfully employed in mobile computing environments.
8.1 Future Work

8.1.1 Large Scale High Mobility Multicast

An important area of future research work is to show the benefits of AMTree and MCoRe in large scale multicast groups with varying mobility of group members. In the near future it is likely that more users will be connected to the Internet through their hand phones. These users may be subscribed to multiple multicast groups, for example receiving video broadcast from multiple news stations. Therefore, it is interesting to compare AMTree and MCoRe with the performance of existing multicast protocols in such environments.

8.1.2 Security and Mobile Protocols

Security features in ANs are maturing and it would be interesting to incorporate AN security features with general security ones into mobile protocols; for example, the incorporation of SANE [165] into the operation of Mobile IP [10]. Current work that employs ANs to address security issues includes IP spoofing [138] and active firewalls [139]. Further work is required to investigate the benefits that can be obtained if the security features inherent in ANs are used to complement those of end-hosts. Since the security requirements of ANs are much more demanding, it is likely that security provided by ANs would prove to be beneficial.

8.1.3 QoS

QoS is another issue that remains to be investigated. As mentioned above, ANs provide an ideal solution for protocols that maintain states within the network. Therefore, ANs provide an ideal solution with regard to QoS because routers/switches can negotiate among themselves to maintain the allocated QoS or invoke an adaptive scheme during host migration. Furthermore, little work has investigated the application of ANs to QoS problems. In the area of QoS in connection-oriented networks, ANs can be employed to provide services.
8.1 Future Work

8.1.4 Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET)

AMTree and MCoRe in their current form cannot be applied directly in MANET. It will be interesting to see how AMTree and MCoRe can be adapted into MANET. The problem itself is not straightforward given that in MANET, the cores are dynamic. In other words, adaptation within the network as well as that due to subscriber migration is required. This means that in-transit network elements (i.e., mobile devices) need to take an active role in maintaining the multicast session, which is similar to active routers/switches in the fixed network. However, due to limited resources available at these mobile devices, computation will be limited. This correlation between the roles of intermediate nodes in both ANs and MANET means that there is a high possibility that the protocols developed for the fixed network may apply directly to MANET with little modification. The reverse is also true for protocols developed for MANET.
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Appendix A

Parameters Used in the Derivation of Algebraic Expressions

The parameters used in the analysis of the ACR scheme are shown in Table A.1 and A.2.

A.1 Topologies Used in Simulation Studies

We tested our scheme on the mesh topology with 100 switches interconnected randomly. The degree of each switch in the topology varies from one to three. An example of a mesh topology is shown in Figure A.1.

![Mesh Topology](image)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M_{sig}$</td>
<td>Signalling message size</td>
<td>50 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_d$</td>
<td>Data packet size or AAL PDU size</td>
<td>8 Kbytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$BW_{sig}$</td>
<td>Signalling channel bandwidth</td>
<td>64 Kbytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$BW_d$</td>
<td>Data channel bandwidth</td>
<td>1 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_w$</td>
<td>Propagation delays for the wireless links</td>
<td>3 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{bsc-bts}$</td>
<td>Propagation delays for the BSC-to-BTS Links</td>
<td>50 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{bsc-sw}$</td>
<td>Propagation delays for the BSC-to-switch links</td>
<td>50 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{sw}$</td>
<td>Propagation delays for the inter-switch links</td>
<td>50 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{stp}$</td>
<td>Processing time of signalling messages in nodes where only Signal Transfer Point (STP) function is required.</td>
<td>0.3 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{sw(setup)}$</td>
<td>Processing time of SETUP message and target BTS determination functions in various type of network nodes.</td>
<td>8 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{abc(setup)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>16 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{bsc(setup)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>32 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{sw(disc)}$</td>
<td>Processing time of DISC message in various types of network nodes</td>
<td>4 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{abc(disc)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>8 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{bsc(disc)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>16 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{sw(udp-thl)}$</td>
<td>Time to update translation table</td>
<td>4 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{sw(other)}$</td>
<td>Processing time of signalling messages (other than SETUP, DISC, and fast resource reservation) in various types of network nodes</td>
<td>3 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{abc(other)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>6 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{bsc(other)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{sw(su)}$</td>
<td>Processing time for switching an ATM cell through an ATM switch</td>
<td>10 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{sw(bac)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>20 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{sw(bts)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>40 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{sw(setup-active)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.6 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{abc(setup-active)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>19.2 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{bsc(setup-active)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>38.4 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{old-new}$</td>
<td>Number of switches between the old BSC and the new BSC.</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{cx-old}$</td>
<td>Number of switches between from the CX to the old BS.</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{old-org}$</td>
<td>Number of switches between $BS_1$ or $BS_2$ and the switch connecting to the FH</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{new-org}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_m$</td>
<td>Signalling message processing time in the MS</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1: Input parameters.

We consider a tree with four levels. The connectivity of each intermediate node varies from three to eight. Since the BSs are connected randomly, there are different numbers of BSs at different levels of the hierarchy. When the MH migrates from $BS_1$ to $BS_2$ where both BSs are in different parts of the tree, during path extension it will reuse nodes from $BS_1$ to the node common to both these BSs. This common node is the CX. Also in the tree topology a high number (compared to the Mesh topology) of nodes will
A.1 Topologies Used in Simulation Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Message Type</th>
<th>Transmitted on..</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_w$</td>
<td>Signalling</td>
<td>Wireless links</td>
<td>$(M_{sig}/BW_{sig}) + L_w$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{bcs-bts}$</td>
<td>Signalling</td>
<td>BSC-BTS link</td>
<td>$(M_{sig}/BW_{sig}) + L_{bcs-bts}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{bcs-sw}$</td>
<td>Signalling</td>
<td>BSC-Switch links</td>
<td>$(M_{sig}/BW_{sig}) + L_{bcs-sw}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{sw}$</td>
<td>Signalling</td>
<td>Switch-Switch links</td>
<td>$(M_{sig}/BW_{sig}) + L_{sw}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{d(w)}$</td>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Wireless links</td>
<td>$M_d/BW_d + L_w$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{d(bcs-bts)}$</td>
<td>Data</td>
<td>BSC-BTS links</td>
<td>$M_d/BW_d + L_{bcs-bts}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{d(bcs-sw)}$</td>
<td>Data</td>
<td>BSC-Switch links</td>
<td>$M_d/BW_d + L_{bcs-sw}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{d(sw)}$</td>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Switch-Switch links</td>
<td>$M_d/BW_d + L_{sw}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2: Message transmission times.

be reused when $BS_2$ sets up a path to $BS_1$ a number of nodes from the CX to $BS_1$ will be reused. Figure A.2(a) shows a tree topology with three levels and each node has two child nodes.

![Tree Topologies](image)

Figure A.2: (a) Tree (b) Redundant Tree Topologies

The redundant tree looks similar to the tree topology with additional linear connection among nodes of each level. An example of this topology is shown in Figure A.2(b). As can be seen the routing does not need to traverse up the tree to reach another node on a different branch. In the simulation our topology consists of four levels each node has three child nodes.
A.2 Analysis of ACR

Here the expressions for handoff latency, disruption time and buffer requirements for the ACR scheme are derived. Equations for other rerouting schemes have already been derived and can be found in [205]. The ACR scheme is then compared with other rerouting schemes that have been proposed in the literature.

Firstly, to analyse the ACR scheme the sequence of signaling and messages generated during handoff including message generated during path rerouting are used. Figure A.3 depicts the signaling and messages involved. Note that the network architecture used is adapted from [59]. The BSCs and MSCs are ATM switches and have switching, routing and buffering capabilities. All handoffs initiated by the MH and hard-handoffs are considered [59].

![Diagram of ACR network architecture]

Figure A.3: Active Path Rerouting.

When the MH detects that it is in the vicinity of $BS_2$, it sends an ACCESS command in order to establish a radio link. The latency incurred is expressed as

$$T_{lg} = T_w + S_{bsa(other)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)
which is the sum of latency transmitting the message across the wireless links and
the processing time at BS2. If BS2 accepts the MH it sends an ACCESS_GRANTED
message back to the MH. The delay incurred is given by:

\[ T_{2h} = T_w + S_m \quad (A.2) \]

After establishing a radio channel the MH sends a HO_REQUEST to the BS, whose
delay is given by,

\[ T_{3a} = T_w + S_{bts\text{(other)}} \quad (A.3) \]

The HO_REQUEST is forwarded onto the BSC. The latency is calculated as the sum
of transmission time from the BTS to BSC and the processing time at BSC,

\[ T_{4a} = T_{bcs\text{-}bts} + S_{bcs\text{(other)}} \quad (A.4) \]

Once the BSC has received the HO_REQUEST command it proceeds to setup up a
path to the previous BS while programming all ASs between BS2 and BS1. Here
the latency of the setup (including programming) at each network node is set to be
20% higher than the normal latencies. These latencies are reflected in the variables
\( S_{sw\text{(setup\text{-}active)}} \), \( S_{bts\text{(setup\text{-}active)}} \) and \( S_{bcs\text{(setup\text{-}active)}} \). The latency incurred for the
message \( T_{5b} \) is calculated as the transmission time of the setup message to the first
switch, followed by the transmission and processing time of the message through \( N \)
number of ASs (including programming) before reaching BS1,

\[ T_{5b} = 2S_{bts\text{(setup\text{-}active)}} + N_{\text{old\text{-}new}}T_{sw} + S_{bts\text{(setup\text{-}active)}} + \\
N_{\text{old\text{-}new}}S_{sw\text{(setup\text{-}active)}} + 2T_{bcs\text{-}sw} + S_{sw\text{(upd\text{-}tbl)}} \quad (A.5) \]

A connect message is then returned to BS2 if the setup was successful. Hence the
latency of the connect message is given by:

\[ T_{6c} = 2T_{bcs\text{(sw)}} + S_{sw\text{(other)}}N_{\text{old\text{-}new}} + T_{sw}N_{\text{old\text{-}new}} + 2S_{bcs\text{(other)}} \quad (A.6) \]

After the path has been setup, a HO_REPLY is generated by the BSC which is then
forwarded to the MH. The HO_REPLY has to traverse through BSC, BTS and the
wireless link before reaching the MH. The latency from the BSC to BTS is expressed
by:

\[ T_{7j} = T_{bsc-bts} + S_{bts(other)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.7)

The later part of the traversal equates to,

\[ T_{8j} = T_w + S_m \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.8)

In an architecture where BSs have direct links to each other, the following modifications to \( T_{5b} \) and \( T_{6c} \) are made;

\[ T_{5b} = 2S_{bts(setup)} + T_{sw} + 2T_{bsc-sw} + S_{sw(upd-thl)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.9)

\[ T_{6c} = 2T_{bsc-sw} + 2S_{bsc(other)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.10)

The equations, (A.6) and (A.6), imply that handoff latency will be at a minimal and dependent on the link connecting \( BS_1 \) and \( BS_2 \).

### A.2.1 Handoff Latency

The handoff latency is calculated from the time the MH detects \( BS_2 \) to the receipt of \( HO\_REPLY \). Hence the handoff latency is calculated by summing the signaling latencies from \( T_{4g} \) to \( T_{8j} \). The handoff latency is computed as follows,

\[
T_{HO-latency} = 3T_w + 3S_{bts(other)} + 2S_{bts(setup-active)} + S_{bsc(setup-active)} + \\
S_{sw(setup-active)}N_{old-new} + 4T_{bsc(sw)} + S_{sw(other)}N_{old-new} + \\
2T_{sw}N_{old-new} + S_{bsc(other)} + 2S_{stp} + S_{sw(upd-thl)} \]

\hspace{1cm} (A.11)

If BSs have links to each other (1-hop scenario) the handoff latency is:

\[
T_{HO-latency-1-hop} = 4T_w + 3S_{bts(other)} + 2S_m + 2T_{bsc-bts} + 2S_{bts(setup-active)} + \\
T_{sw} + 4T_{bsc-sw} + 3S_{bsc(other)} + S_{sw(upd-thl)} \]

\hspace{1cm} (A.12)

If soft handoff is performed where an extended path has been setup when the MH
migrates to BS\textsubscript{2} the handoff expression would be:

\[ T_{\text{HO-latency-soft}} = T_{1g} + T_{2h} + T_{3a} + T_{7j} + T_{8j} \]
\[ = 2(S_m + T_{\text{bcsc-bts}} + 4T_w + 3S_{\text{bts(other)}}) + S_{\text{bcsc(other)}} \]  

(A.13)

In Equation A.14 the time to setup the extended path is omitted. In this scenario once BS\textsubscript{2} receives the HO_REQUEST, it returns a HO_REPLY immediately.

### A.2.2 Disruption Time

The disruption time is the time in which the MH is not communicating with the corresponding host [59]. Therefore, the disruption time in ACR is the sum of the handoff latency and the time taken for data to reach the MH after the translation table at BS\textsubscript{1} has been updated.

\[ T_{\text{disrupt}} = T_{\text{HO-latency}} + N_{\text{old-new}}T_{d(sw)} + T_{d(w)} + T_{d(bsc-ew)} + T_{d(bsc-bts)} + S_m \]  

(A.14)

The disruption time for 1-hop scenario is:

\[ T_{\text{disrupt-1-hop}} = T_{\text{HO-latency-1-hop}} + T_{d(bsc-bts)} + T_{d(w)} + S_m \]  

(A.15)

In the soft handoff scenario the disruption time is calculated based on the following latencies:

1. Establishing communication link with BS\textsubscript{2}. This equates to \( T_{1g} + T_{2h} + T_{3a} \).

2. A HO_COMPLETE is then sent to the MH and a HO_DATA_FORWARD message is generated by BS\textsubscript{2} to BS\textsubscript{1} (traversing through \( N_{\text{old-new}} \) switches). Upon receiving the HO_DATA_FORWARD message BS\textsubscript{1} updates its translation table. The time taken for the MH to receive the first cell forwarded from BS\textsubscript{1} is therefore,

\[ 2(T_{\text{bcsc-sw}} + N_{\text{old-new}}(T_{sw} + S_{sw(other)})) + 2T_{d(bsc-sw)} + N_{\text{old-new}}T_{d(sw)} + T_{d(bsc-bts)} + T_{d(w)} \]
Hence the disruption time for soft handoff is:

\[ T_{\text{disrupt-soft}} = 3T_w + S_m + 2bts(\text{other}) + N_{\text{old-new}}(T_{sw} + S_{sw(\text{other})}) + T_{d(sw)} + T_{d(sw)} + T_{d(bsc-bts)} + T_{bsc-bts} + S_{bsc(\text{other})} + 2(T_{bsc-sw} + T_{d(bsc-sw)}) \] (A.16)

A.2.3 Buffer Requirements

The amount of buffering required by a path rerouting scheme determines its scalability. In ACR, buffering is required at the BS and MH. We denote \(Q_{MH}\) and \(Q_{BS}\) as the buffering requirements at the MH and BS respectively. During handoff the MH has to buffer all upstream traffic and the amount of cells buffered is dependent on the handoff latency. On the other hand, the buffering at the BS is dictated by the length of the old path which extends from the CX passing through \(BS_1\) and then onwards to \(BS_2\).

\(Q_{MH}\) equates to \(T_{HO-\text{latency}}\). This is because buffered cells at the MH can only be transmitted after uplink stream(s) from \(BS_2\) to \(BS_1\) has been setup. Therefore, the expression for \(Q_{MH}\) is

\[ Q_{MH} = T_{HO-\text{latency}} \times BW_d \] (A.17)

Consequently the equation for the 1-hop case would be:

\[ Q_{MH} = T_{HO-\text{latency-1-hop}} \times BW_d \] (A.18)

and the equation for soft handoff scenarios is:

\[ Q_{MH} = T_{HO-\text{latency-soft}} \times BW_d \] (A.19)

\(Q_{BS}\) is dependent on the length of the path CX-\(BS_1\)-\(BS_2\). \(BS_2\) starts buffering after receiving a BUFFER command from the CX. The time needed to drain the old path is the time taken by the marker cell to traverse the old path. Therefore,

\[ Q_{BS} = ((N_{cx-old} + N_{old-new})(T_{d(sw)} + S_{sw(sw)}) + T_{d(sw)}) \times BW_d \] (A.20)

\(^1\)refer subsequently as the old path
Appendix B

Signaling Messages Used by Proposed Protocols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SETUP</td>
<td>Initiate a connection to corresponding party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONNECT</td>
<td>Corresponding party accepts connection setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELEASE</td>
<td>Connection setup is rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO.REQUEST</td>
<td>Indicates the new MH's location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO.DATA_FORWARD</td>
<td>Indicate the resumption of cell forwarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO.REPLY</td>
<td>Indicate the handoff process is complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO.REJECT</td>
<td>The handoff process has been rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPTIMIZE</td>
<td>To begin the optimization process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO.UPDATE</td>
<td>To update all MH bindings at switches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.1: Signaling messages for ACR.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signaling Message</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JOIN_REQUEST</td>
<td>Issue by clients to join the multicast session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOIN_ACK</td>
<td>Join successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REG_CONF</td>
<td>Registration message sent to the location directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORE_CONNECT</td>
<td>Sent by core routers to MH’s current location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO_UPDATE</td>
<td>as part of the process to determine closest core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>informs the previous BS of the MH’s new location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOP_DISCOVERY</td>
<td>A message send by the previous BS to inform all cores to begin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>core discovery process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP_DISCOVER</td>
<td>To discover whether optimisation is needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAFT_MESG</td>
<td>To graft a new branch onto the tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAFT_ACK</td>
<td>To signify successful graft operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRUNE_MESG</td>
<td>To prune off unwanted branches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOP_FORWARD</td>
<td>To stop the forwarding of data from previous BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO_COMPLETE</td>
<td>Marks the end of the handoff process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.2: Signaling messages for AMTree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signaling Message</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADD_PARTY</td>
<td>Initiate a join. Issue by PR on behalf of clients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO_UPDATE</td>
<td>To update all proxy roots of the MH’s new location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TREE_UPDATE</td>
<td>To initiate optimization process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TREE_OP_ACK</td>
<td>Sent after successful optimization, signaling a new branch has</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>been formed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRUNE_RDY</td>
<td>To inform upstream switch that the branch leading to it, is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ready to be pruned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIG_CELL</td>
<td>To inform all cores to prune and update to new connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIJ</td>
<td>Used by clients to join a given multicast session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.3: Signaling messages for MCoRe